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1. Introduction 

In eukaryotic organisms, several post-transcriptional processes take place after a 

gene has been transcribed into pre-mRNA, before the mRNA is matured and ready 

to be translated into protein. These processes include decapping, tailing, and RNA 

splicing, which ensure that protein translation occurs correctly. One further 

important process is RNA editing, which will be the focus of this work. 

1.1. RNA editing 

RNA editing is a post-transcriptional process that is widely found in eukaryotes, 

prokaryotes, archaea, and viruses (Benne, 1994; Benne et al., 1986; Su and Randau, 

2011). During this process, RNA molecules are modified in a variety of ways, 

including nucleotide insertion, deletion, and base substitutions (Knoop, 2011). In 

general, this evolutionarily conserved modification ensures that the mRNA is 

corrected before being translated into proteins. RNA editing has been found in 

mRNAs, tRNAs, rRNAs, and miRNAs, including untranslated regions, in the nucleus, 

mitochondria, and chloroplasts (Chateigner-Boutin and Small, 2010; Knoop, 2011; 

Su and Randau, 2011; Sun et al., 2016).  

Base substitutions, such as adenosine to inosine deamination (e.g. in fungi (Teichert, 

2018)) and pyrimidine changes, have been discovered not only to correct mRNA but 

also to generate different forms of proteins with and without editing, leading to 

downstream pathway discrepancies (Karcher and Bock, 2009; Su and Randau, 2011; 

Wagner et al., 1989). To state the most prominent example, in the human nuclear 

transcript of apoB, a C-to-U deamination exchange by RNA editing results in edited 

and unedited versions of the protein expressed in the liver and intestine, 

respectively. The corresponding key RNA editing factor, APOBEC-1, was later 

characterized as a zinc-dependent cytidine deaminase that recognizes nucleotides 

in cis upstream of the editing site (Mehta and Driscoll, 2002; Smith et al., 1997). 
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1.2. Plant-type RNA editing 

The discovery of plant-type RNA editing was first published in 1989 by three 

independent research groups, reporting the RNA editing sites found in angiosperm 

mitochondrial transcripts (Covello and Gray, 1989; Gualberto et al., 1989; Hiesel et 

al., 1989). Two years later, the RNA editing site in maize chloroplast rpl2 was 

reported, changing ACG (Thr) to a start codon (ATG, Met) (Hoch et al., 1991). To 

specify this type of RNA editing, which contains the single nucleotide substitution 

from C-to-U (forward editing) and U-to-C (reverse editing), the term plant-type RNA 

editing was defined (Figure 1). This is a site-specific cytidine deamination post-

transcriptional process that is found only in the transcripts of mitochondria and 

chloroplasts (Blanc et al., 1995; Rajasekhar and Mulligan, 1993; Yu and Schuster, 

1995). 

Plant-type RNA editing can occur in various regions of RNA molecules, especially in 

coding sequences of messenger RNA (mRNA), but also in transfer RNAs (tRNA) 

(Binder et al., 1994; Kunzmann et al., 1998; Marchfelder et al., 1996; Marechal-

Drouard et al., 1993), introns (Begu et al., 2011; Binder et al., 1992; Borner et al., 

1995) and untranslated regions (Miyata et al., 2002). With the help of advanced 

bioinformatic tools and high-throughput RNA sequencing technologies, scientists 

can now identify and predict RNA editing sites more efficiently, thereby improving 

our understanding of the RNA-editing mechanism (Bentolila et al., 2013; Cheng et 

al., 2016; Lenz et al., 2018; Ruwe et al., 2013). Once the information encoded in the 

genome on the first and second position of a codon has been corrected, the 

resulting mature mRNA can be translated into a functional correct protein, 

maintaining its proper organelle function. The efficiency of RNA editing can vary 

depending on the editing site, with sites leading to no change in codon identity 

being often only partially edited, while sites that switch the codon to a different 

one are typically edited more efficiently (Edera et al., 2018; Miyata and Sugita, 2004; 

Small et al., 2020). Plant-type RNA editing has been shown to play important roles 

in a variety of biological processes in plants, including development, stress response, 

and energy metabolism (Li et al., 2021). 
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Figure 1. Plant-type RNA editing conversion between cytidine and uridine via deamination and 

amination during post-transcriptional processing. This type of editing, which can occur at the first 

and second codon positions, results in a switch in amino acid identity, while editing at the third 

codon position typically leads to a silent change. In organellar transcripts, both forward (dominate, 

red) and reverse (blue) RNA editing between cytidine and uridine are observed primarily during 

mRNA maturation. Additionally, this process can generate start codons (M) and stop codons (*). 

Chemical structure taken from PubChem https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.  

1.2.1. Evolution of plant-type RNA editing 

The C-to-U plant-type RNA editing mechanism has not been reported in algae. It is 

believed to have evolved in the common ancestor of land plants possibly as a 

defense against UV light exposure after transitioning from water to land (Fujii et al., 

2011; Hollósy, 2002; Takahashi and Ohnishi, 2004). Forward RNA editing is found to 

be wildly distributed in all land plants except of the marchantiid liverworts (Figure 

2) (Freyer, 1997; Groth-Malonek et al., 2007; O Malek, 1996; Rüdinger et al., 2012; 

Sper-Whitis et al., 1996; Steinhauser et al., 1999). The number of RNA editing sites 

can vary widely between species, ranging from tens to thousands. For example, the 

moss Funaria hygrometria has eight editing sites in mitochondria and two in 

chloroplast transcripts (Rüdinger et al., 2011a), while Seleginella moellendorffii 

contains 2152 editing sites in mitochondria (Hecht et al., 2011), and Seleginella 

unicate has 3415 sites in chloroplast transcripts (Oldenkott et al., 2014). Reverse 

https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
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RNA editing, which converts uracil to cytidine, is found in hornworts, lycophytes 

(except Seleginellales), and monilophytes (Gerke et al., 2020; Grewe et al., 2011; 

Gutmann et al., 2020; Ichinose et al., 2022; Knie et al., 2016). According to the plant 

phylogeny model proposed by Qiu et al. (2006), reverse editing was gained in the 

common ancestor of hornworts and tracheophytes. However, recent research by 

Wickett et al. (2014), Lutzoni et al. (2018), Puttick et al. (2018) and Su et al. (2021) 

suggests that bryophytes form a monophyletic group in plant phylogeny. This 

indicates that both forward and reverse editing may have been gained at the origin 

of land plants (Knoop, 2022). Additionally, adenosine-to-inosine RNA editing in 

tRNA has been observed in plant organelles once (Delannoy et al., 2009; Karcher 

and Bock, 2002; Su and Randau, 2011). However, this work will focus solely on C-

to-U RNA editing. 

To clearly specify different RNA editing sites, Rüdinger et al. (2009) proposed a 

nomenclature system. The system labels editing sites with the gene name, the 

direction of editing (C-to-U: eU or U-to-C: eC), the position in the gene, and the 

resulting amino acid change. For example, the editing site nad4eU272SL represents 

a forward C-to-U editing site (eU) in the NADH dehydrogenase subunit 4 (nad4) 

gene at nucleotide position 272 of the transcript, resulting in a change of codons 

from serine (S) to leucine (L).  
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Figure 2. Cladogram depicts the gain and loss of plant-type RNA editing in land plants, based on a 

modified phylogeny from Knoop (2022). C-to-U RNA editing likely emerged (green dot) as a 

mechanism to defend against UV light exposure during the transition from water to land, and was 

lost (red dot) in Marchantiopsida. The phylogeny of bryophytes is still debated (Puttick et al., 2018; 

Su et al., 2021; Wickett et al., 2014), but U-to-C RNA editing appears to have arisen (green square) 

in the common ancestor of hornworts and tracheophytes, and was lost (red square) in Selaginellales 

and the common ancestor of seed plants. Plant names in bold indicate common clades, plant 

pictures from Simpson (2010).  

1.3. Pentatricopeptide repeat (PPR) proteins 

In the year 2000, the genome of the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana was fully 

sequenced, which marked a significant milestone in the discovery of 

pentatricopeptide repeat (PPR) proteins (Small and Peeters, 2000). The PPR protein 

family is one of the largest and most enigmatic gene families found in land plants, 
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characterized by tandem motifs (2-26) of 35-amino acid repeats. Unlike the 

tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR) motifs, which consist of 34 amino acids in each motif 

and are involved in protein-protein interactions, PPR proteins are considered key 

factors in some protein-RNA interactions (D'Andrea and Regan, 2003; Das et al., 

1998; Karpenahalli et al., 2007; Small and Peeters, 2000). In the PPR protein, similar 

to TPR protein, two anti-parallel α-helices are linked by a loop forming the α-

solenoid repeat. The tandem repeats of these motifs result in a superhelix 

encircling a tunnel with a hydrophilic central and positively charged bottom, 

providing the ability to interact with negatively charged RNA molecules (Small et al., 

2023; Small and Peeters, 2000). PPR proteins are divided into different subgroups 

regarding their structure. While the P subclass PPR proteins consist only a stretch 

of 2-25 35 amino acid sequence motifs, participating in mitochondria or 

chloroplasts for organelle RNA processing, including RNA splicing, cleavage, RNA 

stability, transcription, and translation (Barkan and Small, 2014; Rugen et al., 2019; 

Small et al., 2023; Waltz et al., 2019), the PLS subclass PPR protein is built with 

canonic P motifs combined with longer (L, 35-36 amino acids) and shorter (S, 31 

amino acids) variants (Barkan et al., 2012; Kindgren et al., 2015; Lurin et al., 2004). 

The PLS proteins usually show P, L, S repeats as triplets with the most C-terminal 

ones slightly differing in sequence conservation and therefore labeled as P2, L2, S2 

(Cheng et al., 2016; Lurin et al., 2004). After the PLS stretch, most PLS proteins 

additionally a carboxy (C)-terminal domain, including the extension domains E1, E2, 

and the DYW domain, named after the three terminal amino acids aspartate (D), 

tyrosine (Y), and tryptophan (W) (Figure 3) (Cheng et al., 2016). The DYW-type PPR 

proteins are defined as the key factors of plant-type RNA editing, due to the zinc-

binding cytidine deaminase function holds by the DYW domain (Cheng et al., 2016; 

Hayes and Santibanez, 2020; Oldenkott et al., 2019; Schallenberg-Rüdinger and 

Knoop, 2016; Small et al., 2020). 
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Figure 3. A model of a DYW-type PPR protein and its key motifs within the DYW domain. The DYW-

type PLS proteins typically begin with an organellar signal peptide (light orange) in the N-terminal 

region, followed by several PLS repeats that terminate with P2, L2, and S2 motifs (dark brown, dark 

red, and dark yellow, respectively), with amino acid variations compared to P1, L1, and S1 motifs 

(brown, red, and yellow). The C-terminal E1 and E2 domains (green and dark green) are similar in 

structure to TPR repeats and consist of two alpha-helices structures each. The DYW domain is 

colored blue. Key motifs within the DYW domains are indicated in boxes. The PG-box is crucial for 

maintaining editing site conservation, while the HxExnCxxC domain binds to a zinc ion and is involved 

in cytidine deamination. The CxC domain captures the second zinc ion. Additionally, the orange lines 

denote the gating domain, which plays a pivotal role in opening the catalytic center for the precise 

positioning of the nucleotide to be edited. (Takenaka et al., 2021). Alpha-helixes and beta-sheets are 

indicated in orange boxes on top. Weblogo generated 

(https://weblogo.threeplusone.com/create.cgi) based on the DYW domains from the nine P. patens 

editing factors.  

https://weblogo.threeplusone.com/create.cgi
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The C-terminal extensions E1 and E2 domains in the PLS subclasses of PPR proteins 

share a similar structure with TPR proteins. While TPR proteins are primarily 

involved in protein-protein interactions (Schallenberg-Rüdinger and Knoop, 2016), 

the exact role of E1 and E2 domains in PLS proteins is not well-defined. However, 

the RNA footprint of A. thaliana CRR2 suggests that these domains may also be 

involved in RNA recognition (Ruwe et al., 2018). CRR2 is a DYW-type PPR protein 

that does not participate in RNA editing. Rather, its function is to stabilize 

transcripts of chloroplast rps7 and ndhB, thereby playing a crucial role in 

maintaining their integrity (Hashimoto et al., 2003). Despite this evidence, the 

precise function of the E1 and E2 domains in PLS proteins remains unclear. The 

function of the DYW domain, in contrast, is better known. The DYW domains stores 

the so-called “PG-box” motif, located at the beginning of the DYW domain, which 

is suggested to be required for editing site conservation (Hayes et al., 2013; Okuda 

et al., 2007). The HxExnCxxC motif is the zinc-binding cytidine deaminase signature, 

and the CxC motif close to the DYW end captures a second zinc ion (Boussardon et 

al., 2014; Hayes et al., 2013; Schallenberg-Rüdinger and Knoop, 2016; Wagoner et 

al., 2015). These two zinc-binding sites were confirmed capturing Zn2+ ions after the 

DYW domain was successfully crystalized (Takenaka et al., 2021). With the 

crystallization structure, Takenake’s group defined a so-called “gating domain”, 

contains one α helix (α1) and two β sheets (β3 and β4) (Figure 3). The gating domain 

undergoes a conformational change upon binding to RNA, resulting in the opening 

of the catalytic center of the PPR protein, which in turn enables efficient cytidine 

deamination of a specific C nucleotide (Small et al., 2023; Takenaka et al., 2021).  

1.3.1. PPR-RNA recognition code 

Numerous knockout and knockdown studies of PPR protein genes in the model 

plants Arabidopsis thaliana and Physcomitrium patens have let to assign PPR 

proteins to their RNA targets (Fujii et al., 2013; Hammani et al., 2009; Rüdinger et 

al., 2011a; Schallenberg-Rüdinger et al., 2013a; Takenaka et al., 2019). From the 

variable loss of function studies, it was found that PPR proteins can serve more than 

one RNA target. By utilizing bioinformatic tools and statistical analysis in 
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combination with the PPR proteins assigned to their targets, researchers found that 

the fifth and the last amino acid of the PPR motifs, especially the P and S motifs, 

are important for RNA recognition, where the fifth amino acid distinguish between 

purine and pyrimidine, and the last amino acid assigned keto or amino group of 

ribonucleotieds (Barkan et al., 2012). The targets assigned by the same editing 

factor PPR proteins show high similarities (Glass et al., 2015; Hammani et al., 2009; 

Rüdinger et al., 2011a). Subsequently, a PPR-RNA recognition code was proposed 

(Barkan and Small, 2014; Barkan et al., 2012; Gerke et al., 2020), which follows the 

one-repeat-one-nucleotide pattern until the nucleotide -4 of the editing site (Figure 

4). Besides the fifth and last amino acids in the PLS motif, other studies suggest that 

the second amino acid also helps recognizing RNA targets (Yagi et al., 2013). The 

crystal structure analyses of designed P subclass PPR proteins and RNA 

electrophoretic mobility shift assay (REMSA) studies confirmed and expanded the 

proposed binding code (Shen et al., 2016; Yan et al., 2019).  

 

Figure 4. The PPR-RNA binding model of DYW-type Physcomitrium patens PPR56 is shown with 

its two targets nad4eU272SL and nad3eU230SL. Protein structure is labelled as in Figure 3. PPR56, 

which is a mitochondrial editing factor, contains 14 PLS repeats (numbering backward) and is 

responsible to edit nad4eU272SL (>99%) and nad3eU230SL (>70%). The letters on the PLS repeats 

indicate the fifth and last amino acids that are important for RNA recognition. The amino acid 

combinations from P- and S-repeats, which are thought to be important for target selection, are 

shaded. The function of L-repeats are still controversial. The PLS repeats bind to the RNA target in 

a one-repeat-one nucleotide pattern, with the editing cytidine marked in bold and underlined. The 

PPR-RNA binding code is based on Barkan et al. (2012). PPR model modified from Oldenkott 

(2020). 
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The P- and S-type PPR repeats in the PLS subclass PPR proteins generally follow the 

suggested PPR-RNA recognition code (Barkan and Small, 2014; Gerke et al., 2020). 

In contrast, the L-type PPR repeats show less conservation in the second, fifth, and 

last amino acids (Gutmann et al., 2020; Yagi et al., 2013). Although it was previously 

thought that the L-type PPR repeats do not play a role in PPR-RNA recognition, but 

rather act as spacers or provide conformational help when the P- and S-type PPR 

repeats bind to RNA targets (Yan et al., 2017b), in vivo studies suggest that at least 

some of the L motifs are still important for RNA recognition (Oldenkott et al., 2019).  

1.3.2. Evolution of DYW-type PPR proteins 

While it remains unclear why PLS-type PPR proteins are mainly restricted to the 

land plant clade, phylogenetic studies have revealed an expansion of the PLS-type 

PPR protein family in embryophytes (Fujii et al., 2011; Gutmann et al., 2020; O'Toole 

et al., 2008; Salone et al., 2007). Transcriptional data is now available for further 

studies through the OneKP project (Carpenter et al., 2019; Leebens-Mack et al., 

2019). Given that PLS-type PPR proteins are involved in RNA editing, it is not 

surprising to see that the number of these proteins is linked to the frequency of 

RNA editing (Gutmann et al., 2020). Usually, loss of an RNA editing site (which 

involves replacing cytidine with thymidine on DNA level) leads to the loss of the 

corresponding PPR editing factor, unless this protein is able to serve additional sites 

or gets a neofunctionalization, such as PPR43 from P. patens (Hein and Knoop, 2018; 

Hein et al., 2016; Hein et al., 2019; Rüdinger et al., 2011a).  

In the basal land plant linkage bryophyte, although E-type PPR proteins without 

DYW domain was found, plant-type RNA editing is mainly carried out by DYW-type 

PPR proteins that possess the complete C-terminal extension (E1, E2, DYW 

domains).. In the model moss Physcomitrium patens, at least 107 genes encoding 

for PPR proteins have been discovered, with only 10 of them possessing C-terminal 

extensions (Sugita, 2022). Although PLS-type PPR proteins lacking the C-terminal 

extensions have been identified, they have not been found to be involved in the 

editing mechanism directly. Nine of the DYW-type PPR proteins are assigned to one 

up to two of the in total 13 editing sites (Ichinose et al., 2014; Ichinose et al., 2013; 
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Ohtani et al., 2010; Rüdinger et al., 2011a; Schallenberg-Rüdinger et al., 2013a; 

Tasaki et al., 2010; Uchida et al., 2011) while the tenth one, PPR43, has a 

degenerated DYW domain and have an RNA splicing function (Ichinose et al., 2012; 

Rüdinger et al., 2011a). The remaining PLS-type PPR proteins are found to be 

involved in RNA splicing, RNA stabilization, RNA accumulation, and other post-

transcriptional processes (Sugita, 2022). PPR proteins in P. patens are “intron-rich”, 

indicating that the PPR gene family underwent retrotransposition-mediated 

proliferation in the more ancient past (O'Toole et al., 2008). At least 18 pairs of 

paralogous PPR proteins have been discovered, which is likely the result of genome 

duplication activity during the expansion of the gene family (Rensing et al., 2008).  

In angiosperms, DYW type PPR proteins have evolved into various ways (Hayes et 

al., 2013; Kotera et al., 2005; Okuda et al., 2009; Okuda et al., 2010; Zehrmann et 

al., 2011). While the some DYW-type PPR protein, such as MEF1, performs RNA 

editing by itself as seen for P. patens, storing a complete functional DYW domain 

(Zehrmann et al., 2009; Zehrmann et al., 2011), others utilize the "brock" 

mechanism, where truncated PPR proteins mainly consisting of PLS repeats are 

involved in target recognition, and DYW-like proteins provide deamination function 

in angiosperms (Small et al., 2023). Truncated PLS-type PPR proteins, such as CRR4, 

can complete the cytidine deamination function on ndhDeU2TM with the help of 

the DYW-like protein DYW1, a short protein with only 239 amino acids, that holds 

only an N-terminal truncated DYW domain (Boussardon et al., 2012). Truncation 

experiments with some DYW-type PPR proteins showed that after C-terminal 

truncation they were still able to edit their assigned sites, such as truncated MEF11, 

in the complementation study (Verbitskiy et al., 2010). However, PPR proteins such 

as RARE1 and QED1 were unable to edit their corresponding sites when the DYW 

domain was truncated (Wagoner et al., 2015). All these examples already reveal the 

diversity of DYW domain evolution in A. thaliana.  

1.3.3. The more complicate editing complex: Editosome 

In angiosperms, particularly in the extensively researched model plant maize and A. 

thaliana, various types of PLS PPR proteins are involved in RNA editing mechanisms. 
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It is frequently observed that truncated PLS proteins collaborate, such as CRR4 with 

DYW1, as mentioned above. MEF8 and MEF8S, with only five PLS repeats, are other 

examples that require helper proteins to complement the cytidine deamination 

function (Boussardon et al., 2012; Chateigner-Boutin et al., 2013; Diaz et al., 2017). 

Similarly, the DYW-type PPR protein DYW2, which lacks E1 and E2 domains, and the 

P-type PPR protein NUWA, which contains a coiled-coil domain on the C-terminal, 

are co-factors of the editing factor CLB19 (Andres-Colas et al., 2017; Guillaumot et 

al., 2017). Unlike DYW1, which only pairs with CRR4, DYW2 and MEF8 have been 

found to interact with several E-type PPR proteins. DYW2 has been shown to be 

dual-targeted in both mitochondria and chloroplasts, and is involved in over 100 

RNA editing sites along with NUWA (Guillaumot et al., 2017). In the later 

complementation study, CWM1, an E-type PPR protein from A. thaliana responsible 

for editing 4 sites, was found to be a likely interaction partner of DYW2 as well 

(Oldenkott et al., 2020). Similarly, the DYW-like PPR protein PCW1 has been found 

to be responsible for editing 102 sites in maize mitochondria (Wang et al., 2022).  

Apart from the cooperation between PPR proteins, other co-factors are involved in 

RNA editing in angiosperms (Figure 5) (Sun et al., 2016; Yan et al., 2017a). For 

example, cp31, a chloroplast ribonucleoprotein (cpRNP) containing RNA 

recognition motifs (RRMs), was found to be crucial for editing at two sites in ndhB 

and psbL (Hirose and Sugiura, 2001; Tillich et al., 2009). It has been suggested that 

this protein may indirectly influence RNA editing by dissolving RNA secondary 

structures (Schallenberg-Rüdinger and Knoop, 2016). Organelle RNA recognition 

motif proteins (ORRMs) are another group of co-factors found in both mitochondria 

and chloroplasts, influencing up to 44% (ORRM4) of editing sites (Shi et al., 2016; 

Sun et al., 2016). The multiple organellar RNA editing factors (MORFs) (Takenaka et 

al., 2012) or RNA editing factor interacting proteins (RIPs) (Bentolila et al., 2012) 

shows direct interaction with PPR proteins. Ten MORF/RIP proteins have been 

found in A. thaliana, and half of them were found as major editing factors (Sun et 

al., 2016). Mutations in these individual MORF/RIP proteins lead to a reduction or 

loss of editing at different sites (Bentolila et al., 2013; Bentolila et al., 2012; 

Takenaka et al., 2012). Yeast-two-hybrid experiments indicate direct interaction 
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between different MORF/RIP proteins and with PPR proteins (Glass et al., 2015; 

Härtel et al., 2013; Zehrmann et al., 2015). Organelle zinc-finger (OZ) protein OZ1 is 

another co-factor found in the editosome that interacts with ORRM1, PLS-type PPR 

proteins, P-type PPR proteins, and protoporphyrinogen IX oxidase 1 (PPO1) in 

chloroplasts is involved in up to 18 editing sites (Sun et al., 2016; Sun et al., 2015; 

Yan et al., 2017a; Zhang et al., 2014). In 2017, it was reported that the chloroplast 

RNA helicase ISE2 (increased size exclusion limit 2) is involved in RNA editing (Bobik 

et al., 2017). Given that the RNA targets may need to maintain a certain secondary 

structure for proper protein interaction (Schallenberg-Rüdinger et al., 2013a), this 

is not too surprising.  

 

Figure 5. A hypothetical model of “editosome” in many angiosperm RNA editing mechanism. 

Unlike in the basal plant P. patens, RNA editing in angiosperms has been found to be more complex. 

DYW-type PPR proteins can be "broken" into two pieces to co-work on one editing site (such as CRR4 

and DYW1), or the protein with a DYW domain may be involved in editing multiple sites (e.g. DYW2). 

Other proteins, such as MORF/RIP, ORRM, OZ, ISE, and P-type PPR protein NUWA have been found 

to interact with PLS-type PPR proteins and assemble into a different and dynamically transient 

protein complex called the "editosome" for RNA editing, as describe in text. Note that ORRM only 

interacts with MORF/RIP, but not with the PLS-type PPR proteins. Further investigation is needed to 

fully understand the molecular interactions involved. 

Since the E1 and E2 domains in the C-terminal extensions exhibit high similarity 

with the TPR repeat structure, it is plausible that they may participate in protein-

protein interactions similar to TPR proteins (Cheng et al., 2016; Schallenberg-

Rüdinger and Knoop, 2016). Additionally, the presence of the conserved "PG-box" 
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at the beginning of the DYW domains suggests that this region may also play a 

crucial role in protein-protein interactions (Hayes et al., 2013).  

Although the term "editosome" has been used to describe the editing complex 

made up of different proteins (Figure 5), it has not yet been successfully purified in 

the lab (Bentolila et al., 2012; Huang et al., 2019; Sandoval et al., 2019). Since the 

same or related proteins could also be involved in other RNA maturation processes, 

it seems that the "editosome" is likely a weak and transient interaction for editing 

events, rather than a stable and well-defined complex (Small et al., 2023). 

1.3.4. DYW-type PPR proteins outside of land-plants 

Although plant-type RNA editing was once thought to be restricted to land plants, 

DYW-type PPR proteins have been discovered in aquatic plants. Nitella hyaline, a 

streptophytes algae, harbors several PPR proteins and one DYW domain. In addition, 

the chlorophyte algae Tetraselmis cordiformis, a flagellated microalga, possesses 

DYW-like motifs and a PPR-like protein with a DYW domain (Gutmann et al., 2020). 

DYW-like sequences containing the key cytidine deaminase signature HxExnCxxC 

was found in algae Pyraminoadales, Dolichomastigales, Prasinococcales and 

Chlorodendrales (Gutmann et al., 2020). DYW-type PPR proteins are also present in 

a variety of other organisms, including the euglenozoa Diplonema (Moreira et al., 

2016), the slime mold Physarum polycephalum (Schaap et al., 2015; Schallenberg-

Rüdinger et al., 2013b), and the heterolobosean protists Acrasis kona (Fu et al., 

2014) and Naegleria gruberi (Rüdinger et al., 2011b). Considering that these 

organisms have close contact with land plants and are capable of incorporating 

foreign DNA, horizontal gene transfer may be a plausible explanation (Cazalet et al., 

2010; Choudhary et al., 2007; Fu et al., 2014; Knoop and Rüdinger, 2010).  

In Physarum polycephalum, 4 C-to-U editing events were found together with other 

type of editing, including nucleotide insertion, deletion, and conversion of C-to-G 

and U-to-G (Bundschuh et al., 2011). In the protists Acrasis kona and Naegleria 

gruberi, C-to-U RNA editing sites (atp6eU722SL and cobeU409HY in A. kona, 

cox1eU1120HY and cox3eU787RW in N. gruberi) were identified in their 

mitochondrial transcriptomes (Fu et al., 2014; Rüdinger et al., 2011b). In N. gruberi, 
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ten DYW-type PPR proteins were found encoded in the genome. Ten DYW-type PPR 

proteins were also identified in the N. gruberi genome, and although not all of them 

possess mitochondrial signal peptides, some of them stores a long PPR repeat 

regions, and the DYW domains of most of them show high conservation in key 

motifs, including the PG box, the cytidine deaminase signature HSEK, CxxC and CxC, 

which could provide clues to assign the editing sites to the corresponding PPR 

protein (Knoop and Rüdinger, 2010; Rüdinger et al., 2011b). 

1.4. The model organisms Physcomitrium patens and Escherichia 

coli 

1.4.1. Physcomitrium patens 

In the basal branch of land plants (Figure 2), the moss Physcomitrium patens, from 

the family Funariaceae in the order Funariales, has a significant advantage as other 

bryophytes (liverworts, mosses, hornworts) in that its haploid gametophyte 

dominates its life cycle, making phenotypic studies more manageable (Beike et al., 

2015; Beike et al., 2014; McDaniel et al., 2010; Medina et al., 2019; Rensing et al., 

2020). Its nuclear genome and its two organellar genomes were sequenced and 

made available from 2008 (Lang et al., 2018; Rüdinger et al., 2008; Sugiura et al., 

2003; Terasawa et al., 2007). Stable (Schaefer and Zrÿd, 1997) and transient 

(Bezanilla et al., 2003) transformation methods have been available since 1997, 

including traditional partial bombardment (Cho et al., 1999), PEG-mediated 

protoplast transformation (Schaefer and Zrÿd, 1997) and Agrobacterium 

tumefaciens T-DNA insertion (Cove et al., 2009). The nuclear genome is amenable 

to mutational, knockout, knockdown, and overexpression studies due to its high 

rates of homologous recombination (Kamisugi et al., 2005; Sugita, 2022). Other 

molecular tools such as PREPACT have been established in the P. patens as well 

(Bezanilla et al., 2003; Collonnier et al., 2017). Additionally, gene targeting in the 

chloroplast genome was feasible as early as 2004 (Sugiura and Sugita, 2004). With 

these various technologies, P. patens has become a suitable non-seed model plant 

for studying abiotic stress and molecular-based research (Rensing et al., 2020).  
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Out of the 107 PPR proteins found in P. patens, only 16 belong to the PLS subclass, 

and ten of those contain a DYW domain. The five PLS-type PPR proteins (PPR9, 

PPR25, PPR31, PPR34 and PPR69) lacking complete C-terminal extensions have not 

been found to be involved in RNA editing (Sugita, 2022). PPR105 which storing a E-

domain was not found to be involved in editing function as well. Instead, PPR9 has 

been suggested as a co-factor for PPR43 in intron splicing of cox1 (Ichinose et al., 

2020), while PPR31 is responsible for intron splicing of atp9 and nad5 (Ichinose et 

al., 2020). PPR69 has been identified as a homolog of PDM1/SEL1, a RNA splicing 

and accessing factor in A. thaliana (Sugita, 2022; Zhang et al., 2015). The remaining 

PLS-type PPR proteins are not yet well characterized (Sugita, 2022). Of the ten DYW-

type PPR proteins in P. patens, PPR43 is the only one not assigned to RNA editing 

function. Its degenerate DYW domain is instead implicated in intron 3 splicing of 

cox1 (Ichinose et al., 2012).  

After combining the genome and transcriptome data, 13 C-to-U RNA editing sites 

were found in P. patens (Figure 6), 11 in mitochondrial and 2 in chloroplast 

transcripts (Ichinose et al., 2014; Ichinose et al., 2013; Ohtani et al., 2010; Rüdinger 

et al., 2011a; Schallenberg-Rüdinger et al., 2013a; Tasaki et al., 2010). Knockout 

studies were conducted to investigate the role of DYW-type PPR proteins in P. 

patens. The results revealed that the lines ΔPPR45 and ΔPPR98 could not survive, 

therefore knockdown studies were performed, showing that PPR45 edits two sites 

in rps14 and PPR98 is responsible for atp9eU92SL (Ichinose et al., 2014; Ichinose et 

al., 2013; Schallenberg-Rüdinger et al., 2013a). KO PPR65 (Schallenberg-Rüdinger 

et al., 2013a), KO PPR71 (Tasaki and Sugita, 2010; Tasaki et al., 2010), KO PPR77 and 

KO PPR91 (Ohtani et al., 2010) showed a strong phenotype characterized by very 

small colony size. Further analysis showed that PPR65 needs to edit the 

ccmFC103PS site before PPR71 can edit the ccmFC112SF site (Schallenberg-

Rüdinger et al., 2013a). In contrast, KO PPR56 (Ohtani et al., 2010), KO PPR78 

(Rüdinger et al., 2011a), and KO PPR79 (Uchida et al., 2011) did not exhibit a strong 

phenotype. All of these 13 sites were assigned to 9 DYW-type PPR proteins, with 

one or two targets each (Figure 6). In contrast to the complicated RNA editing 

mechanisms found in angiosperms, P. patens shows an ancient RNA editing system, 
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where only DYW-type PPR proteins are sufficient for the cytidine deamination 

activity, without any helper proteins (Oldenkott et al., 2019; Sugita, 2022). As the 

first organism in which all of its editing sites and the factors involved have been fully 

characterized, P. patens has become a favorite plant for studying RNA editing 

mechanisms.  

 

Figure 6. Nine DYW-type PPR proteins as RNA editing factors assigned to their corresponding 

editing sites in P. patens. Eight of the PPR proteins edit their targets in mitochondrial transcripts, 

while PPR45 is assigned to chloroplast targets in rps14. Mitochondria and chloroplast figure from 

Bio-render (https://www.biorender.com/). 

1.4.2. Escherichia coli 

Escherichia coli, a gram-negative bacterium, is a widely-used model organism in the 

field of biology. Since the first successful plasmid transformation in E. coli, 

numerous biotechnologies have been developed for this fast-growing organism, 

making it a valuable tool for many different applications (Becker and Wittmann, 

2016; Cai et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2013; Rodriguez et al., 2014; 

Sauer et al., 2008; Zhao et al., 2016). While Physcomitrium patens displays a 

https://www.biorender.com/
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relatively simple RNA editing mechanism, a stable mitochondrial transformation 

method has been established for this plant (Takenaka et al., 2013). This limitation 

has made E. coli a promising alternative for RNA editing studies. While E. coli does 

not perform pyrimidine-type RNA editing in general, no PLS-type PPR proteins were 

found in E. coli. A-to-I RNA editing has been found in the ACG anticodon of tRNA, 

and the corresponding factor, tadA, belongs to the adenosine deaminase family and 

is not linked to the PPR protein family (Wolf et al., 2002). This makes it possible to 

establish a plant-type RNA editing system in E. coli without interference from plant-

specific factors.  

PPR65 and PPR56 from P. patens, along with their corresponding targets, were 

successfully transferred into E. coli (Figure 7), achieving comparable editing as in 

planta (Oldenkott et al., 2019). This study demonstrated that a single DYW-type PPR 

protein is sufficient to complete C-to-U RNA editing, with the DYW domain acting 

as the cytidine deaminase. The first target switch could be successfully achieved in 

the plant-type RNA editing mechanism. Taking advantage of the heterologous 

system, the E. coli transcriptome provided a large number of off-targets of PPR65 

(6) and PPR56 (79) besides the targets we provided (on-target), highlighting key 

positions for PPR protein recognition. The PPR-RNA code was largely confirmed as 

well. Based on this study, a chimera of PPR56 with the DYW domains of OTP86 from 

A. thaliana can efficiently edit the provided nad4 targets. Key motifs within the 

DYW domain of OTP86 were also tested and found to behave similarly to the DYW 

domain of moss (Takenaka et al., 2021). With a similar system, synthetic PLS-type 

PPR proteins with complete C-terminal extensions were shown to edit their targets 

with the help of MORF2 (Royan et al., 2021) in bacteria as well; the active PPR65 

protein from P. patens was purified and demonstrated to retain its cytidine 

deamination function in vivo (Hayes and Santibanez, 2020).  
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Figure 7. Expression of RNA editing factors and their targets in E. coli. The pET41Kmod vector 

containing the coding sequence for the protein, along with the provided target sequence, was 

transformed into E. coli strain Rosetta2(DE3) on LB agar plates supplemented with kanamycin (Kan, 

50 μg/ml) and chloramphenicol (Cam, 5 μg/ml). After selecting a suitable clone, a 5 ml pre-culture 

was prepared and grown overnight at 37°C and 180 rpm. Subsequently, 250 μl of the pre-culture 

was transferred to a 25 ml main culture supplemented with additional 0.4 mM ZnSO4. Once the 

OD600 reached 0.4-0.6, the main culture was adjusted to a volume of 20 ml and induced with 0.4 

mM of IPTG to activate the T7 promoter. The culture was then grown for 20 hours at 16°C and 180 

rpm. The bacteria were harvested for RNA preparation, followed by cDNA synthesis to assess editing 

efficiency, while protein expression was checked by SDS-PAGE.. Figure based on Oldenkott et al. 

(2019) and created by using bio-render.  

This study is aimed to investigate the plant-type RNA editing system by focusing 

mainly on PPR56. Target and protein modifications at various positions were tested, 

and several chimeras were examined to explore the role of different motifs. 

Additional data sets of off-targets in the E. coli system were also analyzed to 

evaluate the plant-type RNA editing system as a potential molecular tool.  
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2. Additional materials and methods 

All materials and methods used for production of the results displayed in this thesis 

are described in the mentioned publications (Yang et al., 2023a; Yang et al., 2023b; 

Yang et al., 2023c). From the cloning of the constructs until the sequencing of the 

results for editing efficiency, it was followed the same procedure as described in 

Yang et al. (2023a). Additional materials and methods are described below. 

2.1. Protein solubility test 

To confirm that the lack of editing in the constructs was not due to insoluble 

proteins caused by protein mutations, soluble proteins were extracted from a 20-

hour E. coli culture (2 mL) based on the method described by Takenaka et al. (2021). 

For western blot analysis, a 1:500 dilution of 6x-His Tag Monoclonal Antibody 

(HIS.H8, Invitrogen) and a 1:5000 dilution of Rabbit anti-Mouse IgG (H+L) Secondary 

Antibody, AP (Invitrogen) were used. Signals were detected using SIGMAFAST™ Fast 

Red TR/Naphthol AS-MX Tablets (Sigma-Aldrich). 

2.2. Additional oligonucleotides 

Additional oligonucleotides are listed in the Supplementary Table 1.  
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3. Results 

3.1. Establishing protein solubility test for PPR proteins expressed 

in E. coli system 

In Oldenkott et al. (2019), PPR65 and PPR56 from P. patens was successfully 

expressed and edit their targets in E. coli system (Figure 7). The approval of how 

many soluble protein was still questing. In Takenaka et al. (2021), the amount of 

soluble chimera PpPPR56 with DYW domain of AtOTP86 was tested by western blot. 

It was then wondered how many soluble protein of PPR65 and PPR56 shown in 

Oldenkott et al. (2019) was expressed. The SDS-PAGE gel shows that PPR65 was 

always highly over-expressed comparing with PPR56 in E. coli system, although 

PPR56 edit its target more efficiently, even with much more off-targets (133) in E. 

coli transcriptome comparing with 6 off-targets for PPR65 (Yang et al., 2023a).  

Soluble total proteins were extracted based on Takenaka et al. (2021). The proteins 

from 4.5*108 E. coli cells were then applied to western blot to fish out PPR proteins 

fused with MBP (see section 2.1). With different dilution of the first antibody, the 

1:1500 dilution shows the clearest soluble PPR proteins for both PPR56 and PPR65. 

Surprisingly, the amount of soluble PPR proteins are correlated with the total over-

expressed protein on SDS-PAGE gel (Figure 8).  

 

Figure 8. A western blot analysis to test the amount of soluble protein in PPR65 and PPR56 

expressed in the E. coli system. The left side (blue bands) shows the SDS-PAGE gel with blue bands 

representing PPR56 and PPR65 proteins. The right side (red bands) shows the soluble proteins with 

different dilutions (1:250, 1:500, 1:1000, 1:1500) of anti-His antibody.  
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3.2. Yang et al 2023a (submitted) 

Yingying Yang, Kira Ritzen hofen, Jessica Otrzonsek, Mareike Schallenberg-

Rüdinger and Volker Knoop (2023) 

Beyond a PPR-RNA recognition code : Many aspects matter for the multi-targeting 

properties of RA editing factor PPR56 

Plant C-to-U RNA editing is a cytidine deamination process which occurs in 

transcripts of both mitochondria and chloroplasts allowing plants to correct the 

information encoded in their organellar DNAs before it is translated into protein. 

RNA-binding pentatricopeptide repeat (PPR) proteins are most prominent as 

specific RNA editing factors and form the largest nuclear encoded gene family in 

plants. Adapting plant-type RNA editing could offer a useful new tool for targeted 

transcript alteration in diverse systems in the future. Towards that end, it is 

important to understand its mechanism in detail. RNA editing factors of 

Physcomitrella patens have successfully been transferred into Escherichia coli, 

including PPR56 with its two native targets nad3eU230SL and nad4eU272SL. To 

elucidate the important parameters for efficient C-to-U editing, we tested how (i) 

protein mutations (ii) target mutations, (iii) diverse target sequence extensions, (iv) 

secondary structures, as well as (v) diverse placements of the two targets in 

different combinations in PPR56 would affect editing efficiency. Accompanying E. 

coli transcriptome analyses provides additional insights from off-target 

identification.  

All amino acid modifications within the DYW domain related to the 2nd zinc binding 

site (PPR56|DYW:H123A, H123Y, C130A, and C132A) (Figure 3) completely 

abolished editing in both nad4 and nad3 targets. Editing was also abolished in the 

1st zinc binding amino acid mutation (K91A), but K71R after the "HSE" motif 

remained edited in both targets. PPR56|DYW:G3A had less of an effect on editing 

efficiency than P2A, similar to the conserved motif "SHP" in moss with mutations 

of H23A and P24A. The key motif suggested to be important for DYW chimera 

compatibility has been proven to be important, as MH79IS mutations abolished 
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editing in both targets, but H80K did not significantly affect editing. 

Mutations on the PLS motifs aim to redirect the PPR protein to new targets 

according to the PPR-RNA binding code. PPR56|S-13NS>ND, P-12NN>NS, S-7TD>TN, 

P2-3ND>NS, L-2VD>ND, and S2-1ND>NS could not complement editing with 

mutations on the corresponding target sites. Meanwhile, PPR56|S-10TD>TN, P-

9TN>TD, P-6ND>TD, S-4TN>TD, P2-3ND>NN, and S2-1ND>TD showed higher editing 

in at least one target when using the mutated target in the corresponding site. 

Notably, although S-7TD>TN could not redirect to a new target, the double 

mutation S-7TD>TN|S-4TN>TD could edit both targets with mutations on target -10 

and -7 sites. Given that the N-terminal part of the PLS stretch usually contributes 

less to target recognition and binding, truncations on the N-terminal part (first PLS 

triplet) surprisingly greatly reduced editing on both targets. 

Different single nucleotide modifications cover all nucleotides corresponding to the 

PLS motifs (together with the results of Oldenkott et al. 2019). In most cases, the 

nad4 target is more tolerant of modifications than the nad3 target. This holds true 

for multi-nucleotide modifications as well. Although L motifs do not contribute to 

target binding, it is surprising to see the reduction of editing in target mutations 

corresponding to L-2 and L-8. Interestingly, switching nucleotides corresponding to 

the L motif in triple mutations of nad3 (g-14a|a-11c|c-8u) results in higher editing 

than the opposite switching in the nad4 target (76% vs. 26%). 

Nucleotides around editing sites (position -1 to -3, +1 to +2) has been modified as 

well. Start codon and stop codons could be generated with high editing of nad4 

target. Furthermore, the sequences upstream of the PPR binding site were also 

mutated. Stepwise shortening progressively reduced RNA editing efficiencies, even 

though the expected core PPR-binding region of the target remained unaffected. 

Although RNA secondary structure could be one of the explanations, the current 

structure prediction tools could not explain this yet. To investigate further, artificial 

strong hairpin structures were tested on the nad4 target, and indeed, they 

abolished editing. 

E. coli, as a heterologous system, provides the opportunity to check for off-targets
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in its transcriptome data. Off-targets of native PPR56 have been investigated in 

Oldenkott et al. 2019, where 79 off-targets were found. With more data 

accumulated and updates from the analyzing tools, now 133 off-targets have been 

found. The off-targets highlighted the key nucleotides that would be important for 

target selection of PPR56: S-10TD:g, P-9TN:a, S-7TD:g, S-4TN:a, P2-3ND:u, and S2-

1ND:u. Interestingly, with one amino acid mutation, PPR56|S-4TN>TD has 449 off-

targets identified, while the S-10TD>TN mutants only have 16. Although a strong 

shift in preference of nucleotides at the corresponding positions has been observed, 

it is surprising that a single amino acid can influence the protein's flexibility so 

strongly. 

Knowing the upstream sequence of the PPR binding part could influence editing. A 

series of tandem targets have been tested in the E. coli system, and the upstream 

target can significantly enhance the editing of the downstream target. This 

enhancement does not solely rely on the editing of the upstream target. This holds 

true when cloning off-target sequences in the vector system as well. Additionally, 

targets have been placed upstream of the PPR56 coding sequence (5') and 

downstream (3') for comparison. Interestingly, the target in the 3' position can 

enhance editing at the 5' site in most cases. Using this target enhancement 

capability, a potential target, cox3eU290SF, has been found for PPR56. This site is 

pre-edited with a thymine in DNA already and is conserved in its pre-edited state in 

all available moss mitochondrial DNA. However, it has been confirmed as an editing 

site in the lycophytes Isoetes engelmannii, Selaginella moellendorffii, and in the 

fern Haplopteris ensiformis. 

Part of the study was included in my master's thesis (Yang, 2019), while other parts 

were included in the bachelor's theses of Kira Ritzenhofen (Ritzenhofen, 2021) and 

Jessica Otrzonsek (Otrzonsek, 2020). I cloned most of the constructs and analyzed 

their editing efficiencies. I also analyzed the RNA-seq data for PPR56 and its 

mutants and mainly participated in the further downstream analysis of the off-

target candidate sites. 
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 2  

Abstract 19 

The mitochondrial C-to-U RNA editing factor PPR56 of the moss Physcomitrium patens is an RNA-20 

binding pentatricopeptide repeat protein equipped with a terminal DYW-type cytidine deaminase 21 

domain. Transferred into Escherichia coli, PPR56 works faithfully on its two native RNA editing 22 

targets, nad3eU230SL and nad4eU272SL, and also converts cytidines into uridines at over 100 off-23 

targets in the bacterial transcriptome. Accordingly, PPR56 is attractive for detailed mechanistic 24 

studies in the heterologous bacterial setup, allowing for scoring differential RNA editing activities of 25 

many target and protein variants in reasonable time. Here, we report (i) on the effects of numerous 26 

individual and combined PPR56 protein and target modifications, (ii) on the spectrum of off-target C-27 

to-U editing in the bacterial background transcriptome for PPR56 and two variants engineered for 28 

target re-direction and (iii) on combinations of targets in tandem or separately at the 5’- and 3’-ends 29 

of large mRNAs. The latter experimentation finds enhancement of RNA editing at weak targets in 30 

many cases, including cox3eU290SF as a new candidate mitogenome target. We conclude that C-to-U 31 

RNA editing can be much enhanced by transcript features also outside the region ultimately targeted 32 

by PPRs of a plant editing factor, possibly facilitated by its enrichment or scanning along transcripts.  33 
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Introduction 34 

The recent years have seen much progress towards understanding the molecular machinery behind 35 

cytidine-to-uridine RNA editing in plant chloroplasts and mitochondria [1–4]. The research on RNA 36 

editing and other processes of RNA maturation in the two endosymbiotic organelles of plant cells has 37 

clearly profited from parallel approaches taken not only with model flowering plants like Arabidopsis, 38 

maize or rice but also with bryophyte model organisms [5]. Flowering plants (angiosperms) feature 39 

complex RNA editosomes variably composed of numerous and diversely interacting proteins to 40 

target specific sites for C-to-U conversion in the organelle transcriptomes [3,6–8]. In contrast, a much 41 

simpler scenario has emerged for C-to-U RNA editing in “early-branching” land plants among which 42 

the moss Physcomitrium patens holds a key role as a model organism [4,9,10]. All characterized RNA 43 

editing factors in Physcomitrium combine a stretch of pentatricopeptide repeats (PPRs) responsible 44 

for sequence-specific RNA recognition with a terminal DYW-type cytidine deaminase carrying out the 45 

site-specific C-to-U conversion. 46 

To a large part, the complex editosomes of angiosperms seem to be the result of frequent 47 

separation of RNA target recognition and the catalytic DYW domain, now relying on protein-protein 48 

interaction including various helper proteins interacting in trans [11–19]. This evolutionary pathway 49 

is exemplified with the recently investigated case of angiosperm RNA editing factor CWM1 that is C-50 

terminally truncated in Arabidopsis and relies on helper proteins but features an orthologue with a 51 

terminal DYW domain in the early-branching flowering plant Macadamia that was able to 52 

complement an RNA editing KO in Physcomitrium [20]. Single editing factors retaining those 53 

functionalities in just one polypeptide, as in the case of the here investigated PPR56, mainly exist in 54 

early-arising plant lineages like the mosses [3].  55 

Physcomitrium patens has a prominent role with its only 13 C-to-U RNA editing sites assigned to 56 

nine site-specific RNA editing factors. However, Physcomitrium is in no way representative for other 57 

bryophytes, which feature the full spectrum of RNA editing being entirely absent in the marchantiid 58 

liverworts, with massive C-to-U RNA editing in the early-branching moss Takakia lepidozioides [21] or 59 
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with abundant “reverse” U-to-C RNA editing co-existing with C-to-U editing in hornworts like 60 

Anthoceros agrestis [22]. Among altogether more than 100 pentatricopeptide repeat proteins in 61 

Physcomitrium only nine are RNA editing factors and all of them, including PPR56 investigated here, 62 

are characterized by a PLS-type PPR array linked to a terminal DYW cytidine deaminase domain via 63 

the E1 and E2 domains [9]. It is likely no surprise that the simple one-protein RNA editing setup of 64 

Physcomitrium could be functionally transferred into heterologous systems like the bacterium 65 

Escherichia coli [23] and, more recently, also into human cell lines [24]. The bacterial setup in 66 

particular offers an easy access to exploring the interaction of an RNA editing factor and its targets by 67 

allowing the investigation of numerous protein and target variants in short time. 68 

The mitochondrial RNA editing factor PPR56 of Physcomitrium patens has been functionally 69 

characterized some years ago [25] and appeared particularly suited for further investigations for 70 

several reasons. Firstly, it has two native mitochondrial target sites that are converted with different 71 

efficiencies by specific cytidine deamination in the moss (Fig. 1A). Editing target nad4eU272SL is 72 

converted to more than 99% in the steady state mitochondrial transcriptome of Physcomitrium. 73 

Editing efficiency at its second target, nad3eU230SL, is more variable and may depend on 74 

environmental conditions but is generally above 70% in planta [25,26]. The RNA editing target site 75 

labels follow a nomenclature proposal that indicates the respective genetic locus (here nad subunits 76 

of respiratory chain complex 1, the NADH ubiquinone oxidoreductase), the RNA editing event 77 

towards uridine (eU), the transcript position counting from the first nucleotide of the AUG start 78 

codon and the resulting codon change, here serine to leucine in both cases [26,27].  79 

Defining a PPR-RNA recognition code has been a tremendous step forward in understanding the 80 

operation of pentatricopeptide repeat proteins [28–31]. At the core of this code, the identities of the 81 

5th and the last (L) amino acid within the two antiparallel -helices constituting an individual PPR are 82 

key to recognizing individual ribonucleotides with position ‘5’ distinguishing purines (adenosines or 83 

guanosines) from pyrimidines (cytidines or uridines) and position ‘L’ defining preferences for amino 84 

(A or C) or keto nucleobases (G or U). However, the situation is notably more complex for PPR 85 
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proteins acting as RNA editing factors, which not only feature canonical ‘P-type’ PPRs of 35 amino 86 

acids but also variants with different consensus profiles and slightly variable lengths. Most widely 87 

distributed are the variants ‘L’ (long, 35-36 aa) and ‘S’ (short, 31-32 aa) contributing to PLS-type PPR 88 

arrays in most plant RNA editing factors. Yet more PPR variants such as ‘SS’ and ‘LL’ have recently 89 

been identified in the growing amount of genomic data for the huge PPR gene families in land plants, 90 

now also including hornworts, lycophytes and ferns [32]. 91 

The PPR-RNA code outlined above can be applied only to P- and S-type but not to L-type PPRs 92 

and the functional role of the latter remained mysterious. Notably, despite a conceptually slightly 93 

better overall fit of the nad3eU230SL target to the P- and S-type PPRs of PPR56 (Fig. 1A), the 94 

nad4eU272SL target is edited more efficiently not only in the native moss background but also in the 95 

recently established heterologous E. coli RNA editing assay system [23]. Hence, additional 96 

parameters beyond the conceptual matches of an array of PPRs to its targets evidently contribute to 97 

RNA editing efficiencies. 98 

Here, we explored the impact of PPR56 protein mutations and of modified, extended, combined 99 

and differently placed RNA targets in the easily amenable bacterial system to identify the relevant 100 

elements contributing to efficient RNA editing. Most importantly, we found that sequences further 101 

upstream of the region ultimately bound by the PPR array contribute to high RNA editing efficiency 102 

and that tandem combinations of target sequences can significantly enhance RNA editing at 103 

previously less efficiently edited downstream targets. The latter include both selected off-targets in 104 

the E. coli transcriptome as well as cox3eU290SF as a predicted further candidate plant mitogenomic 105 

target of PPR56. 106 

Moreover, we observed that placing the otherwise moderately edited nad3eU230SL target of 107 

PPR56 in the 5’- vs. the 3’-UTR of a long mRNA can enhance RNA editing even above the level 108 

observed in its native plant mitochondrial environment. Hence, the wider environment of the core 109 

RNA target sequence as defined by the PPR array contributes notably to the observed RNA editing 110 

efficiencies. Altogether, we conclude that the operation of PLS-type RNA editing factors like PPR56 111 
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relies not only on the defined code for P- and S-type PPRs but also on the hitherto enigmatic L-type 112 

PPRs and on the wider transcript environment possibly favoring its enrichment in the neighborhood 113 

of its ultimate target or even suggesting a 5’-to-3’-scanning mechanism towards the cytidine finally 114 

targeted for deamination. 115 
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Results 116 

PPR56, mutant nomenclature and the vector assay systems 117 

PPR56 is a typical “complete”, and likely evolutionarily ancestral, plant C-to-U RNA editing factor 118 

equipped with a highly conserved carboxyterminal DYW-type cytidine deaminase domain linked to 119 

an upstream PLS-type PPR array via the E1 and E2 extension motifs (Fig. 1A). For clarity, we here 120 

introduce nomenclature standards to label mutations on the protein or on the target side, 121 

respectively, that have been introduced for studying RNA editing functionality. For mutations on the 122 

protein side, we use a protein domain label behind a pipe symbol, followed by a colon and the 123 

position and amino acid identities in single-letter annotation before and after changes, e.g. 124 

PPR56|DYW:G3A for the mutation converting the glycine of the conserved PG box (Fig. 1B and suppl. 125 

fig. 1) into alanine. As a shorthand notation for mutations targeting the crucial positions ‘5’ and ‘L’ of 126 

a given PPR, we simply indicate the introduced identities without numbering, e.g. PPR56|P-6ND>TD 127 

for the mutation converting the native ND combination in PPR P-6 for a conceptually better match to 128 

the guanidine that is naturally present in position -9 upstream of the nad4eU272SL editing site (Fig. 129 

1A). 130 

For mutations on the RNA target side, we will use small letters to label nucleotide changes and 131 

indicate positions relative to the editing site, which are added behind the respective RNA editing site 132 

labels after pipe symbols. For example, nad4eU272SL|u-4g will indicate the U-to-G exchange 133 

introduced four nucleotides upstream of the RNA editing site, which is assumed to be juxtaposed 134 

with the terminal S2-type PPR of PPR56 (Fig. 1A).  135 

We mainly used the previously established heterologous expression system in Escherichia coli 136 

based on vector pET41Kmod [23]. The coding sequence of PPR56 is cloned in fusion with an 137 

upstream His6-MBP tag behind an IPTG-inducible T7 promoter controlled by the lac operator and the 138 

respective target sequences are inserted in the 3’-UTR followed by a T7 terminator sequence. For 139 

further experimentation allowing to place target sequences alternatively also in the 5’-UTR, we 140 
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equipped pET41Kmod with an additional MCS upstream of the protein coding sequence, giving rise 141 

to pET41Kmod2 (Suppl. Fig. 2). 142 

Mutating the DYW domain 143 

Mutations had previously been introduced into the DYW domain of PPR65, another Physcomitrium 144 

patens RNA editing factor, to confirm the crucial role of conserved amino acids residues, including 145 

the ligands of a Zn2+ ion in the catalytic center of the cytidine deaminase [23]. Here, we have focused 146 

on other evolutionarily conserved positions in the DYW cytidine deaminase domain of PPR56 (Suppl. 147 

Fig. 1). Introducing mutations into the DYW domain of PPR56 (Fig. 1B) has the advantage that effects 148 

can be tested on its two native targets in parallel as opposed to only one target in the case of PPR65. 149 

The new set of mutants now also addresses a second Zn-binding site at the C-terminus of the DYW 150 

domain suggested to play a structural role outside of the catalytic center [33–35]. All mutations 151 

eliminating the relevant histidine or cysteine residues for coordination of the second zinc 152 

(PPR56|DYW:H123A, H123Y, C130A and C132A) indeed fully abolished detectable RNA editing on 153 

both targets (Fig. 1B).  154 

Other mutations further upstream in the DYW domain, however, had surprisingly differential 155 

effects on the two targets of PPR56 with a generally much stronger impact on the less efficiently 156 

edited nad3 target, which turned out to be generally more sensitive also upon other alterations (see 157 

below). Replacing proline with alanine in the eponymous PG box at the N-terminus of the DYW 158 

domain (PPR56|DYW:P2A) has a much stronger effect than the corresponding replacement of the 159 

following glycine residue (G3A), despite 100% conservation of the latter in all nine Physcomitrium 160 

RNA editing factors (Suppl. Fig. 1). Similarly, despite universal conservation of a downstream HP 161 

dipeptide motif in all Physcomitrum RNA editing factors (Suppl. Fig. 1), the corresponding mutations 162 

PPR56|DYW:H23A and P24A show significant remaining RNA editing activity with the exception of 163 

H23A on the nad3 target (Fig. 1B). The position directly following the glutamate E70 in the catalytic 164 

center is conserved as either lysine or arginine in the DYW domains of RNA editing factors (Suppl. Fig. 165 

1). However, exchanging lysine against arginine in that position (PPR56|DYW:K71R) results in 166 
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significantly reduced RNA editing of 79% at the nad4 and of only 19% at the nad3 target, respectively 167 

(Fig. 1B). Notably, the reverse exchange (PPR65|DYW:R71K) had similarly led to reduced editing 168 

efficiency for PPR65 [23], indicating that the respective identity of the basic amino acid in this 169 

position is more important than could be expected. 170 

We also addressed a variable region in the DYW domain that was previously postulated to 171 

confer compatibility for creation of editing factor chimeras [36]. Exchanging the MH dipeptide to IS 172 

(MH79IS) abolished editing activity completely whereas the single amino acid exchange (H80K) had 173 

no negative, but even a slightly enhancing effect on the nad3eU230SL target (Fig. 1B). The 174 

crystallization study of the DYW domain of OTP86, a chloroplast RNA editing factor of Arabidopsis 175 

thaliana, suggested a regulation mechanism for DYW-type cytidine deaminases and defined a “gating 176 

domain” blocking the catalytic site in an inactive state [33]. We tested the function of the corresponding 177 

region in PPR56 by changing a conserved hydrophobic residue in its center into a positively charged lysine 178 

(V36K), which abolished editing of the nad3 target completely and reduced editing of the nad4 target to 179 

58% (Fig. 1B). The lysine in position 91 was found to mediate the accessibility of the catalytically 180 

important E70 of the OTP86 DYW cytidine deaminase and exchanging the K in this position in PPR56 to A 181 

(K91A) abolishes editing activity on both targets altogether (Fig. 1B).  182 

Mutations in target positions juxtaposed with P- and S-type PPRs 183 

To explore the different efficiencies of RNA editing at the two native targets of PPR56, we first 184 

extended the set of mutations in target positions juxtaposed with the P- and S-type PPRs that are 185 

assumed to follow the known PPR-RNA code rules (Fig. 2). Only one target mutation had previously 186 

been found to enhance RNA editing at the nad3 target: nad3eU230SL|c-6u, which improves the 187 

conceptual fit to PPR P-3ND, hence fitting expectations. In the majority of mutants, we observe that 188 

effects are much stronger for the nad3eU230SL than for the nad4eU272SL target (Fig. 2). Examples 189 

are nad4eU272SL|u-4c (63%) vs. nad3eU230SL|u-4c (0%), nad4eU272SL|a-7g (20%) vs. 190 

nad3eU230SL|a-7g (0%), nad4eU272SL|g-10a (27%) vs. nad3eU230SL|g-13a (0%), nad4eU272SL|g-191 

13a (35%) vs. nad3eU230SL|g-13a (0%) and, most dramatically for nad4eU272SL|u-15c (>99%) vs. 192 
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nad3eU230SL|u-15c (0%). The latter case is particularly surprising given that (i) N-terminal PPRs 193 

generally play minor roles, (ii) PPR P-12NN is not expected to discriminate between U and C and (iii) 194 

both natural targets have a uridine in that position. Exchanging conceptually perfect matches to PPRs 195 

P-9TN and S2-1ND through mutations a-12g or u-4g abolishes RNA editing at both targets alike, again196 

fitting expectations (Fig. 2). Combining deleterious mutations g-13a and g-10a target abolishes 197 

editing not only at the nad3 target but also at the nad4 target completely, indicating an additive 198 

effect (Fig. 2). Changing the positions where the two targets differ opposite of P- or S-type PPRs to 199 

the respective other nucleotide identities reduced RNA editing in both cases, to 54% for 200 

nad4eU272SL|a-16u|g-9u|u-6c and to 49% for nad3eU230SL|u-16a|u-9g|c-6u, respectively. 201 

Mutants in the PPR array 202 

We tested whether target sequence mutations could be compensated by protein mutations in the 203 

corresponding PPRs (Fig. 3). This was not the case for nad4eU272SL|u-4c, edited to 63% by 204 

unmodified PPR56 (Fig. 2), but to only 30% by the conceptually adapted version PPR56|S2-1ND>NS 205 

(Fig. 3A). Moreover, target variant nad3eU230SL|u-4c was neither edited by PPR56 (Fig. 2) nor by 206 

PPR56|S2-1ND>NS (Fig. 3A). Unmodified targets nad4eU272SL and nad3eU230SL were still edited to 207 

78% and 27% by the modified PPR56, respectively. Notably, canonical positions 5 and L in the 208 

terminal S2-1 PPR matching with the corresponding position -4 as in PPR56 are more of an exception 209 

than the rule for plant RNA editing factors. 210 

For five other mutations in specific PPRs (S-13NS>ND, P-12 NN>NS, S-7TD>TN, P2-3ND>NS and 211 

L2-2VD>ND, respectively), we found that RNA editing of the native targets was likewise significantly 212 

decreased (with the exception of PPR56|P-12NN>NS on the nad4 target) and could not be rescued by 213 

corresponding mutations in either target (Fig. 3A). This is most prominently seen for S-7TD>TN 214 

abolishing RNA editing altogether and which could not rescue the corresponding mutation g-10a (Fig. 215 

3A). Other mutations in the P2-L2-S2 triplet, again, had generally stronger effects on the nad3 target. 216 

Adapting P2-3 for a conceptually better match to cytidine by a ND>NS change did not improve 217 

editing of any target (Fig. 3A). The changes introduced in the C-terminal P2-L2-S2 PPR triplet also 218 
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included L2-2VD>ND leading to a drastic drop in RNA editing through this single amino exchange in 219 

an L-type PPR, which would be expected to have increased preference for pyrimidines in P- and S-220 

type PPRs (Fig. 3A). Most surprising, however, was the outcome of mutating the most N-terminal S-221 

type PPR S-13NS>ND, which abolished RNA editing completely at both targets despite the 222 

mismatching adenosine in that position in the nad4 target. Introducing the conceptually fitting 223 

uridine in position -16 did not restore editing (Fig. 3A).  224 

Several other mutations in P- and S-type PPRs (S-10TD>TN, P-9TN>TD, P-6ND>TD, S-4TN>TD, 225 

P2-3ND>NN and S2-1ND>TD) had moderate consequences or could be rescued to a significant 226 

amount by corresponding changes in the targets (Fig. 3B). The S-10TD>TN and the corresponding 227 

target mutant g-13a fits the general insight of an overall more resilient nad4 target with reduced 228 

editing of the original target (31%) and higher editing of the adapted one (g-13a, 63%), while editing 229 

of the original nad3 target and in the nad3eU230SL|g-13a mutant is abolished completely. The 230 

inverse mutation in the directly neighboring PPR P-9TN>TD again has only moderate effects on the 231 

nad4 target (Fig. 3B). However, and very surprisingly, this mutant can only be rescued by the 232 

corresponding a-12g mutation in the nad3 but not in the nad4 target. Somewhat similar is the 233 

outcome for the PPR P-6ND>TD mutant. 234 

Given the striking outcome of completely abolished RNA editing for the S-7TD>TN mutant that 235 

could not even be partially rescued by the corresponding g>a exchanges in the two targets (Fig. 3A), 236 

we combined this mutation with the successful inverted exchange in S-4TN>TD (Fig. 3B) in a double 237 

mutant (Fig. 3C). Very surprisingly, this double mutant PPR56|S-7TD>TN|S-4TN>TD was able to edit 238 

both correspondingly adapted targets nad3eU230SL|g-10a|a-7g to 15% and nad4272SL|g-10a|a-7g 239 

to even 72%, indicating that the S-7TD>TN mutation does not cause a principally dysfunctional 240 

PPR56.  241 

Overall, RNA editing factors characteristically show less conservation at the 5’-end of their PLS-242 

type PPR arrays. However, the single amino acid mutation in PPR S-13NS>ND surprisingly abolished 243 
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RNA editing and could not be rescued on the target side (Fig. 3A). Effects were more moderate for 244 

mutating PPR P-12NN>NS. However, the original targets were still edited with higher efficiencies 245 

than the conceptually adapted ones with cytidines instead of uridines opposite to P-12NN>NS (Fig. 246 

3A). To further address this, we created two progressive N-terminal truncations of PPR56 (Fig. 3D), 247 

either deleting PPR L-14 and the conceptually mismatching PPR S-13NS alone or a truncation 248 

including the following PPR P-12NN. For the shorter truncation RNA editing was abolished completely 249 

for the nad3 target but only reduced to 89% for the generally more robust nad4 target (Fig. 3D). This 250 

result may be explained by the moderately better fit of S-13NS to the cytidine in the nad3 vs. the 251 

adenine in the nad4 target. The further truncation including PPR P-12 further reduced RNA editing 252 

strongly at the nad4 target (Fig. 3D). 253 

The role of L-type PPRs 254 

L-type PPRs only rarely feature amino acids in positions 5 and L that follow the PPR-RNA code rules.255 

Notably, the two targets of PPR56 differ in the nucleotide identities opposite of its three central L-256 

type PPRs L-11MD (a vs. g) , L-8VD (c vs. a) and L-5LD (u vs. c). Hence, we mutated these positions to 257 

check whether they could contribute to the different RNA editing efficiencies observed for 258 

nad4eU272SL and nad3eU230SL (Fig. 4). In a series of mutations adapting nucleotide identities to the 259 

respective other target, we find that changes in positions -14 (g<>a) and -8 (c<>u) do not significantly 260 

affect RNA editing in either target. Changes in position -11 (c<>a) decrease editing more significantly, 261 

however, and this is also the case after introducing a guanosine nucleotide in that position, 262 

eradicating editing for the nad3 target altogether. Similar observations can be made for position -5 263 

where the two native targets share a cytidine and the nad3 target again proves to me more sensitive 264 

to changes. Notably, the corresponding triple-mutations converting positions -14, -11 and -8 to the 265 

identities in the respective other target decrease editing at the nad4 target significantly to 26% and 266 

slightly improve editing at the nad3 target to 76% (Fig. 4).  267 
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The immediate environment of the editing sites 268 

The general avoidance of a guanosine in position -1 immediately upstream of a cytidine to be edited 269 

has been recognized since long and is unequivocally supported by large editome data sets [37]. 270 

Moreover, there is increasing evidence that the E1, E2 and the DYW domains downstream of the PPR 271 

arrays can contribute to target recognition selectivity [36,38]. Accordingly, we also targeted positions 272 

in the immediate environment of the respective RNA editing sites for mutations (Fig. 5). Exchanging 273 

the uridines in position -1 against guanosine indeed abolishes RNA editing altogether at both native 274 

targets of PPR56 (Fig. 5). For other positions, the nad3 target is again more affected, even by 275 

identical nucleotide exchanges in the same positions as in the nad4 target. For example, this is clearly 276 

seen for target mutations both immediately downstream of the respective edits, i.e. 277 

nad4eU272SL|a+1u (>99%) vs. nad3eU230SL|a+1u (49%) and nad4eU272SL|u+2g (>99%) vs. 278 

nad3eU230SL|u+2g (61%) as well as upstream of the respective edits: nad4eU272SL|c-3u (>99%) vs. 279 

nad3eU230SL|u-3c (22%) or nad4eU272SL|u-2g (31%) vs. nad3eU230SL|u-2g (0%).  280 

We tested for the possibility to artificially create stop or start codons through C-to-U editing, 281 

focusing on the nad4 target that had proven to be significantly more tolerant against variations. 282 

Indeed, all three possible stop codons (UAA, UAG, UGA) could be efficiently created by editing after 283 

mutations in positions +1 and/or +2 with >99% editing efficiencies (Fig. 5). Moreover, a combined 284 

nucleotide exchange in positions -1 and +1 (nad4eU272SL|u-1a|a+1g) also allows for artificial 285 

creation of a start codon by C-to-U editing quite efficiently (82%). 286 

RNA secondary structures inhibit, but native sequences further upstream enhance RNA 287 

editing  288 

The binding of an RNA editing factor can certainly be expected to compete with RNA secondary 289 

structure formation by base pairing. Target point mutations were routinely tested for potential 290 

secondary structure formations to exclude this as a potential cause for observed editing 291 

deficiencies [23]. We now intentionally created artificial secondary structures embedding the 292 

unchanged nad4eU272SL sequence targeted by PPR56 with upstream or with downstream 293 
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sequences creating base-pairings with the core PPR target region (Suppl. Fig. 3). An artificially added 294 

sequence upstream of the nad4eU272SL editing site potentially creating eight base pairs with 295 

positions -8 to -1 upstream of the cytidine editing left RNA editing efficiency unaffected whereas an 296 

extended regions creating 13 base pairs reduced RNA editing activity to only 19% (Suppl. Fig. 3). In 297 

contrast, RNA editing was abolished completely when artificial sequences were added behind 298 

position +5 relative to the cytidine editing target when creating potential base pairings with positions 299 

-10 to +1 or even only -8 to +1, respectively (Suppl. Fig. 3).  300 

Establishing the RNA editing setup in E. coli, the PPR56 targets were cloned to include 17 301 

additional nucleotides of the native sequence further upstream of the sequence that is ultimately 302 

expected to be targeted by the PPR array [23]. We now tested whether these additional 5’- 303 

sequences had an effect on RNA editing efficiencies and found significant effects, indeed (Fig. 6). 304 

Stepwise shortening the native target sequences at their 5’-ends progressively reduced RNA editing 305 

efficiencies considerably even though this would leave the expected core PPR-binding region of the 306 

target unaffected. Replacing the AU-rich region upstream of position -20 by a GC-rich sequence even 307 

abolished RNA editing at the nad3eU230SL target altogether (Fig. 6). These results suggested that 308 

native sequences beyond the target ultimately bound by the PPR array may contribute to enrich PPR 309 

proteins in the neighborhood of the target or possibly even a 5’-to-3’ sliding of the protein on the 310 

mRNA towards its ultimate binding position for C-to-U conversion. 311 

C-to-U RNA editing off-targets in the E. coli transcriptome 312 

An initial screening of the E. coli transcriptome upon expression of PPR56 had identified 79 C-to-U 313 

RNA editing off-targets using strict criteria and confirmation from initially two independent RNA-seq 314 

replicates [23]. However, further candidates for C-to-U editing off-targets existed in the independent 315 

data sets that remained unconfirmed by the respective other replicate. We now created and 316 

analyzed four further RNA-seq data sets to screen for off-targets upon expression of PPR56 in 317 

constructs without or with different co-provided target combinations (Suppl. Data 2). Including the 318 

further replicates now resulted in the identification of altogether 133 off-targets (detected in a 319 
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minimum of two independent data sets) for the wild-type PPR56 (Fig. 7). The conservation profile for 320 

the 133 off-targets of wild-type PPR56 excellently confirms strong preferences for nucleotide 321 

positions opposite of P- and S-type PPRs as predicted from the PPR code in six cases: S-10TD:g, 322 

P-9TN:a, S-7TD:g, S-4TN:a, P2-3ND:u and S2-1ND:u. As generally known, we see a higher323 

discrimination for the identities of purine than of pyrimidines. However, instead of an expected 324 

selectivity for uridine in position -9 opposite of PPR P-6ND we find a slightly stronger preference for 325 

guanidine. Notably, a guanosine is also unexpectedly present in the more efficiently edited native 326 

nad4 target of PPR56. Additionally, there is strong selectivity for pyrimidines not only in positions -3 327 

to -1 (mostly as UCU) but also in position -5 opposite of PPR L2-VD (Fig. 7). Moreover, L-type PPR L-328 

8VD appears to select against guanosine whereas no selectivity for pyrimidines is found in 329 

positions -16 and -15 opposite of PPRs S-13NS and P-12NN. 330 

Additionally, we included RNA-seq analyses for three datasets each of the two PPR56 mutants 331 

with mutations in PPRs P-10TD>TN and S-4TN>TD, respectively (Suppl. Data 2). Intriguingly, the total 332 

number of off-targets is more than threefold (449 vs. 133) for the S-4TN>TD mutant (Fig. 7). This 333 

variant shows a strong shift in preference from adenosine to guanosine in position -7, exactly as 334 

expected from the PPR-RNA code. No further strong shifts of nucleotide preferences are observed for 335 

other positions in the conservation profile.  336 

Mysteriously, exactly the opposite is observed for mutation of PPR56|S-10TD>TN where the 337 

number of off-targets is now drastically reduced from 133 to only 16. Expectedly, a strong selectivity 338 

for adenosine is now seen in position -13 juxtaposed with the mutated PPR as expected (Fig. 7). 339 

Further judgements on potential other changes in the conservation profile also at other positions are 340 

not evident and should be considered with caution made given the overall small number of only 16 341 

off-targets in this case. It may be noted, however, that adenine or cytidine are prominently present 342 

here in position -11, corresponding to the identities in the two native targets opposite of PPR L-8VD, 343 

which had turned out to be most sensitive against changes (Fig. 4). 344 
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Serial combinations of PPR56 targets 345 

The observation outlined above showing that native target sequences further upstream of the region 346 

juxtaposed with the PPR array contributed strongly for higher RNA editing activities (Fig. 6) made us 347 

consider the possibility that multiplying targets on a single transcript may affect the respective RNA 348 

editing outcomes. The two known targets of PPR56 edited with high (nad4) and moderate (nad3) 349 

efficiencies offered an interesting test case allowing to check upon RNA editing activities at targets of 350 

PPR56 in varying combinations (Fig. 8). Cloning the nad3 target upstream of the nad4 target led to a 351 

further reduction of nad3eU230SL RNA editing activity while leaving editing nad4eU272SL 352 

unaffected. A striking result was obtained, however, upon cloning the two targets in the reverse 353 

order (Fig. 8). Again, nad4eU272SL editing remained unaffected but editing of nad3eU230SL site now 354 

rose to >99% indicating a beneficial effect of the upstream nad4 target. This surprising enhancing 355 

effect of the upstream nad4 target could even be seen more drastically for the previously tested 356 

nad3 target variant where RNA editing was eradicated with a GC-rich sequence upstream of position 357 

-20 (Fig. 6), where RNA editing activity is now boosted to 94% (Fig. 8).358 

To check whether the enhancing effect of the upstream nad4 target was dependent on its 359 

editability, we converted it into a “pre-edited” state replacing the target cytidine with thymidine 360 

(nad4eU272SL|c0u). Notably, the enhancing effect on the downstream nad3 target remained 361 

unaffected, still resulting in >99% conversion at the nad3eU230SL target (Fig. 8). However, 362 

introducing mutation nad4eU272SL|a-12g that creates a conceptual mismatch to PPR P-9TN and was 363 

found to abolish nad4eU272SL editing (Fig. 2) into either the native or the pre-edited nad4 target 364 

reduced the enhanced editing at the downstream nad3 target to 93% or 86%, respectively (Fig. 8). 365 

We conclude that the “strong” nad4 editing target can act as an upstream enhancer of downstream 366 

editing in its native form but independent of a requirement for the nad4eU272SL editing event. 367 

We wished to check upon a potentially enhancing effect also on two selected off-targets of 368 

PPR56 in E. coli (Suppl. Data 2). Off- targets yegHeU419SL and folDeU-5 were edited to 38% and 78%, 369 

respectively, in the E. coli background transcriptome. However, only 38% of editing was observed for 370 
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folDeU-5 and none at all for yegHeU419SL when cloned individually analogous to the native targets 371 

behind the PPR56 coding sequence. RNA editing of >99% or 17%, respectively, was observed when 372 

placed in tandem behind the upstream nad4 target. 373 

Finally, we wondered whether such enhancing lateral effect on targets cloned in tandem 374 

combinations could also be seen for the moderately efficient edited nad3 target alone. Indeed, a 375 

triplicate arrangement of nad3 targets resulted in diminished activity at the upstream-most copy, but 376 

enhanced RNA editing efficiencies at the middle an 3’-terminal target copy (Fig. 8). Hence, very much 377 

like the experimentation with truncation of the upstream extensions of the native targets (Fig. 6) 378 

these finding indicate that upstream sequences are necessary to attract an editing factor, which may 379 

then scan the transcript in a 5’-3’-direction for the ultimate match of its PPR array to the RNA editing 380 

target. 381 

Placement of targets towards the 5’ or 3’-end of a long RNA 382 

We wished to test placement of targets in different positions and made use of the newly constructed 383 

vector pET41Kmod2 (Suppl. Fig. 2), which allows the alternative cloning of targets also upstream of 384 

the editing factor coding sequence into the 5’-UTR. A combination of the nad4 target in the 5’-UTR 385 

with the nad3 target in the 3’-UTR could not enhance editing of the latter while the former remained 386 

unaffected (Fig. 9A). Surprisingly though, cloning in the inverse arrangement led to significant 387 

increase in editing at the nad3eU230SL target when cloned into the 5’-UTR (Fig. 9A). This held equally 388 

true for tandem cloning of the two targets into the 5’-UTR in either orientation (Fig. 9B). Evidently, 389 

providing the “weak” nad3 target in a 5’- rather than in a 3’-UTR appears to allow for better access 390 

and more efficient editing, aside from the enhancing effect of tandem target arrangements.  391 

Resulting from the above findings, we tested five additional off-targets identified in E. coli 392 

(fdhEeU403Q*, paoCeU542TM, rarAeU407TI, arnAeU242SF and cydCeU980PL) that showed variable 393 

editing efficiencies at different RNA read coverages and different matches to the PPR array of PPR56 394 

(Fig. 10A). Towards that end we tested both for an effect of tandem-cloning with the upstream nad4 395 

target (Fig. 10B) as a possible enhancer as well as for their placement in the 5’-MCS in wide distance 396 
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from the downstream nad4 target (Fig. 10C). In three cases we found that RNA editing could be 397 

strongly enhanced both by placing the respective off-target either in tandem behind the native nad4 398 

target or alternatively into the 5’-MCS distant from the nad4eU272SL target located in the 3’-MCS: 399 

rarAeU407TI from 24% to 66% or 70%, fdheU403Q* from 16% to 75% or 61% and for cydCeU980PL 400 

from 50% to over 99% with both placements, respectively. However, a striking reduction was found 401 

to only 4% for arnAeU242SF with both cloning strategies and even to the abolishment of editing for 402 

paoCeU542TM in the tandem cloning approach (Fig. 10B). Notably, in the latter case RNA editing at 403 

the native nad4eU272SL site was concomitantly also reduced to 62% while the usual highly efficient 404 

editing was observed in the other nine constructs. 405 

Exploring novel candidate targets 406 

It is important to keep in mind that orthologues of a functionally characterized plant RNA editing 407 

factor may have additional or different functions in other species. Intriguingly, the two targets of 408 

PPR56 in Physcomitrium patens are not conserved in most other available moss mitogenomes (with 409 

the exceptions in the Pottiaceae), but rather exist in a pre-edited state with thymidines in the 410 

genomic positions. Using the TargetScan option of PREPACT [37] we wished to find alternative 411 

targets for PPR56 that may exist in a pre-edited state with thymidine present in the mitogenome of 412 

Physcomitrium. Indeed we could find cox3eU290SF as such as potential target matching excellently 413 

to the RNA binding properties of PPR56 (Fig. 10A). The E. coli RNA editing assay setup allows to test 414 

such a hypothesis quickly and we accordingly exchanged the T at the potential editing position of the 415 

Physcomitrium mtDNA sequence into a C. Whereas we could not detect editing of cox3eU290SF 416 

when routinely cloned as a single target inserted downstream of the PPR protein coding region, we 417 

observed an editing efficiency of 93% when cloned in tandem downstream of nad4eU272SL (Fig. 418 

10B). At present, cox3eU290SF cannot be identified as a candidate editing site in moss mtDNAs but is 419 

confirmed as an RNA editing site in the mitochondria of the lycophytes Isoetes engelmannii [39] and 420 

Selaginella moellendorffii [40] and in the fern Haplopteris ensiformis [41]. 421 
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Discussion 422 

Mutating the DYW domain: different effects on two native targets 423 

All of our experimentation showed that the nad4 target of PPR56 is more resilient towards changes 424 

both on the target side and on the protein side than the nad3 editing target site, which proved to be 425 

much more sensitive. Notably, the higher sensitivity of the nad3 target towards changes also 426 

extended to mutations in the DYW domain of PPR56 (Fig. 1B). The carboxy-terminal DYW domain of 427 

plant RNA editing factors has long been suspected, and is meanwhile well confirmed, as the catalytic 428 

cytidine deaminase domain [23,33,35,42–44]. Many of the highly conserved amino acid residues in 429 

the DYW domain are essential for functionality as here again confirmed with a set of mutations in the 430 

DYW domain of PPR56. However, while six mutants with single amino acid exchanges in the DYW 431 

domain of PPR56 lost RNA editing activity on both targets, seven others affected RNA editing at the 432 

nad3eU230SL target more strongly than at the nad4eU272SL site (Fig. 1B). This is all the more striking 433 

given that target positions -2 to +2 around the cytidine targeted for C-to-U conversion are identical 434 

for the two targets of PPR56. Evidently, the DYW domain is not simply a flexible enzymatic unit that 435 

can easily be transplanted but relies on the intricate interactions of the upstream protein regions 436 

with different RNA targets. Notably, the nad4 target of PPR56 not only tolerates exchanges in 437 

positions +1 and +2 allowing for the artificial creation of stop codons through C-to-U RNA editing but 438 

also for the artificial creation of a start codon after conversion of position -1 to adenosine  (Fig. 5). 439 

PPR arrays: The P- and S-type PPRs  440 

It is generally understood that the upstream PPR array of a plant RNA editing factor is responsible for 441 

proper target recognition following the established PPR-RNA code rules [28–31,45]. PPR56 is no 442 

exception but it should be noted that its P- and S-type PPRs show overall even a slightly better fit to 443 

its more weakly edited target nad3eU230SL than to its strongly edited target nad4eU272SL (Fig. 1A). 444 

Target selectivity following the PPR code is excellently reflected by the off-target conservation 445 

profiles fitting expectations for three P-type and three S-type PPRs of PPR56, including an intended 446 

re-targeting after changing key positions in two of these PPRs (Fig. 7). However, exceptions exist as 447 

seen for P-type PPR P-6ND which unexpectedly appears to select for guanidines as well as for 448 
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uridines (Fig. 7), possibly as part of the explanation for efficient editing of nad4eU272SL with a 449 

guanidine in the corresponding target position -9. However, RNA editing is lost at the u-9g target 450 

mutant of nad3eU230SL (Fig. 2) and this is just one of several examples found in the course of our 451 

work showing restricted predictability for RNA editing activities even upon small molecular changes.  452 

Another dramatic example is a single u-to-c transition in position -15 of the targets which leaves 453 

the high editing efficiency at nad4eU272SL unaffected but abolishes editing completely for the 454 

nad3eU230SL target (Fig. 2). This is quite surprising given that the N-terminal PPRs generally 455 

contribute more weakly to target selectivity and, fitting this general assumptions, the off-target 456 

conservation profiles show no strong preference in these positions (Fig. 7). 457 

Similarly, the behavior of PPR56 protein variants is predictable only to a limited degree. For 458 

mutations in the crucial positions 5 or L of P- and S-type PPRs of PPR56 we found that ca. 50% of 459 

them could be rescued to variable degrees by corresponding mutations on the target side for at least 460 

one of the native targets (Fig. 3B). However, this was not the case for the other 50% of mutants 461 

tested (Fig. 3A). The PPR protein mutants with successful retargeting included S-10TD>TN and S-462 

4TN>TD that were also tested for off-targets in E. coli. Intriguingly, PPR mutant S-4TN>TD not only 463 

proved to be more resilient on the nad4 target and to be rescued by a>g exchanges in native targets 464 

(Fig. 3B), but also resulted in a more than threefold amount of 449 off-targets compared to 133 in 465 

wild-type PPR56 (Fig. 7). Exactly the opposite is observed for PPR mutant S-10TD>TN having a 466 

stronger impact that cannot be rescued on the nad3 target and resulting in a strictly reduced set of 467 

only 16 off-targets (Fig. 7). A similar, although not quite as drastic effect has recently been found for 468 

another PPR re-targeting mutant S-7TD>TN in human cells while a huge increase in off-targets was 469 

also seen for the S-4 TN>TD mutant [24]. We conclude that the observed effects are very unlikely an 470 

effect of the bacterial vs. the eukaryotic expression setups but rather inherent to the PPR array and 471 

strongly point to significant impacts on overall protein features even upon changes of single amino 472 

acids in a dedicated PPR. Individual PPRs appear to contribute very differently to target recognition 473 

or ultimate RNA editing efficiencies and even single amino acid exchanges in position 5 or L of a PPR 474 
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may strongly increase or decrease the flexibility of an RNA editing factor for target recognition. In 475 

this context it should be remembered that several point mutation alleles also outside of positions 5 476 

or L in PPRs of functionally characterized RNA editing factors strongly affected specific RNA editing 477 

functionality in yet unclear ways [e.g. 46]; a G-to-R mutation in the DEK46 protein is a recently 478 

reported example along those lines [47]. 479 

PPR arrays: The L-type PPRs 480 

The contribution of L-type PPRs for target recognition has been investigated previously, ascribing 481 

them a role in RNA editing but not in RNA binding [48]. Notably, the two native targets of PPR56 482 

display different nucleotides opposite of their three central L-type PPRs (Fig. 4). Creating target 483 

mutants replacing the nucleotides with the respective other showed clear effects only for PPR L-8VD 484 

(Fig. 4). Nevertheless, the cytidine-to-adenosine exchange in the nad4 target as well as the inverse 485 

exchange in the nad3 target position -11 juxtaposed with PPR L-8VD both reduced RNA editing 486 

efficiency (Fig. 4). Remarkably, however, the reduced off-target data set for the PPR mutant S-487 

10TD>TN in particular shows a clear preference for adenosine or cytosine in this position, matching 488 

the nucleotide identities in the two native targets (Fig. 7). 489 

RNA editing efficiencies and the wider transcript context 490 

Using target predictions based on the PPR-RNA code generally finds many additional candidate RNA 491 

editing sites with equal of even better matches than the documented targets of an RNA editing 492 

factor, but these sites remain unedited. To some extent, RNA secondary may play a role to explain 493 

this observation. Placing the cytidine to be edited in the context of RNA secondary structures can 494 

reduce or even abolish RNA editing altogether (Suppl. Fig. 3). In case of the two closely spaced 495 

mitochondrial editing sites ccmFCeU103PS and ccmFCeU122SF in P. patens, the upstream located 496 

editing site needs to be addressed by PPR65 first, most likely to destabilize a secondary structure to 497 

allow PPR71 to bind and edit the downstream site [49]. Such observations can certainly be expected 498 

given that binding of a PPR protein to RNA must compete with RNA secondary structure formation. 499 

This has been investigated systematically previously, e.g. for the P-type protein PPR10 [50]. 500 
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Particularly interesting will be the further functional characterization of RNA editing factors like 501 

DEK46 acting on edited cytidines naturally embedded in stable secondary structures such as domain 502 

V of group II introns [3,22,51]. However, reliable prognoses on a RNA secondary structures are 503 

mostly limited to small transcripts while predictions of long-range base-pair formations in vivo is 504 

questionable.  505 

Maybe more importantly, we here found that several transcript features beyond the region 506 

ultimately targeted by the PLS-type PPR array strongly contribute to attract and/or enhance the 507 

activity of an editing factor like PPR56. With the benefit of hindsight it has likely been helpful that 5’-508 

extensions beyond the core PPR-targeted region have been included initially in the establishment of 509 

the heterologous editing systems [23,24]. We now found that additional native sequences upstream 510 

of the RNA sequence ultimately targeted by the PPR array have a significant influence on efficient 511 

RNA editing. Progressive 5’-deletions of the native targets and their replacement with foreign 512 

sequences results in stark reduction of RNA editing up to complete loss in the case of the “weak” 513 

nad3 target despite retention of native sequence 20 nucleotides upstream of the cytidine to be 514 

edited. 515 

Vice versa, we find that within tandem arrangements, an upstream target is able to enhance 516 

RNA editing at the downstream targets and this is independent of a cytidine present for conversion 517 

to uridine in the upstream “enhancer” target. Notably, it may be interesting to remember that an 518 

enhancing effect of multiplied targets had also been observed in early in vitro experimentation [52]. 519 

Like the series on truncating native sequences further upstream, the new findings may suggest a 520 

diffuse enrichment of RNA editing factors like PPR56 near their final destination or possibly even an 521 

as yet enigmatic mechanism of 5’-to-3’ scanning towards their ultimate target of cytidine 522 

deamination. With the enhanced system, we were also able to identify cox3eU290SF as a new 523 

additional target in the mitochondrial transcriptome of P. patens, which can be recognized by PPR56 524 

and even be edited, when a C is introduced at the editing position. 525 
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Designing our setups for heterologous expression, we placed the editing targets into the 3’-UTR 526 

behind the editing factor coding sequences, which was intended to test for RNA editing by 527 

subsequent cDNA analysis restricted to full length mRNAs. Surprisingly, we now find that not only 528 

tandem target arrangements but also their alternative placement of into the 5’-UTR can enhance 529 

RNA editing to >99% (Figs. 8-10). 530 

Conclusions and outlook 531 

It is likely unsurprising that heterologous functional expression in prokaryotic and eukaryotic setups 532 

and for in vitro studies succeeded with evolutionary ancestral RNA editing factors comprising all 533 

necessary functionalities in just one polypeptide [23,24,33,35,53,54]. All available data for PPR56 534 

show very similar behavior upon heterologous expression in the bacterial or human cells and even 535 

despite differently fused protein tags, indicating its independence from prokaryotic or eukaryotic 536 

host factors or from the many other plant organelle RNA maturation factors [55]. Functional 537 

heterologous expression will be much more complex for multiprotein editosomes that have to 538 

assemble for RNA editing in flowering plants to reconstitute target recognition and a DYW-type 539 

cytidine deaminase or to enhance RNA-binding capacities with MORFs/RIPs by protein-protein 540 

interactions [56–59].  541 

PPR proteins are frequently investigated by in vitro experimentation with REMSAs (RNA 542 

electromobility shift assays) using RNA oligonucleotides representing the region bound by the PPR 543 

array. Such experimentation has contributed tremendously to understand their mode of binding and 544 

may be entirely sufficient for the study of P-type PPR proteins, which largely stabilize transcript ends 545 

by tight binding to an RNA, for example. However, scenarios may differ for the PLS-type PPR proteins 546 

like RNA editing factors, which are expected to bind only temporarily to allow for cytidine 547 

deamination. The in vivo experimentation in E. coli reported here strongly suggests that the wider 548 

transcript environments and the placements of targets matter significantly for the ultimately 549 

detected RNA editing frequencies.  550 
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We here report that several circumstances affect RNA editing efficiencies even for “simple” 551 

single-polypeptide RNA editing factors like PPR56, including (i) the enigmatic L-type PPRs, (ii) the RNA 552 

sequences further upstream of the region ultimately bound by the PPR array, (iii) the tandem 553 

combination of targets or (iv) their respective placement in long transcripts as here exemplarily 554 

shown for the 5’- and 3’-UTRs flanking the PPR56 coding region with our modified vector setup. 555 

Whether binding preferences of individual PPRs in plant editing factors can be simply changed via 556 

modification of the 5th or last amino acid appears to very much rely on their respective position 557 

and/or the overall structure of the PPR array. Hence, any future experimentation with native RNA 558 

editing factors or those based on artificial “designer” PPR arrays [53,54,60–67] should take the above 559 

into account for testing and conclusions. 560 
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Materials and Methods 576 

Molecular Cloning  577 

Cloning for expression of Physcomitrium patens PPR56 variants and targets in Escherichia coli was 578 

based on vector pET41Kmod as outlined earlier [23]. Protein coding sequences are cloned via 579 

gateway cloning downstream of an N-terminal His6 tag and the maltose-binding protein (MBP) for 580 

improved protein solubility [68] behind a T7 promoter controlled by the lac operator. RNA editing 581 

target sequences were cloned behind the protein sequence upstream of a T7 terminator. Here, we 582 

also created a new vector variant pET41Kmod2 (Suppl. Fig. 2) with further restriction sites allowing 583 

for cloning targets also upstream of the respective coding region. To that end, we made use of a 584 

former XbaI site to create a NotI-EcoRI-PacI-PstI multiple cloning site (MCS) upstream of the 585 

ribosome binding site (RBS) in pET41Kmod. Target sequences including flanking restriction sites were 586 

generated with synthesized oligonucleotides for both DNA strands (Integrated DNA technologies 587 

Europe, BVBA, Leuven, Belgium) and ligated into dephosphorylated vectors after hybridization and 588 

phosphorylation. All oligonucleotides used in the course of this work are listed in supplementary data 589 

3. To introduce site-directed mutations into PPR56 coding sequence we used an overlap PCR strategy590 

with mutagenizing oligonucleotides. N-terminally truncated PPR56 coding sequences were amplified 591 

with classic PCR approach using Phusion High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase (Thermo Fisher Scientific) as 592 

described [23] to retain 14 native amino acids upstream of the most N-terminal completely retained 593 

PPR (Fig. 3D)  594 

Protein expression and analysis of RNA editing 595 

The setup for the expression of different constructs in the heterologous E. coli system and the 596 

downstream analysis of RNA editing was done as outlined previously [23]. Briefly, 25 mL of E. coli 597 

Rosetta 2 (DE3) cultures were pre-grown in 100 mL Erlenmeyer flasks with baffles in LB medium 598 

supplemented with 50 µM kanamycin, 17 µM chloramphenicol and 0.4 mM ZnSO4 at 37°C until 599 

reaching an OD600 of ca. 0.5. The bacterial cultures were then cooled on ice for 5 min. before adding 600 

0.4 mM IPTG for induction of expression and incubation for 20 h at 16°C and 180 rpm. To further 601 

explore the expression system, we here also tested elevated incubation temperatures of 24°C 602 
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instead of the routinely used 16°C for incubation after induction of expression (Suppl. Fig. 4A) and 603 

shorter incubation times of only 4 h or 8 h, respectively, instead of the routinely used 20 h incubation 604 

time before harvest and analysis of RNA editing (Suppl. Fig. 4B). These experiments suggested to 605 

further use a 20 h incubation time at 16°C routinely, although shortened incubation times may be 606 

warranted to differentiate between constructs when very high RNA editing activities are observed. 607 

PPR56 protein variants were routinely checked for expression on SDS-PAGE gels. Mutant proteins not 608 

revealing RNA editing were additionally checked by solubility tests as outlined previously [33] using 609 

monoclonal antibodies against His6 (His.H8, Invitrogen) and secondary antibody Rabbit anti-Mouse 610 

IgG (H+L) (Invitrogen). 611 

Total RNA sequencing and off-target detection 612 

To identify off-targets in the E. coli transcriptome, total RNA was prepared from individual 613 

experiments by using the Nucleo-Spin RNA kit (Macherey-Nagel), followed by DNase I treatment 614 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific). Library preparation was done after rRNA depletion (TruSeq Stranded Total 615 

RNA with Ribo-Zero), followed by Illumina sequencing (150 bp paired-end with NovaSeq 6000) done 616 

by either Novogene or Macrogen. To generate construct-specific DNA reference reads, the simulated 617 

reads (by ART MountRainier version 2016-06-05) of pET41Kmod with PPR56 and respective target 618 

sequences were merged with genomic DNA reads (WTDNA_SRR941832) of BL21(DE3) cells [69]. The 619 

construct-specific reference was made by merging pRARE2 sequence (Rosetta Competent Cells, 620 

70953; Millipore, San Diego, CA), pET41Kmod with respective constructs and the E. coli BL21 genome 621 

(CP010816.1). The datasets obtained are summarized in supplementary data 2. After quantifying the 622 

RNA-seq raw data by FastQC (https://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/ projects/ fastqc/), the 623 

transcriptome reads were aligned with construct-specific DNA reads against the construct-specific 624 

reference by GSNAP v2020/04/08 [70] with proposed settings  [71]. The SNPs were called by JACUSA 625 

v1.3 [72]. The SNPs were further restricted by a custom-made R script (established with kind help 626 

provided by S. Zumkeller) restricting to SNPs obtained in at least two datasets from expression of the 627 

same protein but not in wild-type or expressing other editing factors like PPR65 [23]. Final RNA 628 
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 27  

editing efficiency was calculated by adding up total RNA reads from all hitting datasets at a site. RNA 629 

editing sites were only considered for sites with (i) RNA read coverage of at least 30, (ii) a clear signal 630 

for transition in the RNA reads (T+C or G+A > 99%), (iii) a clear DNA reference position (G or C > 98%) 631 

and (iv) a C-to-U RNA signal of at least 1%. The original SNP mapping data are given in supplementary 632 

data 2.  633 
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Figure Legends 634 

Figure 1. PPR56 and site-directed mutations in its DYW cytidine deaminase domain. 635 

A. PPR56 is a typical plant organelle RNA editing factor featuring a PLS-type PPR array with636 

alternating P-, L- and S-type PPRs followed by extension motifs E1 and E2 and a terminal DYW 637 

cytidine deaminase domain. Typically, the most C-terminal PLS triplet of plant editing factors has a 638 

deviating consensus and is labeled P2-L2-S2. As suggested previously [73], to account for generally 639 

more loosely conserved N-terminal repeats, PPRs are numbered backwards with the terminal PPR 640 

S2-1 juxtaposed with position -4 upstream of the editing target cytidine converted into uridine. 641 

Shading of matches in green follows the PPR-RNA recognition code based on amino acid identities in 642 

positions 5 and L in P- and S-type PPRs: T/S+N:A, T/S+D:G, N+D:U, N+S:C, N+N:Y. PPR56 has two 643 

native editing targets in the mitochondria of Physcomitrium patens: nad4eU272SL and nad3eU230SL. 644 

Near-complete editing (>99%) is generally observed for the nad4eU272SL target, but lower editing 645 

(>70%) is variably observed for nad3eU230SL in planta, possibly as a result of different strains or 646 

cultivation conditions [25,26]. B. Thirteen conserved amino acid positions (see Suppl. Fig. 1) in the 647 

DYW domain of PPR56 were selected for mutations and tested on both native targets nad4eU272SL 648 

and nad3eU230SL in the E. coli RNA editing assay system. RNA editing efficiencies are given as the 649 

mean of at least three biological replicates (independent primary E. coli clones) when RNA editing 650 

activity was detected. Initially identified absence of RNA editing for a construct was confirmed with 651 

at least one additional independent bacterial clone. All primary data for RNA editing assays are given 652 

in supplementary data 1.  653 

A. Makeup of PPR56 and its two native targets.654 

655 
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B. Mutations in the DYW domain of PPR56. 656 

  657 
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Figure 2. PPR56 target mutations opposite of P- and S-type PPRs. 658 

Mutations have been introduced upstream of the two native PPR56 editing targets nad4eU272SL and 659 

nad3eU230SL in positions juxtaposed with P- and S-type PPRs assumed to follow the PPR-RNA code 660 

rules for amino acid positions 5 and L. Ten target mutants investigated earlier [23] are indicated with 661 

asterisks at the respective percentages (e.g. for nad4eU272SL|a-16u, top left). Designation of PPRs, 662 

numbering of positions and shading in target sequences is as in figure 1A. Average RNA editing 663 

activities from three replicates are given below individually mutated positions or next to multiple 664 

mutations (boxed). Primary data are listed in supplementary data 1. 665 

666 
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Figure 3. Compensating and non-compensating PPR and target mutants. 667 

Key positions ‘5’ or ‘Last’ have been altered in individual PPRs of PPR56 (red font) in attempts of re-668 

targeting to modified target sequences with conceptually improved matches in individual positions 669 

(green shading) of native targets nad4eU272SL and nad3eU230SL, respectively. RNA editing activities 670 

are indicated for the individual PPR mutants next to the respective target position identities. A. No 671 

re-gain of RNA editing activity is observed for PPR mutations S-13NS>ND, P-12NN>NS, S-7TD>TN, 672 

P2-3ND>NS, L2-2VD>ND and S2-1ND>NS (red cylinders) juxtaposed with nucleotide positions -16, -673 

15, -10, -6, -5 and -4 upstream of the edited cytidine in either target. B. Moderate re-gains of RNA 674 

editing activity are observed for at least one of the two targets for PPR mutations S-10TD>TN, P-675 

9TN>TD, P-6ND>TD, S-4TN>TD and S2-1ND>TD (blue cylinders) opposite of nucleotide positions -13, -676 

12, -9, -7 and -4, respectively. The green cylinder and shading indicates the mutated PPR P2-3ND>NN 677 

with a conceptually relaxed selectivity for U over C in position -6. C. A double mutant PPR56|S-678 

7TD>TN|S-4TN>TD shows no activity on the native targets but can be rescued to different amounts 679 

by the corresponding g-10a|a-7g target double mutants. D. Progressive truncation of the two or 680 

three terminal PPRs of PPR56 lead to moderate or more drastic reduction of RNA editing efficiencies, 681 

respectively.  682 

A. Target mutations not rescued by corresponding PPR mutations.683 

684 
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B. Target mutations at least partially rescued by corresponding PPR mutations. 685 

686 

C. Double target mutant.687 

688 

D. N-terminal PPR truncations of PPR56.689 

690 
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Figure 4. Mutation of target positions opposite of L-type PPRs. 691 

Target positions -14, -11 and -8 opposite of L-type PPRs L-11MD, L-8VD and L-5LD have been changed 692 

to the nucleotides present in the respective other native target of PPR56. Additional mutations to 693 

purines were introduced in positions -11 and -5 opposite of PPRs L-8VD and L2-2VD, which carry the 694 

same combination of amino acids in positions 5 and L and are mainly juxtaposed with cytidines in the 695 

targets. The strongest effects are seen for nad3eU230SL|a-11g and nad3eU230SL|c-5g abolishing 696 

RNA editing completely in the modified nad3 targets. Vice versa, a much stronger effect is seen for 697 

the triple mutant nad4eU272SL|a-14g|c-11a|u-8c in the nad4 target vs. the inverse changes 698 

nad3eU230SL|g-14a|a-11c|c-8u in the nad3 target.  699 

  700 
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Figure 5. Mutations around the RNA editing sites. 701 

The two native targets of PPR56, nad4eU272SL and nad3eU230SL, feature identical nucleotides in 702 

positions -2 to +2 around the edited cytidines (uuCau). With the exception of the exchange u-1g 703 

eradicating RNA editing completely at both targets, other exchanges in the upstream region show 704 

different outcomes with nad4eU272SL|u-2g (31%) vs. nad3eU230SL|u-2g (0%) or the inverse 705 

pyrimidine exchanges in position -3 with no effect for nad4 editing but reduction to 22% for nad3. 706 

Changes in positions +1 and +2 do not affect editing of the nad4 target but reduce editing of nad3. 707 

The overall tolerance of the nad4 target region against mutations in positions -1, +1 and +2 allows to 708 

engineer all three artificial stop codon identities (red) or an artificial start codon (green) to be 709 

created by C-to-U RNA editing.  710 

711 

712 
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Figure 6. The influence of sequences further upstream of targets. 713 

PPR56 editing targets were cloned with 17 bp of additional native sequence upstream of the region 714 

supposed to be ultimately targeted by the PPR array, with the C-terminal PPR S2-1 juxtaposed with 715 

position -4 upstream of the editing site. Progressive 5’-truncations of this upstream sequence to only 716 

eight, seven, five or one nucleotide matching the native target behind the SwaI cloning site 717 

(AUUUAAAU) place them in closer proximity to the upstream vector sequences (blue) with 718 

nucleotides not matching the native upstream sequences underlined. The shortening results in 719 

serially decreased RNA editing activity to 53% for the nad4 target. A yet stronger effect is seen for 720 

the nad3 target where a 5’-truncation retaining four native upstream nucleotides reduces editing to 721 

18%. Replacing the AU-rich sequence upstream of positions -20 with a GC-rich sequence (red font) 722 

abolishes editing at the nad3eU230SL site altogether. 723 

  724 
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Figure 7. Off-target analyses. 725 

Off-targets of PPR56, PPR56|S4TN>TD and PPR56|S10TD>TN in the E.coli transcriptome summarized 726 

with Weblogo [74]. Consensus profiles were created from the sequences of 119, 382 and 15 C-to-U 727 

RNA editing off-targets, weighted with their respective editing efficiencies. Additional off-targets 728 

requiring nucleotide shifts for better binding matches (14, 67 and 1, respectively) were excluded for 729 

clarity (Suppl. Data 2). Modified positions in the PPRs are displayed in red. The mutated PPRs have a 730 

clear preference to the nucleotides fitting best to the modified binding amino acid pair in positions 5 731 

and L according to the PPR-RNA code. Nucleotide preferences in positions −3, −2 and −1 are 732 

highlighted in blue. Nucleotide preferences within the PPR stretch and opposite to P- or S- motifs are 733 

highlighted in green.  734 

735 
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Figure 8. Combining different PPR56 targets. 736 

To test for mutual influences of combined targets on the same transcript, a series of tandem 737 

constructs and a triplicate arrangement of nad3 targets was cloned in the multiple cloning site 738 

behind the PPR56 coding region. Shading highlights native targets nad3eU230SL (yellow) and 739 

nad4eU272SL (pink) and two off-targets identified in the E. coli background transcriptome in the 740 

transcripts of yegH (blue) and folD (grey). Numbers in parentheses indicate RNA editing efficiency 741 

observed in the off-target analysis and when cloned individually without the upstream nad4 target, 742 

respectively. The series of constructs with the nad4 upstream of the nad3 target includes the one 743 

with the GC-rich sequence upstream of the latter (red font) that had abolished nad3eU230SL editing 744 

altogether.  745 

746 
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Figure 9. RNA editing target placement at the 5’- or 3’-end of a long mRNA. 747 

A. The two native targets of PPR56 were placed separately into the previously used 3’-MCS 748 

downstream of the protein coding sequence (blue lines) and into the newly created 5’-MCS (red 749 

lines) in pETG41Kmod2 (Suppl. Fig. 2) in both alternative combinations. Cloning is done via NotI-PacI 750 

in the 5’-MCS and via SwaI-AscI in the 3’-MCS. B. The tandem combination of the two targets 751 

previously tested in the 3’-MCS was now also tested in the 5’-MCS.  752 

A. 753 

 754 

B. 755 

 756 

757 
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Figure 10. Off-targets in different cloning positions. 758 

Five off-targets of PPR56 identified in E. coli characterized by different RNA coverages and editing 759 

efficiencies (A) were selected for cloning in tandem behind the native nad4eU272SL target of PPR56 760 

(B) or separately into the upstream MCS in the 5’-UTR (C). Enhancement of RNA editing was found 761 

for three of the off-targets (cydCeU980PL, rarAeU407TI and fdhEeU403Q*) in either cloning 762 

arrangement and also for the, hitherto hypothetical, candidate editing cox3eU290SF when cloned 763 

downstream of nad4eU272SL (B). 764 

A. 765 

 766 

B. 767 

 768 
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C. 769 

770 
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Supplementary information 771 

Supplementary Figure 1. WebLogo conservation profile of the DYW domains in nine 772 

Physcomitrium patens RNA editing factors. 773 

The conservation plot based on the alignment of the DYW domains of nine functionally characterized 774 

RNA editing factors of Physcomitrium patens has been obtained with WebLogo [74]. Highlighted with 775 

frames are the characteristic PG box at the N-terminus of the DYW domain, the signature motifs for 776 

coordination of two zinc ions including the catalytic center (HSE) of the cytidine deaminase and the 777 

region of amino acids 37-42 discussed as relevant for compatibility for creating protein chimeras [36]. 778 

The “gating domain” as recently defined from X-ray structural analysis after crystallization of the 779 

OTP86 DYW domain [33] is highlighted in orange. Several residues have been selected for the study 780 

of mutants (Fig. 1B). 781 

  782 
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Supplementary Figure 2. Expression vector system pet41Kmod2. 783 

Vector pET41Kmod for expression of RNA editing factors and their targets has been reported 784 

previously [23]. Coding sequences of RNA editing factors are inserted by Gateway cloning resulting in 785 

flanking attachment attB sequences connecting in-frame via a TEV cleavage site to the upstream 786 

maltose binding protein (MBP) and an N-terminal His6 tag. Transcription is driven from a T7 promoter 787 

controlled by a lac operator and translation is initiated by a ribosome binding site (RBS). PPR56 is 788 

cloned with an N-terminal extension of 14 native amino acids upstream from its N-terminal PPR L-14. 789 

Target sequences were designed with hybridized oligonucleotides inserted by classic cloning into a 790 

multiple cloning site (MCS, SwaI-HindIII-AscI-BstBI) in the 3’-UTR between attB2 and a T7 terminator. 791 

A new vector variant pET41Kmod2 has been created which also allows for cloning target sequences 792 

alternatively upstream into the 5’-UTR in a second MCS (NotI-EcoRI-PacI-PstI) inserted into a previous 793 

XbaI site. The vector map was created with SnapGene Viewer 6.2.1 (https://www.snapgene.com). 794 

  795 
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Supplementary Figure 3. The influence of RNA secondary structures embedding the 796 

editing site. 797 

Artificial sequences have been added upstream (yellow) or downstream (green) to embed the 798 

cytidine targeted for RNA editing (red) into secondary structures. The sequence upstream of the 799 

cytidine editing target that is supposedly juxtaposed with the PPR array of PPR56 (see Fig. 1A) is 800 

shown in small letters. The RNAfold WebServer of the ViennaRNA package [75] was used to predict 801 

the secondary structures. RNA structure models were created with VARNAv3-93 (https://varna.lri.fr).  802 

803 
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Supplementary Figure 4. Temperature- and time-dependence of RNA editing. 804 

A. RNA editing was checked at an elevated temperature of 24° (orange bars) instead of the routinely805 

used 16°C (blue bars) for heterologous protein expression in the E. coli Rosetta 2 (DE3) arctic express 806 

system for a selection of altogether twelve constructs. The elevated temperature of 24°C generally 807 

disfavors RNA editing compared to incubation at 16° both on nad4 and on nad3 targets with the 808 

interesting exception of the PPR56|DYW:P2A mutant. B. RNA editing was checked for eight selected 809 

constructs also at shorter incubation times of only 4 h or 8 h, respectively, instead of the routinely 810 

used 20 h of incubation at 16°C after induction of expression. A reduction of RNA editing is seen in all 811 

cases of shorter incubation times except for the efficiently edited nad4 target, which already shows 812 

>99% editing after 8 h of incubation.813 

A. Temperature dependence of RNA editing in Escherichia coli.814 

815 
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B. Time-dependence of RNA editing in Escherichia coli. 816 
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Supplementary Data 818 

Supplementary Data 1. Full set of E. coli RNA editing assays. 819 

Full table of results for all individual E. coli RNA editing assays including standard deviations. C-to-U 820 

RNA editing frequencies are given as 100% when no remaining cytidine signal was detectable upon 821 

sequencing of RT-PCR products. 822 

Supplementary Data 2. RNA-seq data sets for analysis of off-targets in Escherichia coli. 823 

RNA-seq datasets analyzed for C-to-U RNA editing off-targets. Separate tabs for the summary off-824 

target lists for PPR56, PPR56|S-4TN>TD and PPR56|S-10TD>TN and 13 individual data sets for Jacusa 825 

variant calls (E. coli wild-type background control for reference, native PPR56 without co-delivered 826 

targets (2 replicates), with co-delivered nad3eU230SL target, nad4eU272SL target (2 replicates) and 827 

combined nad4-nad3 target, PPR56|S-10TD>TN without or with co-delivered target nad4eU272SL or 828 

nad4eU272SL|-13, and PPR56|S-4TN>TD) analyzed in the course of this study.  829 

Supplementary Data 3. Oligonucleotides. 830 

Oligonucleotides used in this study. All oligonucleotides were synthesized by IDT (Integrated DNA 831 

technologies Europe, BVBA, Leuven, Belgium). 832 
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3.3. Yang et al 2023b (submitted) 

Yingying Yang, Bastian Oldenkott, Shyam Ramanathan, Elena Lesch, Mizuki 

Takenaka, Mareike Schallenberg-Rüdinger and Volker Knoop (2023) 

Different DYW cytidine deaminase domains strongly expand or restrict the 

flexibility of chimeric plant C-to-U RNA editing factors to address targets 

DYW-type PPR proteins act as editing factors and contain TPR-like E1 and E2 

domains between the PLS stretch and DYW domain. Although the TPR-like structure 

might suggest that they contribute to protein-protein interactions, the exact 

function of the E domains is unknown. To investigate the function of E domains and 

compatibility between PPR proteins, PPR56 and PPR65 with a variable chimera 

point in C-terminal extensions were tested in the E. coli system. PPR65 chimera with 

different versions of the C-terminal extensions of PPR56 could not edit any of the 

supplied targets, while the opposite chimera, PPR56 with the DYW domain of 

PPR65, could edit the nad4 target to 78%. Comparing the DYW domain, PPR56 

holds a unique sequence compared with other editing factors in P. patens, 

especially in the gating domain suggested by Takenaka et al 2020. Replacing the α1 

helix part of PPR56 with PPR65 did not significantly affect editing in the tandem 

target nad4 + nad3. The chimera of PPR56 with different versions of the DYW 

domain of PPR45 could edit most of the supplied targets in the E. coli system and 

can edit the nad4 target in human IMR cells to 54%. Furthermore, the DYW domain 

of OTP86 from A. thaliana was fused with PPR56 and it can edit both the nad4 and 

nad3 targets like native PPR56 in the E. coli system. In human cells, the nad4 target 

could be edited to 58% with the DYW domain of OTP86. Replacing the gating 

domain of OTP86 in PPR56 slightly reduced editing of the nad4 and nad3 targets 

Different chimeras of PPR56 have been sent for RNA-seq for off-target studies. 

Given that native PPR56 holds 133 off-targets, while native PPR65 holds 6, the 

PPR56/PPR65 chimera has only 6 obtained. Comparing the nucleotide preferences, 

it is interesting to note that nucleotides in the editing site positions -1 to -3 show 

the same preference as PPR56, although these positions are likely to be affected 
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when changing the C-terminal extensions. These similarities with PPR56 continue 

until position -10, while position -11 and -14 are dominated by cytidine and uridine 

as in PPR65 off-targets, respectively. Note that these two positions correspond to 

L-motifs. Position -13 corresponding to S motif shows adenosine domination (S-

10TN in PPR65) instead of TD:g for PPR56. While no off-targets were obtained with 

PPR56/PPR45 chimera, PPR56/OTP86 chimera holds 472 off-targets. There, the 

nucleotide selection is much more relaxed in positions -13, -12, -10, and -7. The 

nucleotides upstream of position -13 do not seem to follow PPR56. Among the 472 

off-targets identified, 94 are shared with native PPR56, 3 are shared with PPR56-

PPR65 chimera, and another three are shared in all three data sets. In addition, the 

shared off-targets seem to be edited more efficiently by PPR56/OPT86. 

This work is a collaboration with Prof. Mizuki Takenaka's group, and part of the 

study has been included in the PhD thesis of Bastian Oldenkott (Oldenkott, 2020). I 

designed and cloned most of the constructs in the E. coli system, analyzed the RNA-

seq data, and mainly participated in the downstream analysis of the off-target 

candidate sites. 
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Abstract 23 

The protein factors for the specific C-to-U RNA editing events in plant mitochondria and chloroplasts 24 

possess unique arrays of RNA-binding pentatricopeptide repeats (PPRs) linked to carboxy-terminal 25 

cytidine deaminase DYW domains via the extension motifs E1 and E2. The E1 and E2 motifs have distant 26 

similarity to tetratricopeptide repeats (TPRs) known to mediate protein-protein interactions but their 27 

precise function is unclear. Here, we investigate the tolerance of PPR56 and PPR65, two functionally 28 

characterized RNA editing factors of the moss Physcomitrium patens, for creation of chimeras by 29 

variably replacing C-terminal protein regions. Making use of a heterologous RNA editing assay system 30 

in Escherichia coli we find that heterologous DYW domains can strongly restrict or widen the spectrum 31 

of off-targets in the bacterial transcriptome for PPR56. Surprisingly, the data suggest that these 32 

changes are not only caused by preference of a given DYW domain for the immediate sequence 33 

environment of the cytidine to be edited, but also by a long-range impact on the nucleotide selectivity 34 

of the upstream PPRs. 35 
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Introduction 36 

C-to-U RNA editing in chloroplasts and mitochondria is universally present in all land plants with the37 

unique exception of the marchantiid subclass of complex-thalloid liverworts 1–4. Despite this wide 38 

evolutionary conservation, the molecular machinery for the site-specific deamination of cytidines to 39 

create uridines varies in complexity between mosses and seed plants 5–7. RNA editing factors in the 40 

model moss Physcomitrium patens are single proteins combining the functions of specific RNA target 41 

recognition and a cytidine deaminase function 8,9. The typical makeup of such proteins includes an N-42 

terminal signal peptide for import into chloroplasts or mitochondria, an array of pentatricopeptide 43 

repeats (PPRs) for targeting a specific RNA sequence, the E1 and E2 “extension” motifs and the DYW 44 

domain typically exhibiting the eponymous aspartate-tyrosine-tryptophan tripeptide at their carboxy-45 

terminus. 46 

The terminal DYW domain including a highly conserved zinc-coordination site in its catalytic center 47 

was suggested early as the cytidine deaminase domain and this function is meanwhile clearly 48 

established beyond doubt 10–17. Similarly, there is a core concept to understand how the arrays of PPRs 49 

bind to their RNA target sequences in a one-repeat-per-nucleotide manner following a PPR-RNA 50 

binding code 18–21. However, more understanding is needed here since plant RNA editing factors are 51 

characterized by different types of PPRs where L (long) and S (short) variants are present in addition 52 

to the canonical P-type PPRs. Yet further PPR variants denoted as “LL” and “SS” have meantime been 53 

characterized after extensive analyses of new plant genome data, especially for hornworts, lycophytes 54 

and ferns 22,23. Essentially, in P- and S-type PPRs, amino acid positions 5 and last (L) are crucial to 55 

determine ribonucleotide matches (see Suppl. Fig. 1). Threonine or serine (T/S) in position 5 favors 56 

purines (A or G) whereas asparagine (N) favors pyrimidines (C or U). In the last (L) position of P- and S-57 

type PPRs, asparagine (N) favors amino-bases (A or C) while aspartate (D) prefers keto-bases (G or U). 58 

Much less understood is the role of the two TPR-like motifs E1 and E2 linking the N-terminal PPR 59 

arrays to the carboxyterminal DYW domain. They may, however, play important roles when the 60 

ancestral makeup of RNA editing factors comprising the necessary functionalities for RNA target 61 
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recognition and cytidine deamination in a single polypeptide get separated during evolution. In 62 

contrast to the moss RNA editing factors, only ca. half of the meanwhile characterized RNA editing 63 

factors in angiosperms feature the complete suite of protein domains outlined above in one single 64 

protein. The first characterized mitochondrial RNA editing factor MEF1 of Arabidopsis thaliana is an 65 

example for a PLS-type PPR array linked via E1 and E2 motifs to a complete carboxyterminal DYW 66 

domain 24. In contrast, the first characterized chloroplast RNA editing factor in Arabidopsis identified 67 

earlier is a typical example for truncation behind the E2 motif, relying on a DYW domain to be supplied 68 

in trans 25,26.  69 

Making things yet more complex in flowering plants are multiple additional editing “helper” 70 

factors that are necessary for a complete functional editosome. Featuring prominently among those 71 

are the MORFs (Multiple Organelle RNA Factors), alternatively labelled as RIPs (RNA editing Interacting 72 

Proteins) – proteins equipped with evolutionary unique MORF domains 27–29. MORF proteins seem to 73 

be multifunctional in aiding both protein-protein interactions 30–32, but also in enhancing the binding 74 

of PPR stretches to target RNAs 33,34.  75 

Unsurprisingly, the functional heterologous expression of plant RNA editing factors in a bacterial 76 

setup 11 and in cultured human cells 13 has initially succeeded with RNA editing factors from the model 77 

moss Physcomitrium patens, likely representing an evolutionary ancestral state and not relying on the 78 

help of additional proteins. Notably, MORFs/RIPs present in the complex angiosperm editomes 35–41 79 

are not encoded in the P. patens genome.  80 

The modular makeup of plant RNA editing factors might suggest that recombination of domains 81 

in chimeric proteins could be straightforward. Indeed, the DYW domain of Arabidopsis chloroplast RNA 82 

editing factor OTP86, for which a crystal structure has recently been obtained, could replace the one 83 

of Physcomitrium mitochondrial editing factor PPR56 for functional analyses in E. coli 12. However, this 84 

functional chimera appeared to be more of an exception than the rule since testing other RNA editing 85 

factor chimeras had only moderate success both in planta 42 or in the heterologous bacterial system 43.  86 
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It remains unclear at present whether some domain combinations of different plant RNA editing 87 

factors are incompatible per se 42 or whether the specific chimeras simply fail to operate on a given 88 

target RNA. To further explore this issue we made use of the Escherichia coli RNA editing system and 89 

the simplicity of two functional RNA Physcomitrium mitochondrial RNA editing factors PPR56 and 90 

PPR65 (Suppl. Fig. 1) not relying on additional helper proteins for functionality 11,44,45. An additional 91 

advantage of the heterologous bacterial setup is that it allows for scoring of off-targets in the bacterial 92 

transcriptome that may be hit by chimeric RNA editing factors even when no RNA editing could be 93 

detected at co-delivered target sequences in the RNA editing assays.  94 

The here presented data for some RNA editing factor chimeras show that not only the observed 95 

RNA editing efficiencies are lower but also that the corresponding off-target data sets are much smaller 96 

when compared to the native editing factor. We conclude that artificial recombination of PPR-type 97 

editing factors connecting PPR arrays with heterologous E1 and E2 motifs and/or a different DYW 98 

domain can impair functionality, possibly by a reduced overall protein flexibility necessary for 99 

enzymatic C-to-U conversion. However, we find an extraordinary increase to more than 400 off-targets 100 

for a chimera of the moss mitochondrial RNA editing factor PPR56 equipped with the DYW domain of 101 

angiosperm chloroplast editing factor OTP86. Intriguingly, this increase in off-targets seems to result 102 

from relaxed selectivity of the upstream PPR array indicating enhanced flexibility via long-range 103 

interaction in the polypeptide. Evidently, the success for creating functional RNA editing factor 104 

chimeras is neither dictated by their native organelle environment nor by the phylogenetic distance 105 

but rather by yet to be understood intramolecular interactions. 106 

Results 107 

Recombining RNA editing factors PPR56 and PPR65 108 

We started the creation of recombinant chimeras from Physcomitrium patens RNA editing factors 109 

PPR56 and PPR65 (Suppl. Fig. 1), which had proven to successfully edit their native targets in a 110 

heterologous RNA editing assay setup in Escherichia coli 11. A series of targeted point mutations in 111 

PPR56 and its two native targets nad3eU230SL and nad4eU272SL has recently revealed a remarkable 112 
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sensitivity of nad3eU230SL, but a notable resilience of the nad4eU272SL target against sequence 113 

changes 46. For full comparability, all protein constructs reported here and tested in E. coli were cloned 114 

in fusion with an N-terminal maltose binding protein (MBP) linked via an attB-TEV sequence as 115 

previously described 11,46. 116 

For the designation of protein chimeras we will here use the slash (/) to indicate recombined RNA 117 

editing factor components with sequence extensions defined by the well-conserved consensus profiles 118 

of the C-terminal domains (Suppl. Fig. 2). Protein sequence continuities will be indicated by hyphens 119 

behind the equal (=) symbol or given with the respective amino acid sequence extensions for partial 120 

domains behind a colon. Further amino- or carboxy-terminal extensions are given with ‘n’ or ‘c’ 121 

followed by the number of amino acids or with capital letters N or C when extending to the native N- 122 

or C-terminal protein ends, respectively. For example, the designation PPR56=n14L14-E2/PPR65=DYW 123 

describes a protein chimera including the CDS of PPR56 starting 14 amino acids upstream of its most 124 

N-terminal PPR L-14 and extending to the end of its E2 motif, followed by a downstream fusion to the125 

full DYW domain of PPR65. As a more complex case, PPR65=n15P15-DYW:1-13/PPR56=DYW:14-126 

67/PPR65=DYW:68-C has an internal part of the PPR56 DYW domain representing the gating domain 127 

(see suppl. fig. 2 and below) transplanted into PPR65 (Fig. 1A).  128 

Despite PPR56 and PPR65 successfully operating on their native targets in heterologous setups 129 

11,13, a series of constructs reciprocally replacing the DYW domains of PPR56 and PPR65 showed no 130 

success in most cases (Fig. 1). The fusions of PPR65 with the DYW domain of PPR56 either including 131 

the E1 and E2 motifs of the former or of the latter revealed no RNA editing on the native 132 

ccmFCeU103PS target of PPR65 or on the two native targets of PPR56 (Fig. 1A), even when cloned in 133 

tandem combinations which were recently found to enhance RNA editing 46. Likewise, a chimera in 134 

which only that part of the PPR56 DYW domain, which is now defined as the gating domain (see suppl. 135 

fig. 2) likely having a regulatory role 12, was used to replace the one of PPR65 proved to be non-136 

functional for editing the ccmFCeU103PS target (Fig. 1A). 137 
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More success was achieved for reciprocal fusions, replacing C-terminal regions of PPR56 with 138 

corresponding sequences of PPR65 (Fig. 1B). While no editing was obtained when the fusion point was 139 

located between the PPR array of PPR56 and the E1 motif of PPR65, the chimera with a fusion point 140 

between the E2 motif of PPR56 and the DYW domain of PPR65 revealed 78% of RNA editing of the 141 

generally more robust nad4eU272SL target of PPR56 11,44,46. No RNA editing could be detected for an 142 

artificial hybrid target replacing positions -3 to +5 with the corresponding nucleotides of the 143 

ccmFCeU103PS editing site to provide a native environment for the DYW domain of PPR65 (Fig. 1B). 144 

To further explore the role of the now suggested gating domain (see suppl. fig. 2), we reciprocally 145 

replaced the region likely forming its conserved 1 helix in PPR56 with the corresponding one of PPR65. 146 

Intriguingly, this chimera revealed strong RNA editing both at the nad3eU230SL target and at the 147 

nad4eU272SL target cloned in a tandem arrangement (Fig. 1B). 148 

Chimeras of PPR56 and PPR45 149 

PPR45 is the only RNA editing factor in Physcomitrium patens chloroplasts, creating the start codon of 150 

rps14 by RNA editing (cp_rps14eU2TM), also causing a likely collateral minor editing of a cytidine 151 

directly upstream of the start, cp_rps14eU-1 47,48. The PPR array of PPR45 does not reveal a good match 152 

with either target. We selected the DYW domain of PPR45 for testing chimeras because previous 153 

experimentation had shown a PPR56/PPR45 fusion to be functional in planta 42. Creation of that 154 

chimera was based on a previous, now obsolete, definition of a shorter DYW domain behind previously 155 

defined ‘E’ and ‘E+’ motifs 49. For comparability, we replicated the creation of this recombinant protein 156 

together with one using the end of the now defined E2 motif as the fusion point (Fig. 2), which had 157 

proven to be successful for the PPR56-PPR65 chimera (Fig. 1B). We found low RNA editing activity at 158 

the nad4 target for the “old” construct with the N-terminally truncated DYW domain – with only 9% 159 

of C-to-U conversion in E. coli much more weakly than previously observed in planta 42. No editing was 160 

found for the generally more weakly edited nad3 target of PPR56 for this chimera (Fig. 2). We used the 161 

opportunity offered by the E. coli assay setup to test an artificial nad4/rps14 hybrid target replacing 162 

positions -3 to +5 relative to the nad4eU272SL editing site with the corresponding positions of the 163 
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cp_rps14eU2TM site. Indeed, this construct offering a somewhat more native targeting environment 164 

for the DYW domain of PPR45 revealed 28% of RNA editing (Fig. 2).  165 

Testing the new chimeric construct with the fusion point between the E2 motif of PPR56 and the DYW 166 

domain of PPR45 resulted in much increased RNA editing efficiencies of 51% at the nad3eU230SL 167 

target of PPR56 and more than 99% of C-to-U conversion for the nad4eU272SL and 93% for the hybrid 168 

nad4/rps14 target (Fig. 2). 169 

Chimeras of PPR56 and OTP86 170 

The structure of the DYW cytidine deaminase domain of OTP86, a chloroplast RNA editing factor in 171 

Arabidopsis thaliana 50, has been obtained by X-ray crystallography 12. Moreover, a chimera of PPR56 172 

in fusion with the OTP86 DYW domain proved to be functional in the E. coli assay system 12,43. We 173 

independently created PPR56/OTP86 chimeras with a fusion point at the end of the E2 motif and, again, 174 

replaced only the gating domain of PPR56 with the one of OTP86 in an independent chimera (Fig. 3). 175 

Both chimeras proved to be functional for RNA editing of the two native targets of PPR56 with the 176 

latter construct transplanting the OTP86 gating domain region alone showing somewhat weaker 177 

performance despite the tandem cloning setup recently found to enhance observed RNA editing 178 

activities 46. 179 

Functional chimeras also upon heterologous expression in human cells  180 

Given the functionality of both the PPR56/PPR45 (Fig. 2) and the PPR56/OTP86 (Fig. 3) chimeras in E. 181 

coli we made use of the recently established setup for heterologous expression to check for their 182 

functionality also in human cell lines 13. To that end we cloned the respective protein chimeras in fusion 183 

to an upstream EYFP tag behind the CMV promoter as previously reported. EYFP fluorescence was 184 

clearly detectable (Suppl. Fig. 3). We observed RNA editing efficiencies of 54% for the PPR56/PPR45 185 

chimera (Fig. 2) and of 58% for the PPR56/OTP86 chimera (Fig. 3), respectively, upon expression in 186 

human IMR-90 cells (Suppl. Table 1). Hence, functionality of the two RNA editing factor chimeras is 187 
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very likely neither dependent on co-factors in the heterologous prokaryotic or eukaryotic 188 

environments nor on the addition of specific protein tags like MBP vs. EYFP. 189 

Off-targets for PPR56, PPR65 and a chimeric construct 190 

A significant benefit of the E. coli RNA editing assay setup is the possibility to scan for off-targets in the 191 

bacterial background transcriptome. Extending the initially obtained RNA-seq data 11, a set of 133 off-192 

targets is now confirmed for PPR56 upon its expression in Escherichia coli 46. In stark contrast, however, 193 

we can verify only six off-targets for PPR65 (Fig. 4). Intriguingly, we have here found PPR56 also to be 194 

more flexible against C-terminal sequence replacements than PPR65 (Fig. 1). Profiling of the off-target 195 

sequences excellently matches expectations following predictions from the PPR-RNA code (Fig. 4). A 196 

lacking selectivity of PPR P-6ND for uridines in PPR56 fits well with guanosine being present in the 197 

corresponding position -9 of the efficiently edited native nad4eU272SL target 46 and with the off-target 198 

scoring upon expression in human cell lines (Lesch et al. 2022). Similarly, we observe a lacking 199 

selectivity for adenosines by PPR P-9TN in PPR65 (Fig. 4).  200 

As for the native PPR65, only six off-targets were identified for the now investigated chimera of 201 

PPR56 with the DYW domain of PPR65 (see Fig. 1B), indicating a strong selectivity exerted by the latter, 202 

in line with the equally low number of off-targets observed for PPR65 itself (Fig. 4). However, this is in 203 

no way reflected by favoring of off-targets featuring GU in positions -3 and -2 fitting the selectivity of 204 

native PPR65 (Fig. 4). Instead, the chimera’s off-targets completely fit the profile of native PPR56 in 205 

the positions upstream of the edited cytidine. Yet more surprisingly, however, the selectivity for 206 

guanosine in position -13 opposite of PPR S-10TD is lost and replaced with one for adenine and this 207 

shift is accompanied by surprising selectivity for uridine immediately upstream in position -14 opposite 208 

of PPR L-11VE, an L-type PPR the roles of which in target selection are presently still unclear (Fig. 4). 209 

Evidently, the heterologous DYW domain of PPR65 unexpectedly exerts no selectivity immediately 210 

upstream of the editing site but rather affects target selectivity that should be dictated by the 211 

upstream PPR stretch of PPR56. 212 
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Many more off-targets for the PPR56-OTP86 chimera 213 

Even more drastically than seen for the PPR56/PPR65 chimera discussed above, not a single off-target 214 

could be reliably identified in E. coli for the PPR56/PPR45 chimera with the truncated DYW domain 215 

(PPR56=n14L14-DYW:1-43/PPR45=DYW:44-C) that had shown low RNA editing activity on the tested 216 

targets (Fig. 2).  217 

However, totally different picture emerged for the PPR56/OTP86 chimera revealing 472 off-218 

targets, more than threefold the number found for the native PPR56 (Fig. 5). Neither the target 219 

conservation profile opposite of the PPR array of PPR56 nor positions immediately upstream of the 220 

editing site reveal any change in preferred nucleotide identities. However, the nucleotide selectivity is 221 

much relaxed for G in position -13, A in position -12, G in position -10 and A in position -7 opposite of 222 

perfectly matching PPRs S-10TD, P-9TN, S-7TD and S-4TN following the PPR-RNA code rules (Fig. 5). 223 

Accordingly, a long-range effect seems again to be caused by the terminal DYW domain for interaction 224 

of the upstream PPR array with the RNA targets, even when in exactly the opposite way of relaxing 225 

rather than restricting target recognition as in the case of the PPR56/PPR65 chimera (Fig. 4). 226 

Shifts in off-target patterns and shifts in RNA editing efficiencies 227 

Of altogether 472 off-targets identified for the PPR56/OTP86 chimera, 94 are shared with the native 228 

PPR56, three are shared with the PPR56/PPR65 chimera and another three are shared among all three 229 

data sets (Fig. 6A). This leaves 36 and 372 off-targets, respectively, exclusively observed for wild-type 230 

PPR56 or the PPR56/OTP86 chimera alone.  231 

Checking upon editing sites shared between the data sets, we find that the PPR56/OTP86 chimera 232 

generally results in highest RNA editing at a given off-target (Figure 6B). Hence, the PPR56/OTP86 233 

construct not only results in relaxed identification of off-targets but also in generally higher RNA editing 234 

efficiencies at those targets. The opposite is not true, however. Despite the significantly reduced total 235 

number of off-targets for the PPR56/PPR65 chimera, it displays higher editing efficiencies at off-targets 236 

trpBeU1157TI and recJeU425SF than the native PPR56 protein (Fig. 6B). 237 
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Discussion 238 

Plant organelle RNA editing remains a puzzling molecular phenomenon on many levels. Not only is it 239 

unclear why it came into existence in the first place, evidently emerging with the earliest land plants. 240 

Equally puzzling is how the complex arrangements of RNA editing factors arose that combines their 241 

characteristic PLS-type PPR arrays with the E1 and E2 motifs and a carboxy-terminal DYW domain. 242 

There is no clear evidence yet that these individual components have been used as combinable 243 

building blocks in evolution to initially create the evolutionary ancestral, single-polypeptide RNA 244 

editing factors in plants. Rather conversely, the following evolution of the ancestral RNA editing factors 245 

gives many examples for their subsequent truncation or disintegration in the course of plant evolution 246 

6. The sporadic occurrences of plant-type RNA editing factors outside of land plants on the other hand247 

rather points to horizontal gene transfer from plants into protists 51–54. 248 

The meanwhile clearly defined modular makeup of plant RNA editing factors with a PLS-type PPR 249 

array terminating in a P2-L2-S2-type PPR triplet, followed by the TPR-like E1 and E2 motifs and 250 

ultimately a DYW cytidine deaminase domain 22,23 may a priori suggest an interchangeability of their 251 

carboxyterminal domains. Indeed, replacing the DYW domain of Physcomitrium patens RNA editing 252 

factor PPR78 with the one of PPR79 turned out to be functional in planta 55 and the DYW domain of 253 

PPR56 could even be replaced with the one of flowering plant chloroplast editing factor OTP86 for 254 

functional expression in Escherichia coli 12. The maybe most impressive success for a functionally 255 

recombined RNA editing factor is the fusion of CRR4 and the “free-standing” DYW domain of DYW1, 256 

creating a protein chimera that was able to complement the Arabidopsis thaliana crr4/dyw1 double 257 

mutant defect for both proteins and correspondingly for RNA editing of the chloroplast editing target 258 

ndhDeU2TM 26. 259 

In contrast, however, many other recombinant protein chimeras created similarly could not be 260 

shown to be functional 42,43,56,57 suggesting that there is no simple modular concept. The respective 261 

DYW domain and/or the respective E1 and E2 motifs may exert further selectivity for target recognition, 262 
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especially in the immediate environment of the RNA editing target site and several available data 263 

indeed support this conclusion 42,43,56,58. 264 

While ever more plant RNA editing factors have been characterized over the last decades, we have 265 

to be careful that many detailed observations may not be generalized. For example, the conserved 266 

aspartate (D) - tyrosine (Y) - tryptophan (W) tripeptide at the very terminus of the DYW cytidine domain 267 

is quite conserved. Exchanging the central tyrosine with alanine, however, did not abolish editing in 268 

DYW1 14 and the tyrosine side chain was found solvent-exposed in the recently determined crystal 269 

structure of DYW1 59. In stark contrast, however, exchanging a corresponding phenylalanine in the 270 

terminal DFW end of PPR65 to alanine abolished editing completely in E. coli whereas its exchange to 271 

the more conserved tyrosine had no effect 11. Evidently, the terminal tripeptides of DYW domains may 272 

contribute to functionality in different ways, likely caused by specific interactions with their RNA 273 

targets. Similarly, even the exchange of alternatively conserved and chemically similar residues like 274 

arginine (R) or lysine (K) in position 71 of the DYW domain (see Suppl. Fig. 2C) results in lowered RNA 275 

editing activities for PPR65 and, vice versa, for PPR56 11,46. Success to create functional chimeras of 276 

RNA editing factors will evidently depend on the chosen point for protein fusion within the 277 

carboxyterminal P2-L2-S2-E1-E2-DYW arrangement, as is here clearly documented for the 278 

PPR56/PPR65 and the PPR56/PPR45 chimeras (Fig. 1B and Fig. 2). Different RNA editing efficiencies 279 

were similarly observed when the “stand-alone” DYW1 domain was differently fused to upstream 280 

PPR56 sequences as the “carrier protein” 43,59. 281 

We here obtained highly variable outcomes for recombinant chimeric constructs involving 282 

components of PPR56 and PPR65, which were both successfully expressed in bacterial and eukaryotic 283 

setups using different N-terminal protein tag additions 11,13,46. Astonishingly, both the upstream region 284 

of PPR65 including its PPR array (Fig. 1A) as well as the downstream region including its DYW domain 285 

(Fig. 1B) seem to be somewhat recalcitrant against creating functional chimeras or result in strongly 286 

restricted off-targeting. This observation is in line with the low number of off-targets upon 287 

heterologous expression of PPR65 and may indicate structural rigidity and a lack of flexibility of this 288 
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RNA editing factor. The observation of strikingly different numbers of off-targets is well corroborated 289 

with the recent functional expression of PPR56 and PPR65 also in human cells 13. 290 

Exactly the opposite is observed for PPR56 with its high number of off-targets and (variable) 291 

flexibility towards replacement of its DYW domain against that of PPR65 as another moss 292 

mitochondrial editing factor, against that of PPR45 as a moss chloroplast editing factor and finally 293 

against that of OTP86 as an angiosperm chloroplast editing factor. Remarkably, OTP86 is part of a 294 

multi-protein editosome complex involving many non-PPR proteins in planta 39. The experimentation 295 

with the PPR56/OTP86 chimeras in the heterologous bacterial and eukaryotic setups shows that 296 

evidently no (plant-specific) trans-acting factors are necessary for the functionality of the OTP86 DYW 297 

domain as a cytidine deaminase. 298 

The most surprising result of the new data presented here are the highly different numbers of off-299 

targets obtained with the principally functional RNA editing chimeras. Transcript targeting is expected 300 

to be mainly determined by the PPR array for the target sequence upstream of position -3 relative to 301 

the editing site. Clearly, replacing a DYW domain with another one may cause incompatibilities in the 302 

immediate vicinity of an initially investigated target. Nevertheless, on transcriptome level, one could 303 

expect just a shift of off-target spectra for the protein chimeras, combining the preferences of the PPR 304 

array with the one of the heterologous DYW domain. This a priori reasonable hypothesis is, however, 305 

contradicted by our data with the striking outcome of much restricted off-targeting upon replacing the 306 

DYW domain of PPR56 with those of PPR45 or PPR65 (Fig. 4), but a much extended set of off-targets 307 

in stark contrast for the PPR56/OTP86 chimera (Fig. 5). While the small number of only six off-targets 308 

identified for the PPR56/PPR65 chimera has to be kept in mind as a cautionary note for conclusions, it 309 

is highly surprising that changes in the conservation profile are found for positions juxtaposed with the 310 

upstream PPR array of PPR56. Instead, the positions in the immediate environments of the edited off-311 

target cytidines fully match the observations for PPR56 alone without an indication for selectivity 312 

exerted by the PPR65 DYW domain (Fig. 4). For the large set of off-targets now identified for the 313 
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PPR56/OTP86 chimera in full contrast, we find a relaxation of conservations at four positions 314 

conceptually matching the PPR-RNA code excellently (Fig. 5).  315 

Taken together, there may be a combination of factors to explain the new findings: Firstly, 316 

different DYW domains may have strongly differing enzymatic efficiencies allowing some to perform 317 

cytidine conversion even upon only ephemeral binding to a candidate target. Secondly, there may be 318 

yet unclear structural incompatibilities between a DYW domain and the upstream motifs. Finally, there 319 

may be long-range impacts of the terminal DYW domain enhancing or reducing flexibility of the 320 

upstream protein regions for interactions with appropriate RNA regions.  321 

Care must in any case be taken to use best-comparable setups for further experimentation in 322 

heterologous systems. For example, a recent experimental modification of the original heterologous 323 

RNA editing assay system in E. coli 11 found that the placement of editing targets on separate, 324 

constitutively expressed transcripts resulted in overall lower editing efficiencies 43. In contrast, our very 325 

recent study placing “weak” RNA editing targets alternatively into different locations and into variable 326 

tandem arrangements with “strong” targets found enhancement of RNA editing for the former 46. In 327 

line with the above ideas, these findings may suggest a scanning mechanism of an RNA editing factor 328 

along its target transcript for which a structural flexibility may be highly beneficial indeed. 329 

Materials and Methods 330 

Molecular Cloning  331 

Cloning for expression of Physcomitrium patens PPR56 variants and targets in Escherichia coli was 332 

based on vector pET41Kmod as outlined earlier 11. Protein coding sequences with an upstream TEV 333 

cleavage site are cloned with the gateway system in fusion downstream of an N-terminal His6 tag and 334 

the maltose-binding protein (MBP) for improved protein solubility 60 under control of a T7 promoter 335 

controlled by the lac operator. RNA editing target sequences were cloned behind the protein sequence 336 

upstream of a T7 terminator. Target sequences including flanking restriction sites were generated with 337 

synthesized oligonucleotides for both DNA strands (Integrated DNA technologies Europe, BVBA, 338 
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Leuven, Belgium) and ligated into dephosphorylated vectors after hybridization and phosphorylation. 339 

All oligonucleotides used in the course of this work are listed in supplementary table 3. To create 340 

chimeras different overlap extension PCR strategies were used.  For expression in the human cell 341 

editing essay, constructs were amplified from petG41K based plasmids, using a proof-reading Q5 342 

polymerase (New England Biolabs) and cloned into the eukaryotic expression vector pEYFP-C1 343 

(Clontech, TaKaRa) to create the final EYFP-tagged fusion protein coding sequences as previously 344 

described 13. 345 

Protein expression and analysis of RNA editing 346 

The setup for the expression of different constructs in the heterologous E. coli system and the 347 

downstream analysis of RNA editing was done as outlined previously 11. Briefly, 25 mL of E. coli 348 

Rosetta 2 (DE3) cultures were pre-grown in 100 mL Erlenmeyer flasks with baffles in LB medium 349 

supplemented with 50 µM kanamycin, 17 µM chloramphenicol and 0.4 mM ZnSO4 at 37°C until 350 

reaching an OD600 of ca. 0.5. The bacterial cultures were then cooled on ice for 5 min. before adding 351 

0.4 mM IPTG for induction of expression and incubation for 20 h at 16°C and 180 rpm. Expression of 352 

chimera protein variants was routinely checked via SDS-PAGE gels. Expression of chimeric constructs 353 

in human IMR-90 cell cytosol was executed as described previously 13. Briefly, MEM (Pan 354 

Biotechnologies) media, supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum and 1% Penicillin/Streptomycin was 355 

supplemented with 25 µM zinc sulfate prior to PEI MAX (Polyscience) transfection and 20 h incubation. 356 

To verify expression, cells were fixed on cover slips, nuclei stained with DAPI (4,6-diamidino-2-357 

phenylindole). The localization of EYFP-tagged PPR proteins was examined on a Zeiss AXIOPHOT 358 

microscope using AxioVision software and ImageJ/Fiji version 1.53c for Windows. 359 

Total RNA sequencing and off-target detection 360 

To identify off-targets in the E. coli transcriptome, total RNA was prepared from individual replicates 361 

by using the NucleoSpin RNA kit (Macherey Nagel), followed by DNase I treatment (Thermo Fisher 362 

Scientific). Library preparation and Illumina sequencing (150 bp paired-end with NovaSeq 6000) was 363 

done after rRNA depletion (TruSeq Stranded Total RNA with Ribo-Zero) by either Novagene or 364 
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Macrogen. To generate construct-specific DNA reference reads, the simulated reads (by ART 365 

MountRainier version 2016-06-05) of pET41Kmod with respective constructs and respective target 366 

sequences and the pRARE2 tRNA helper plasmid were merged with genomic DNA reads 367 

(WTDNA_SRR941832) of BL21(DE3) cells 61. The datasets are summarized in supplementary table 3.  368 

After quality check of the RNA-seq raw data by FastQC 369 

(https://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/), the transcriptome reads were aligned 370 

with construct-specific DNA reads by GSNAP v2020/04/08 (Wu et al 2010) with standard settings 62. 371 

The SNPs were called by JACUSA v1.3 63. RNA editing sites were selected only if clean RNA reads (T + C 372 

or G + A > 99%), clean DNA background (G/C > 98%), RNA read coverage of at least 30 and a total RNA 373 

editing rate of at least 1% were obtained. The SNPs were further restricted by a custom-made R script 374 

(established with kind help provided by S. Zumkeller) to select only those identified in at least two 375 

replicates of the respective construct, but exclude false positives called also in WT or in data sets of 376 

the respective other editing factors. The final RNA editing efficiency was calculated by adding up total 377 

RNA reads at a given site.  378 
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Figure Legends 398 

Figure 1. Reciprocal fusions of PPR arrays and DYW domains of PPR56 and PPR65 399 

across their E1-E2 motifs. 400 

A. PPR65 chimeras with DYW regions of PPR56.401 

The PLS-type PPR array of PPR65 was fused with downstream regions of PPR56 either between the 402 

terminal S2-type PPR and the E1 motif or between the E2 motif and the DYW domain. The N-terminal 403 

part of PPR65 including 15 amino acids upstream of its most N-terminal PPR (P-15) was cloned behind 404 

an upstream MBP-attB-TEV-sequence in pET41Kmod as previously described 11. RNA editing activity 405 

on the three native targets of the editing factors was analyzed for either construct and no editing 406 

activity was likewise observed for a more complex chimera (PPR65=n15P15-DYW:1-407 

13/PPR56=DYW:14-67/PPR65=DYW:68-C) having only the region of the gating domain of PPR65 408 

replaced with the one of PPR56. 409 

410 
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B. PPR56 chimeras with DYW regions of PPR65. 411 

The PLS-type PPR array of PPR56 (see suppl. fig. 1) was fused with downstream regions of PPR65 as 412 

indicated. The N-terminal part of PPR56 including 14 amino acids upstream of its first PPR (L-14) was 413 

cloned behind an upstream MBP-attB-TEV-sequence in pET41Kmod as previously described 11. RNA 414 

editing activity of 78% C-to-U conversion was detected for chimera PPR56=n14-L14-E2/PPR65=DYW 415 

on the native nad4eU272SL target of PPR56. Replacing the 1-helix in the gating domain of PPR56 with 416 

the corresponding sequence of PPR65 in construct PPR56=n14L14-DYW:1-27/PPR65=DYW:28-417 

43/PPR56=DYW:44-C resulted in RNA editing of 99% and 92%, respectively, for the nad4 and the nad3 418 

target of PPR56. 419 

420 
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Figure 2. Chimeras of PPR56 and PPR45 421 

Protein chimeras were created to replace C-terminal regions of PPR56 with corresponding sequences 422 

of chloroplast RNA editing factor PPR45, natively targeting cp_rps14eU2TM in Physcomitrium patens. 423 

Fusion points to create chimeras were chosen according to the previous concept of “E” and “E+” 424 

domains 42,49 and alternatively following the most recent definition of the TPR-like E1 and E2 motifs 425 

22,23 and tested in E. coli (blue bacterial cell icons) on the two native targets (nad3eU230SL and 426 

nad4eU272SL) of PPR56 and a hybrid target replacing positions -3 to +5 with the native 427 

cp_rps14eU2TM target of PPR45. Rates of editing are indicated below the respective target sequences. 428 

The former construct (PPR56=n14L14-DYW:1-43/PPR45=DYW:44-C) was also investigated by RNA-seq 429 

analysis in E. coli revealing no off-targets. An additional construct with the latter fusion point and 430 

replacing the MBP with an EYFP tag (bottom) was tested in parallel in human cells (orange eukaryotic 431 

cell icons), revealing 54% of RNA editing at the nad4eU272SL target. 432 

  433 
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Figure 3. Chimeras of PPR56 and OTP86 434 

Protein chimeras of PPR56 and OTP86 were tested for their editing capacities of the two native targets 435 

of PPR56. A chimera with the DYW domain of OTP86 fused behind the E2 motif of PPR56 436 

(PPR56=n14L14-E2/OPT86=DYW) revealed RNA editing to be as efficient as the native PPR56 itself on 437 

both targets. An additional construct with the same fusion point and replacing the MBP with an EYFP 438 

tag (bottom) was tested in parallel in human cells (orange eukaryotic cell icons), revealing 58% of RNA 439 

editing at the nad4eU272SL target. A previously created chimera with the fusion point shifted by one 440 

amino acid (PPR56=n14L14-DYW:1/OTP86=DYW:2-C) had previously been tested on the nad4 target 441 

in E. coli 12 and was now used for RNA-seq analysis revealing more than 400 off-targets in the bacteria 442 

(Fig. 5). Lower RNA editing efficiencies were observed in E. coli (blue bacterial cell icons) when only the 443 

gating domain of OTP86 was transplanted into the DYW domain of PPR56 (top).  444 

445 
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Figure 4. Off-targets for PPR56, PPR65 and a chimera 447 

A total of 119 off-targets were identified for PPR56 (bottom, excluding 14 others requiring shifts for 448 

improved match with the PPR array for clarity) with an increased RNA-seq data set in the Escherichia 449 

coli transcriptome 46, but only six off-targets are confirmed for PPR65 (top). Consensus profiles were 450 

created with WebLogo 64 for the off-target sequence environments weighted with their respective 451 

editing efficiencies. Off-targets match expectations from the PPR-RNA binding code and fit the native 452 

targets of the two RNA editing factors with the exceptions of lacking selectivity by S-10TN for A in 453 

PPR65 (top) and by P-6ND for U in PPR56 (bottom), rather favoring G. The now investigated chimera 454 

PPR56=n14L14-E2/PPR65=DYW (middle) results in an equally low amount of only 6 off-targets. Yellow 455 

background shading highlights positions -3 to -1 where conservation profiles of the chimera match the 456 

one of PPR56. The blue arrows point to unexpected matches between the conservation profile of the 457 

PPR56/PPR65 chimera and native PPR65. The red arrow points to an unexpected shift of conservation 458 

from G to A in position -13 in the PPR56/PPR65 chimera. 459 

  460 
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Figure 5. Off-targets of a PPR56-OTP86 chimera 461 

A total of 472 off-targets were identified in RNA-seq data for the E. coli transcriptome after expression 462 

of the PPR56/OTP86 chimera PPR56=n14L14-DYW:1/OPT86=DYW:2-C. Consensus profiles were 463 

created from the sequences of 119 and 358 C-to-U RNA editing off-targets of PPR56 and the 464 

PPR56/OTP86 chimera, respectively, weighted with their respective editing efficiencies. Additional off-465 

targets requiring nucleotide shifts for better PPR binding matches (14 and 114, respectively) were 466 

excluded for clarity (Suppl. Data 3). A reduced selectivity for nucleotides preferred by wild-type PPR56 467 

is observed for positions -13 (G), -12 (A), -10 (G) and -7(A), all of which match the respective P- or S-468 

type PPRs in PPR56 and this is also seen to a lower extent for positions -16 and -15 matching S-13NS 469 

and S-12NN. Slightly enhanced preferences matching the native target cp_rps14eU80SL of OTP86 470 

(bottom) is observed for positions -14 (G), -8 (U), +1 (A) and +2 (A). 471 

472 
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Figure 6. Off-targets of different  PPR56 chimeras 473 

A. The sets of off-targets identified in E. coli upon expression of native PPR56 (blue) and the chimeras474 

having the DYW domain of PPR56 replaced with the ones of PPR65 (red) or OTP86 (green) are displayed 475 

as a Venn diagram (http://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/cgi-bin/liste/Venn/calculate_venn.htpl). Only 476 

three off-targets are shared between all three data sets whereas 372 off-targets are observed 477 

exclusively with the PPR56/OTP86 chimera. B. Off-targets shared between the PPR56/PPR65 chimera 478 

and the other data sets (top and middle) and the two off-targets with highest and lowest frequencies 479 

shared between the PPR56 and PPR56/OTP86 data set alone, respectively (bottom), are listed with the 480 

respective RNA editing efficiencies. Bold font highlights the majority of cases in which highest RNA 481 

editing is observed with the PPR56/OTP86 chimera. Asterisks indicate cases where RNA editing of 8.8% 482 

has recently been observed at the prfBeU-79 off-target for a PPR56|S-10TN mutant and of 2.6% at the 483 

rrsEeU-as-2 site for a PPR56|S-4TD mutant 46. 484 

A. Off-targets Venn-Diagram485 

486 

B. Shared off-targets in detail487 

488 
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Supplementary figures 489 

Supplementary Figure 1. Makeup of Physcomitrium patens RNA editing factors PPR56 490 

and PPR65 491 

PPR56 and PPR65 are typical RNA editing factors in Physcomitrium patens featuring the complete 492 

suites of PLS-type PPR arrays linked to a carboxyterminal DYW cytidine deaminase domain via the TPR-493 

like E1 and E2 motifs. Numbering of PPRs is backward as previously suggested 65. Target recognition 494 

follows a PPR-RNA code defined by amino positions 5 and L in P- and S-type PPRS (T/S+N:A, T/S+D:G, 495 

N+N:Y, N+D:U). Native targets are indicated below the protein structures with target position -4 496 

juxtaposed with the terminal PPR S2-1. Hybrid target variants nad4eU272SL/ccmFCeU103PS and 497 

nad4eU272SL/rps14eU80SL adapting positions -3 to +5 around the cytidine to be edited (C) have been 498 

created for testing with the corresponding protein chimeras  PPR56/PPR65 (guuCccaca, Fig. 1B) and 499 

PPR56/PPR45 (ucaCggcaa, Fig. 2), respectively. Consensus profiles of the four C-terminal PPRs starting 500 

with S-4, of the E1 and E2 motifs and of the DYW  domain are given in supplementary figure 2. 501 

502 

503 
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Supplementary Figure 2. WebLogo consensus profiles of C-terminal PPRs S1-4 to S2-1,504 

TPR-like E1 and E2 motifs and DYW domains of moss proteins. 505 

Moss protein homologues of Physcomitrium patens RNA editing factor PPR56 were identified by 506 

BLASTP 66 at https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi (word size = 3, random expectancy cutoff = 1e-70), 507 

ultimately retaining 86 proteins after removal of incomplete DYWs and duplicates (as of Feb 22, 2023). 508 

WebLogo consensus profiles were created after alignment at https://weblogo.berkeley.edu/logo.cgi 509 

for the four carboxyterminal PPRs S-4, P2-3, L2-2 and S2-1 (A), the E1 and E2 motifs (B) and the DYW 510 

domains (C). Numbering is continuous from start of PPR S-4 to the end of E2, but starts anew for the 511 

DYW domain. The region of the proposed gating domain (pos. 14-67) and the 1 helix (pos. 28-43) in 512 

the DYW domain is indicated by underlining in orange and brown, respectively. Critical residues for co-513 

ordination of a zinc ion in the catalytic center are H68, C96, 99 and E70 (via a water molecule) and 514 

H100, H123, C130 and C132 for a second zinc ion of structural importance. Residues 5(S/T), I7 and F16 515 

are located in beta sheets 1 and 2 of the PG box and interact with the 2 helix contributing to the 516 

catalytic center. 517 

A. Consensus profiles of four terminal PPRs S-4, P2-3, L2-2 and S2-1518 

519 
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B. Consensus profiles of TPR-like motifs E1 and E2 520 

521 

C. Consensus profile of the DYW domain522 

523 
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Supplementary Figure 3. Expression of RNA editing factor chimeras in a human cell line. 524 

Recombinant PPR56/PPR45 and PPR56/OTP86 chimeras tagged with upstream EYFP yielded in 525 

fluorescence signals upon expression in human IMR-90 cells and resulted in RNA editing at the co-526 

delivered native target nad4eU272SL of PPR56 as indicated. 527 

528 
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Supplementary tables 529 

Supplementary Table 1. Primary results of RNA editing assays in E. coli and human cells. 530 

Results for determination of RNA editing in triplicate assays in Escherichia coli and human IMR cells. 531 

The resulting mean and standard deviations are listed. C-to-U RNA editing frequencies are given as 532 

100% when no remaining cytidine signal was detectable upon sequencing of RT-PCR products. 533 

Supplementary Table 2. Summary of RNA-seq data sets for off-target analyses. 534 

RNA-seq datasets analyzed for C-to-U RNA editing off-targets. Separate tabs for the summary off-535 

target lists for 12 individual data sets for Jacusa variant calls (E. coli wild-type background control for 536 

reference, native PPR56 without co-delivered targets (2 replicates), with co-delivered nad3eU230SL 537 

target, nad4eU272SL target (2 replicates) and combined nad4-nad3 target, PPR56/PPR65 chimera 538 

with nad4eU272SL target (2 replicates), and PPR56/OTP86 chimera with nad4eU272SL target (3 539 

replicates)) analyzed in the course of this study. 540 

Supplementary Table 3. Table of identified off-targets. 541 

List of off-targets independently determined for a given protein construct in two independent RNA-542 

seq runs.  543 

Supplementary Table 4. Oligonucleotides. 544 

Oligonucleotides used in this study. All oligonucleotides were synthesized by IDT (Integrated DNA 545 

technologies Europe, BVBA, Leuven, Belgium). 546 
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3.4. Investigation of PPR proteins as molecular tool 

3.4.1. Testing the special feature of P. patens PPR65 L-5 motif 

The DYW type PPR protein PPR65 from P. patens has a “TD” combination in its fifth 

and last amino acid of L-5 motif, while the ribonucleotide on the ccmFC target 

corresponding to this position stores a guanine. This coincidence fit for the PPR-

RNA binding code designed for P- and S- type repeats. Although whether and how 

the L motif contributing to PPR-RNA recognition is still under debate, the single 

nucleotide modifications on the target ccmFCeU103PS|g-8a and g-8c abolished 

RNA editing in E. coli system (Oldenkott et al., 2019). Switching TD combination to 

ND (PPR65|L-5 TD>ND), which would change the ribonucleotide favor from guanine 

to uridine, together with the target modification (ccmFCeU103PS|g-8u) to 

complement the protein modification did not restore RNA editing in E. coli system 

(Oldenkott, 2020). This makes it puzzling if the “TD” combination of this L motif 

pointing to the RNA recognition roll, particularly in this L motif. According to 

Gutmann et al. (2020), the L1-type PPR repeats in mosses showed higher frequency 

of “LD” than “TD”, a protein modification on PPR65|L-5 TD>LD was preformed via 

overlap extension PCR and transferred into the E. coli system based on Oldenkott 

et al. (2019). Both single ccmFC target and tandem ccmFC targets were tested as 

described in Yang et al. (2023a), only the upstream ccmFC target in tandem targets 

construct showed 31% editing (Figure 9). This leading to L-5 not linking to target 

recognition follows the PPR-RNA recognition code, the fitness of the binding code 

would just be a coincidence. 
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Figure 9. PPR65|L-5TD>LD only mediate upstream site of tandem ccmFC targets editing in E. coli. 

The modified amino acid is indicated in red. No editing was observed in the single cloned 

ccmFCeU103PS, but in tandem ccmFC target (shade in blue), 31% editing was observed in the 

upstream site.  

In the next step, complete L-8 AE motif was “copied” in position L-5 (PPR65:n15-

P6/L8/S4-DYW), to examine if this L-5 could be replaced by other L motif. Both 

single and tandem ccmFC targets could not be edited by this PPR65 containing 

artificial repetitive L motif (Figure 10A). Thinking about the PLS motifs showed in 

triplet in most cases, the P-6, L-5, S-4 was switched with P-9, L-8, S-7 (PPR65:n15-

S10/P6-S4/P9-S7/P3-DYW). Accordingly, the ribonucleotide on the corresponding 

positions were switched (ccmFCeU103PS|a-7u|u-10a) to complement the protein 

modification. Again, no editing could be gained in both single and tandem ccmFC 

targets (Figure 10B). 
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Figure 10. Motif-switch experiment on PPR65 and its target ccmFCeU103PS in E. coli. A. The 

complete L-5 TD motif of PPR65 was replaced by the complete L-8 AD of PPR65 (indicated in red), 

resulting in two L-8 AD motifs in PPR65. As a result, both single and tandem ccmFC targets (shaded 

in blue) could not be edited by this mutated PPR65. B. The complete PLS triple P-6, L-6, and S-4 was 

replaced with the PLS triple P-9, L-8, and S-7 (indicated in red). As the P- and S- repeats were changed, 

the corresponding nucleotides were switched as well (indicated in black square). No editing was 

observed in the mutated single ccmFC target. When the mutated ccmFC target (shaded in orange) 

was placed upstream of the native ccmFC target (shaded in blue), no editing was observed in either 

of them.  

3.4.2. Re-positioning PPR motif to examine the possibility of artificial PPR 

protein 

Although synthetic DYW-type PPR proteins with repetitive P motif or S motifs or PLS 

motifs could edit supplied target successfully (Royan et al., 2021), it is still puzzling 

why native DYW-type PPR proteins require different PLS motifs combination for 

target recognition. It is always wondered if the PPR repeats from different PPR 
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proteins with the same amino acid combination on fifth and last position, although 

the rest amino acids differs, could be replaced. Among the nine RNA editing factors 

from P. patens, PPR56 and PPR65 stores similar numbers of PLS repeats (PPR56 has 

14 and PPR65 has 15). In addition, native PPR56 P-9 motif holds “TN” combination, 

while native PPR65 P-9 motif, the same position, holds the same. “Coping” the 

complete P-9 TN motif from PPR56 to replace PPR65 P-9 TN (PPR65:n15-

S10/PPR56:P9/PPR65:L8-DYW) leading to 18% of editing on single ccmFC target. In 

the tandem ccmFC target construct, 42% editing was obtained in the upstream one, 

while 24% of cytidine was edited to uridine in the downstream target (Figure 11). 

Given that PPR65 and its ccmFC target is more sensitive to both protein and target 

mutations, this could be influenced by protein flexibility.  

Figure 11. PPR65 with P-9 switched to PPR56 P-9 could edited ccmFCeU103PS in E. coli. Since both 

P-9 of PPR65 and PPR56 has a “TN” combination for target recognition, this motif was switched in

PPR65 (labeled in light brown and numbering in red). 18% editing on single cloned ccmFCeU103PS 

was obtained, while up to 42% editing was seen in tandem ccmFC targets.  
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3.5. Yang et al 2023c (under preparation/revision for submission) 

Yingying Yang, Bastian Oldenkott, Elena Lesch, Volker Knoop and Mareike 

Schallenberg-Rüdinger (2023) 

The C-terminal DYW domain of a PPR protein from the protist Naegleria gruberi 

can act as cytidine deaminase in moss mitochondria 

Although plant-type RNA editing is mainly restricted to land plants, DYW-type PPR 

proteins have been found outside of plants as well. Naegleria gruberi is one 

example, which holds 10 DYW-type PPR proteins and 2 editing sites (cox1eU1120HY 

and cox3eU787RW) in the mitochondrial transcriptome. According to bioinformatic 

analysis, NgPPR51 and NgPPR45 are the best candidates to edit the two sites based 

on the PPR-RNA binding code. NgPPR51 has a mitochondrial signal peptide with 

only one perfect match to each of the editing sites. Ng45423, a pure PLS type PPR 

protein without C-terminal extensions, also has a mitochondrial signal peptide. The 

gene Naegr45423 is located only 154 nucleotides away from Naegr45424, and there 

is also a 324 bp "intron" within Naegr45423. Since Naegr45423 and Naegr45424 

show several repetitive regions, PCR was performed on N. gruberi DNA to recheck 

the sequences. However, the "intron" could not be confirmed. The amplicon of 

Naegr45423 and Naegr45424 is shorter than the annotation. Furthermore, 

amplification on cDNA further confirmed that Naegr45423 and Naegr45424 are 

likely one gene that was wrongly annotated before. The rearranged Naegr45423 

and Naegr45424 translates into NgPPR45, with a mitochondrial signal peptide, 19 

PPR repeats which have 6 perfect matches to the cox1 site and 5 perfect matches 

to the cox3 site, and a complete C-terminal extension. 

The analysis of the C-terminal extensions of NgPPR45 and NgPPR51 shows a 

conserved cytidine deaminase signature with some amino acid differences 

compared to editing factors in P. patens. The most prominent difference is the lack 

of conservation of the “SW” within the “PG-box”, which has been shown to be 

important for proper editing function in angiosperms. The terminated DYW 

tripeptide, which gives the name to the DYW domain, is also modified in both PPR 
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proteins. While NgPPR51 has “HSE” as all other editing factors do, NgPPR45 has 

“HAE”, which is usually seen in the reverse editing factors.  

Since knockout studies are not yet feasible in N. gruberi, different versions of 

chimeras with the C-terminal extensions of NgPPR45 and NgPPR51 have been fused 

with PpPPR78 and complemented in the KO PPR78 P. patens plant. Only the 

PpPPR78 fused with the E1E2 and DYW domains of NgPPR45 could edit the 

cox1eU755SL site (editing site of PPR78) up to 82%. Real-time PCR showed that the 

editing efficiency of the cox1 site was related to the level of protein overexpression. 

Part of this work has been included in the PhD thesis of Bastian Oldenkott. I mainly 

designed the PCR for rearrangement of NgPPR45, finished the genotyping and 

preformed the real-time PCR analysis.  
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Abstract 18 

Organellar cytidine-to-uridine RNA editing driven by RNA-binding DYW-type pentatricopeptide repeat 19 

proteins is largely restricted to land plants. One of the rare exceptions is the heterolobosean protist 20 

Naegleria gruberi, which encodes ten DYW-type PPR proteins in its nuclear genome and features two C-21 

to-U RNA editing sites in its mitochondrial transcriptome. Bioinformatic analyses favored NgPPR45 and 22 

NgPPR51 as top candidates for mitochondrial import and targeting those two RNA editing sites. Here, we 23 

tested the cytidine deaminase functionality of their C-terminal DYW domains making use of the model 24 

moss Physcomitrium patens. We designed protein chimeras combining the RNA-binding region of moss 25 

editing factor PpPPR78 and different portions of the putative cytidine deaminase domain of the two N. 26 

gruberi DYW-type PPR proteins, respectively. Chimeras were introduced into a KO plant line of PpPPR78, 27 

aiming to restore RNA editing at its assigned sites. Indeed, cox1eU755SL was edited in up to 82 % of 28 

transcripts by the chimera of PpPPR78 and the E1-E2-DYW domain of N. gruberi NgPPR45. In contrast, 29 

neither chimeras with smaller portions of the catalytic C-terminal domain of NgPPR45 nor chimeras using 30 

NgPPR51 domains were functional  P. patens. We conclude that the C-terminal DYW domain of NgPPR45 31 

is a functional cytidine deaminase and that the match of its PPR array to the putative binding regions 32 

upstream of the two mitochondrial editing targets of Naegleria gruberi make this factor the prime 33 

candidate to edit the latter in the protist.  34 
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Introduction 35 

Genetic information can be changed on transcript level by RNA editing. Depending on the species, nuclear 36 

or organellar transcripts are edited by insertion, deletion or conversion of nucleotides (reviewed in Knoop, 37 

2011; Knoop, 2022). In Metazoa, A-to-I RNA editing of nuclear transcripts is the dominant type of RNA 38 

editing (Nishikura, 2010) and only few cases of C-to-U of RNA editing are known (Meier et al., 2005). In 39 

plants, mitochondrial and chloroplast transcripts are affected by pyrimidine RNA editing (C-U or U-C) which 40 

typically leads to the correction of conserved codon identities or reading frames (reviewed in Knoop, 2022; 41 

Small et al., 2020). No single case of C-to-U RNA editing is known in algae by now, leading to the 42 

assumption, that the mechanism evolved in the common ancestor of land plants as consequence of 43 

colonizing land (Fujii and Small, 2011). In all land plants, except the marchantiid liverworts (Rüdinger et al., 44 

2012), a few sites (moss Funaria hygrometrica, with two sites in the chloroplast and eight sites in the 45 

mitochondria, (Rüdinger et al., 2011b)) up to several thousands (Selaginella with 2700 sites in 46 

mitochondria (Hecht et al., 2011), and 3400 sites in the chloroplast (Oldenkott et al., 2014)) need to be 47 

edited to ensure translation of the correct protein sequence. In liverworts, mosses and seed plants only 48 

cytidines are converted into uridines in organellar transcripts (Dong et al., 2019; Rüdinger et al., 2012). In 49 

hornworts, some lycophytes and ferns classic C-to-U RNA editing is also accompanied by the reverse type 50 

of editing changing uridines to cytidines (Duff, 2006; Grewe et al., 2011; Gutmann et al., 2020; Knie et al., 51 

2016).  52 

C-to-U RNA editing in land plants is mediated by members of the large family of RNA binding53 

pentatricopeptide repeat (PPR) proteins (Cheng et al., 2016; Gutmann et al., 2020; Ichinose et al., 2022). 54 

These alpha solenoid proteins consist of a PPR stretch with two to 30 circa 35 amino acid long PPR repeats 55 

(Knoop and Rüdinger, 2010; Lurin et al., 2004). Plant PPR proteins involved in RNA editing belong to the 56 

“PLS” subfamily. These proteins were only found to be encoded in species with RNA editing sites identified 57 

in their organellar transcriptomes (Gutmann et al., 2020; Rüdinger et al., 2008; Salone et al., 2007). Their 58 
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PPR arrays differ from those of “P-type” PPR proteins by exhibiting long (L, 35–36 aa) and short (S, 31–32 59 

aa) PPR variants alternating with the canonical P-type PPRs of 35 amino acids (Cheng et al., 2016; Lurin et 60 

al., 2004). P- and S-type PPRs recognize and bind specific nucleotides in an one-repeat-one-nucleotide 61 

manner following a PPR-RNA binding code, which was proposed in 2012 and refined in several follow-up 62 

publications (Figure 1, Barkan et al., 2012; Takenaka et al., 2013; Yan et al., 2019). The 5th and the last (L) 63 

amino acid of each P- and S-type repeat form hydrogen bonds with the assigned nucleotides which places 64 

the PPR protein to edit the cytidine four nucleotides downstream of the nucleotide corresponding to the 65 

last PPR repeat (Figure 1, Barkan et al., 2012). The PPR array is followed by TPR-like E1 and E2 helix-turn-66 

helix motifs and a DYW domain, named after its conserved C-terminal aspartate, tyrosine and tryptophan 67 

tripeptide (Cheng et al., 2016; Lurin et al., 2004).  68 

The DYW domain features the typical HxE(x)nCxxC deaminase signature (Iyer et al., 2011; Salone et al., 69 

2007) and was recently unequivocally assigned to exert the cytidine deaminase function (Hayes and 70 

Santibanez, 2020; Oldenkott et al., 2019; Takenaka et al., 2021). Single moss DYW-type PPR proteins were 71 

shown to edit provided targets, when transferred into the bacterium Escherichia coli (Oldenkott et al., 72 

2019), in vitro (Hayes and Santibanez, 2020) or even in the cytoplasm of human cells (Ichinose et al., 2022; 73 

Lesch et al., 2022; Takenaka et al., 2021). Single amino acid changes in the cytidine deaminase signature 74 

of the DYW domain of such editing factors led to complete loss of editing, also in planta (Boussardon et 75 

al., 2014; Ichinose and Sugita, 2018; Wagoner et al., 2015).  76 

Flowering plants encode some complete, but also many C-terminally truncated DYW-type PPR proteins 77 

lacking parts of the DYW domain (E+ subgroup), the complete DYW domain (E2 subgroup) or the complete 78 

E2 and DYW domain (E1 subgroup; Cheng et al., 2016). They need to recruit a DYW-domain in trans to 79 

obtain editing functionality (Andrés-Colás et al., 2017; Boussardon et al., 2012; Diaz et al., 2017; Gerke et 80 

al., 2020; Guillaumot et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2022). In angiosperms, additional factors like Multiple 81 

organellar RNA editing factors (MORFs), also called RNA-editing factor Interacting Protein (RIPs), organelle 82 
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RNA recognition motif-containing (ORRM) proteins, organellar zinc finger (OZ) proteins or P-type PPR 83 

proteins were also identified to participate in RNA editing of particular editing sites, building a complex 84 

editosome (Andrés-Colás et al., 2017; Bentolila et al., 2012; Gipson et al., 2022; Guillaumot et al., 2017; 85 

Sun et al., 2016; Sun et al., 2015; Takenaka et al., 2012, reviewed in Small et al., 2023).  86 

The model moss Physcomitrium patens encodes only ten complete DYW-type PPR proteins in its nuclear 87 

genome (O'Toole et al., 2008), which correlates well with only eleven editing sites identified in its 88 

mitochondrial transcriptome and two sites in its plastid transcriptome (Miyata and Sugita, 2004; Rüdinger 89 

et al., 2009). Nine of the ten DYW-type PPR proteins were assigned to one up to two editing sites in the 90 

chloroplast or mitochondrion, respectively (Ichinose et al., 2014; Schallenberg-Rüdinger et al., 2013a), 91 

while the tenth DYW type PPR protein was shown to act in group II intron splicing of cox1 instead (Ichinose 92 

et al., 2012). No RNA editing helper proteins were identified in P. patens so far (Uchiyama et al., 2018). 93 

With more genomic and transcriptomic sequence data becoming available, rare cases of DYW domains 94 

encoded in genomes of species outside of land plants were discovered (Gutmann et al., 2020; 95 

Schallenberg-Rüdinger et al., 2013b). Besides identification of single DYW domain sequences in genomes 96 

of fungi (Schallenberg-Rüdinger et al., 2013b), dinoflagellates (Mungpakdee et al., 2014) or algae 97 

(Gutmann et al., 2020; Schallenberg-Rüdinger et al., 2013b), DYW type protein families of 10 up to 20 98 

proteins were found to be encoded in the genomes of the slime mold Physarum (20, Schaap et al., 2015), 99 

the heterolobosean protists Acrasis (12, Fu et al., 2014) and Naegleria gruberi (10, Knoop and Rüdinger, 100 

2010). In parallel, C-to-U RNA editing sites were found in the mitochondrial transcripts of these species. In 101 

Physarum four C-to-U RNA editing sites in the mitochondrial transcriptome are accompanied by many 102 

other RNA editing events, including insertion of single Cs, Us and dinucleotides as well as deletions 103 

(Bundschuh et al., 2011; Gott et al., 2005). In the protists Acrasis and Naegleria two mitochondrial C-to-U 104 

RNA editing sites, cox1eU1120HY and cox3eU787RW in Naegleria and atp6eU722SL and cobeU409HY in 105 

Acrasis, were identified. Editing sites are labeled as proposed in Rüdinger et al. (2009) starting with the 106 
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gene name of the affected transcript, eU for editing from C to U, the position of the C to be edited in the 107 

coding sequence and the resulting change of the codon identity.  108 

As knockout studies with these heterolobosean protists are not feasible to date (Faktorová et al., 2020), 109 

we developed an alternative approach to test the functionality of the deaminase domains of the DYW-110 

type PPR proteins of Naegleria gruberi. We used the model moss Physcomitrium patens KO line of PpPPR78 111 

(Rüdinger et al., 2011b), which lacks editing of the two mitochondrial editing sites cox1eU755SL and 112 

rps14eU137SL. Chimeric protein constructs of PpPPR78 with parts of its C-terminal domain replaced by 113 

the counterparts of one of the two selected N. gruberi DYW-type PPR proteins NgPPR45 and NgPPR51 114 

were introduced in the KO line to test their ability to restore RNA editing. 115 

Results 116 

Selection of DYW-type PPR proteins from Naegleria gruberi for complementation studies 117 

The complete genome sequence of the heterolobosean protist Naegleria gruberi was published 2010 118 

(NCBI GenBank entry: NW_003163326.1) and subsequently ten DYW-type PPR proteins and one PLS 119 

protein lacking the C-terminal extensions were found to be encoded in the nuclear genome (Fritz-Laylin et 120 

al., 2010; Knoop and Rüdinger, 2010).  121 

The predicted encoded proteins vary in the number of PPR repeats and only one DYW-type PPR protein 122 

Ng51788 (NgPPR51) and the pure PLS protein (Ng45423) have signal peptides predicted for mitochondrial 123 

localization encoded N-terminally of their PPR arrays (Rüdinger et al., 2011a). For nine of the ten DYW-124 

type PPR proteins (except Ng32401), PPR protein models with predicted PPR repeats and respective amino 125 

acids five (5) and last (L) for target recognition were already available on the PPR plantenergy webpage 126 

((https://ppr.plantenergy.uwa.edu.au/ppr/). With the tool “Search for PPRs” available on the same 127 

webpage PPR repeats can be searched for in input sequences with slightly different parameters. Predicted 128 

models for most of the ten DYW type PPR proteins showed differences in comparison to the models 129 

available on the webpage, especially in terms of biased PPR  (Cheng et al., 2016). To give one example, 130 
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PPR repeat P-6 of Ng45424, Ng76708 and Ng69406 showed insertions in the region between the two alpha 131 

helixes of the PPR repeat and were only predicted as a PPR repeat using the “Search for PPR” option. We 132 

manually inspected the different predictions and decided for the more reliable model with the highest 133 

number of PPR repeats predicted but the avoidance of overlapping PPR repeats for each DYW-type PPR 134 

protein to be presented in Figure 1 (all predictions are found in Supplementary table 1 and protein 135 

sequences are presented in supplementary data 2). 136 

We aligned the PPR repeat region of each DYW-type PPR protein of N. gruberi to the sequence upstream 137 

of the editing targets cox1eU1120HY and cox3eU787RW, respectively, to identify the DYW-type PPR 138 

proteins, which are most likely to bind to the target RNAs. Interestingly, not the protein NgPPR51, which 139 

is predicted to be localized to the mitochondria, but the proteins Ng45424 and Ng32041 were identified 140 

to match the respective target sequence of cox1eU1120HY and cox3eU787RW best (Figure 1), respectively. 141 

Ng45424 showed six perfectly matching PPR-nucleotide pairs with the cis elements of cox1eU1120HY and 142 

five with target cox3eU787RW, respectively. Ng32041 showed seven matches with target cox3eU787RW, 143 

but also three mismatches in the C-terminal region of the PPR stretch, which was shown to be more 144 

relevant for recognizing the target than the N-terminal region in earlier studies (Oldenkott et al., 2020; 145 

Oldenkott et al., 2019; Takenaka et al., 2013). In our predicted gene model, however, the coding sequences 146 

of Ng45424 and Ng32041 lack an N-terminal organellar signal peptide. 147 

One single DYW-type PPR protein sequence is buildup of predicted genes Naegr45423 and Naegr45424 148 

To investigate, whether our current gene models are incomplete, we examined the upstream regions of 149 

both predicted genes Naegr45424 and Naegr32041 in the available scaffolds of the N. gruberi genome.  150 

We indeed found a sequence in the 5’ region of the predicted Naegr32041 gene that could be translated 151 

into 11 additional PPR repeats, linked to the predicted Ng32041 protein via a 29 aa long linker 152 

(Supplementary table 1). However, no clear signal peptide for mitochondrial localization was predicted 153 

with the WoLFPSORT tool (Supplementary table 4).  154 
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The predicted gene Naegr45424 was found to be located only 154 nucleotides downstream of Naegr45423. 155 

The latter is predicted to encode for the only pure PLS-type protein and includes an intron of 324 bp. As 156 

both predicted genes show numerous repetitive regions (Supplementary figure 1), we re-checked the gene 157 

makeup via PCR using primers with unique binding sites outside of the repetitive elements. Sequencing 158 

revealed that the coding regions are not separated by an intergenic region and the intron sequence in 159 

gene Naegr45423 could not be confirmed (Supplementary data 1, Figure 2). However, the amplicon 160 

confirming the connection of Naegr45423 and Naegr45424 was shorter than the calculated size of the 161 

combination of the two CDS. The size reduction can be explained by the highly repetitive character of the 162 

region between Naegr45423 and Naegr45424, which might have resulted in scaffolding/assembly 163 

mistakes in the initial genome annotation.  164 

An RT-PCR was performed to prove that Naegr45423 and Naegr45424 are linked by the repetitive region 165 

and transcribed jointly (Figure 2). The complete gene will be named NgPPR45 in the following. The N-166 

terminus of NgPPR45 contains a clear signal peptide for mitochondrial localization (predicted with 167 

WoLFPSORT and TargetP 2.0, Supplementary table 4). The combined PPR array of NgPPR45 encompasses 168 

19 PPR repeats and matches the target sequences of both editing sites in the mitochondrial transcripts of 169 

N. gruberi equally well as the PPR protein encoded by the original Naegr45424 gene model (Figure 2).170 

Differences in the conservation of the C-terminal domains of NgPPR45 and NgPPR51 of Naegleria gruberi 171 

and the nine DYW type PPR editing factors of Physcomitrium patens 172 

NgPPR45 and NgPPR51 both contain E1, E2 and DYW domains with a conserved cytidine deaminase 173 

signature which, however, show particular amino acid differences in comparison to the protein sequences 174 

of the PPR editing factors of the moss Physcomitrium patens (Figure 3). The most prominent difference is 175 

the lack of conservation of the „SW“ within the PgxSWiEv motif in the so-called PG-Box, which was shown 176 

to be important for proper RNA editing function in flowering plants (Okuda et al., 2007; Takenaka et al., 177 
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2021) and just recently identified to participate in forming the cytidine binding pocket (Toma-Fukai et al., 178 

2022). 179 

The C-terminal DYW tripeptide is also modified in both PPR proteins. The change of the Y to an N in 180 

NgPPR51 might not have a strong impact, as several DYW proteins, for example PPR65, PPR98 and PPR91 181 

of P. patens ending with DFW (Figure 3) and OTP86 of Arabidopsis thaliana with DSW (Takenaka et al. 182 

2021), also show different amino acids in the second position of the tripeptide. The G instead of the D in 183 

NgPPR45 might have an influence on editing capacity, as most of the characterized DYW-type PPR proteins 184 

have a D at that position and an earlier mutational study with DYW1, a short DYW type PPR protein of 185 

Arabidopsis thaliana interacting with E+ protein CRR4 on chloroplast editing site ndhDeU2TM (Boussardon 186 

et al., 2012), already showed that a change of D into A reduced RNA editing capacity of that editing factor 187 

(Boussardon et al., 2014). 188 

Other differences from the plant consensus E1E2DYW are either found in the C-terminal domains of 189 

NgPPR45 or of NgPPR51, as both proteins only share 46% sequence identity within their E1E2DYW domain. 190 

Whereas NgPPR51 has the HSE motif within the zinc binding region HxE(x)nCxxC, which is highly conserved 191 

in most of the 400 plant C-U DYW-type PPR editing factors characterized so far (PREPACT Edifacts (Lenz et 192 

al., 2018)), NgPPR45 exhibits an HAE motif, which can predominately be found in the only recently 193 

identified putative reverse editing factors of hornworts and ferns (Gerke et al., 2020; Gutmann et al., 2020; 194 

Ichinose et al., 2022), but also in other bacterial, fungal or mammalian cytidine deaminases for example 195 

ADAR 1 and 2 (Iyer et al., 2011; Salone et al., 2007; Takenaka et al., 2021). In four other DYW type PPR 196 

proteins of Naegleria gruberi, the HAE motif can be identified as well, while five, including NgPPR51, show 197 

the dominant triplet HSE. Ng76525 exhibits an HCE instead of HxE, but displays several other mutations 198 

including the deletion of the PG box and loss of functionality is likely (Supplementary data 2). NgPPR51 in 199 

contrast to NgPPR45 also lacks conservation of the WGAL motif at the start of the E1 domain, also 200 

conserved in most, but not all plant type PPR editing factors.  201 
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Complementation studies in PpPPR78 KO plant line 202 

The characteristic differences of the DYW domains of the N. gruberi DYW type PPR proteins, the lack of 203 

information about the functionality of DYW domains outside of land plants and the question of functional 204 

compatibility of these domains with plant counterparts separated in evolution by 1.5 billion years brought 205 

us to the initial design of our experiments.  206 

We generated different chimeras of PpPPR78 of P. patens with C-terminal domains exchanged with those 207 

of the N. gruberi DYW-type PPR proteins NgPPR45 and NgPPR51. Three different fusion points were 208 

chosen based on the assumed functionality of the catalytic C-terminal domain (Figure 4). The first set of 209 

chimeras consisted of the PPR stretch of PpPPR78 and the complete C-terminal extensions (E1E2DYW) of 210 

NgPPR45 or NgPPR51, respectively. In the second set of chimeras, the PPR region and the E1 and E2 motifs 211 

of PpPPR78 were combined with the DYW domain of the two Naegleria proteins, respectively. The last set 212 

of chimeras was built of the PPR region, E1, E2 and the N-terminal part of the DYW domain of PpPPR78 213 

with the C-terminal part of the DYW domain of the two Naegleria proteins, respectively. This C-terminal 214 

part of the DYW domain was initially defined as core DYW domain (Cheng et al., 2016; Lurin et al., 2004) 215 

and some fusion proteins of different plant editing factors with exchanged „short“ DYW domain (DYW*) 216 

were proven to be functional (Ichinose and Sugita, 2018; Schallenberg-Rüdinger et al., 2017).  217 

The different chimeras were transformed into the KO PpPPR78 line using protoplast transformation and 218 

inserted into the P. patens intergenic (PIG) region via homologous recombination (Okuda et al., 2009; 219 

Oldenkott et al., 2020). For each construct a minimum of three stable lines were selected and expression 220 

of the transgene, as well as RNA editing ratios, were evaluated (Supplementary table 2).  221 

None of the plant lines expressing chimeras with the N-terminal part of PpPPR78 and the C-terminal part 222 

of NgPPR51 showed any editing at the two editing sites of PpPPR78. A different picture emerged for the 223 

chimeras with C-terminal domains of NgPPR45. The chimera harboring the complete E1E2DYW domain of 224 

NgPPR45 edited cox1eU755SL with 24% - 82 % efficiency (Figure 5), depending on the stable plant line 225 
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investigated. The second editing site assigned to PpPPR78, rps14eU137SL, however, was not edited in any 226 

of the plant lines. Chimeras of PpPPR78 and shorter parts of the C-terminal domain of NgPPR45 likewise 227 

did not show editing in any of the generated stable plant lines investigated. 228 

Equal expression levels of different complementation constructs do not lead to same editing levels 229 

Expression of chimeric proteins was driven by the strong actin promoter (XY). We investigated the 230 

expression levels of the different chimeras in stable complementation lines in comparison to the native 231 

expression of PpPPR78 in P. patens wild type Gransden, which is in general low (Schallenberg-Rüdinger et 232 

al., 2017), via quantitative real time PCR. In plants expressing PpPPR78-NgPPR45EDYW, the different 233 

editing efficiencies of cox1 correlated well with the corresponding expression of the fusion protein itself 234 

(Figure 5). The plant line with only 2.7fold  transgene expression compared to the wild type expression, 235 

exhibited 28 % editing of cox1eU755SL. With an increase of expression to up to 1000fold, the editing 236 

efficiency increased to 82 %, but did not reach >99 % like in the wild type Gransden.  237 

Other chimeras, which did not show any editing, were expressed to comparable ratios (Figure 5). In case 238 

of PpPPR78-NgPPR45DYW even a 1,000-fold higher expression than the PpPPR78 expression in the wild 239 

type did not lead to any editing of one of the targets. Thus, different expression levels between lines 240 

expressing the same construct do influence editing rates, but differing expression levels are not the driving 241 

force for diverging editing capacities of different constructs. 242 

Discussion 243 

With our here presented study, we confirm that the C-terminal domain of DYW-type PPR protein NgPPR45 244 

of the protist Naegleria gruberi has cytidine deaminase activity and is able to edit specific cytidines when 245 

fused to the upstream PPR array of PpPPR78 for RNA binding in planta.  246 
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Compatibility of the DYW domain of NgPPR45 of Naegleria gruberi with moss editing factor PpPPR78 247 

This is to some extent surprising, as meanwhile studies have shown that the interchangeability of domains 248 

between different DYW-type PPR proteins is limited (Ichinose & Sugita, 2018; Maeda et al., 2022; Yang et 249 

al., 2023#2). Even the exchange of C-terminal domains of different DYW-type PPR proteins of the same 250 

species did not always result in functional editing factors in planta. P. patens’ editing factor PPR56, for 251 

example, edits its main target nad4eU272SL with lower efficiencies (35 % instead of 95 %), when its DYW 252 

domain is replaced by the DYW domain of the chloroplast editing factor PpPPR45, but not at all when it ś 253 

replaced by one of the mosses other eight editing factors (Ichinose and Sugita, 2018, Figure 2).  254 

Ichinose and colleagues identified the conservation of residues 37–42 of the DYW* domain (in Figure 2 255 

positions 166-171) to be important for successful exchangeability, but it remained open, if the motif 256 

participates in the recognition of the -3 to -1 region upstream of assigned editing sites (Ichinose and Sugita, 257 

2018; Okuda et al., 2014), or if that region interacts with upstream regions of the PPR protein. Tin contrast, 258 

the fusion of the PPR region of PpPPR78 with different portions of the C-terminal domain of editing factor 259 

PpPPR79 of Physcomitrium patens was shown to result in functional editing factor chimeras (Schallenberg-260 

Rüdinger et al., 2017). This motivated us to use PpPPR78 in this study. In contrast to PpPPR78 and PpPPR79 261 

sharing the same amino acids in position 37-42 of the DYW domain, NgPPR45 and NgPPR51 present 262 

another motif than PpPPR78 or any other P. patens editing factor (Figure 2). This could possibly be one 263 

explanation for the lack of functionality of PpPPR78 being fused to the DYW domain or portions of the 264 

DYW domain of NgPPR45 or NgPPR51 only.  265 

The complete C-terminal domain (E1E2DYW domain) of PpPPR78, however, can be replaced by the one of 266 

NgPPR45 of Naegleria gruberi and led to editing of up to 82% of the cox1eU755SL site in P. patens. The E1 267 

and E2 motifs, sharing similarities to TPR repeats which mediate protein-protein interaction (Blatch and 268 

Lässle, 1999), might interact with the DYW domain of NgPPR45 and an exchange of the complete C-269 

terminal domain might therefore be successful in contrast to the DYW domain only. Differences of the E1, 270 
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E2 and DYW domain of NgPPR45 in comparison to the consensus of the plant E1, E2 and DYW domains 271 

might additionally hinder the interaction of the protists E1 and E2 domain with the plant DYW domain or 272 

vice versa.  273 

Restricted influence of editing factor expression levels on editing rates 274 

Natively DYW-type PPR proteins are only lowly expressed in land plants and the number of individual 275 

editing factors in mitochondria was found to be likewise low (Fuchs et al., 2020; Lurin et al., 2004). The 276 

more surprising is the high editing efficiency of most editing sites in planta (Bentolila et al., 2013; Small et 277 

al., 2023). Cox1eU755SL is also one of the sites, which is fully edited in planta in different tissues 278 

investigated (Rüdinger et al., 2009; Rüdinger et al., 2011b; Uchida et al., 2011), although PpPPR78 is only 279 

expressed to low levels under standard growth conditions (Figure 5, Schallenberg-Rüdinger et al., 2017).  280 

The second editing site assigned to PpPPR78, rps14eU137SL, is edited in 60-80% of transcripts in P. patens 281 

(Rüdinger et al., 2009; Rüdinger et al., 2011b). Intriguingly, overexpression of PpPPR78 in the KO PPR78 282 

background of P. patens could increase editing of rps14eU137SL to 100%. A chimera of PpPPR78 and 283 

PpPPR79 could likewise fully edit the cox1 site, but rps14eU137SL in only 26 % up to 63 % of transcripts 284 

(Schallenberg-Rüdinger et al., 2017). We postulated that the PPR protein RNA interaction is the limiting 285 

factor and not the abundance of the protein. The same holds true for our different PpPPR78-NgPPR45 and 286 

PpPPR78-NgPPR51 chimeras. Even expressions 1,000-fold higher than PpPPR78 in the wild type did not 287 

lead to RNA editing by the chimera with replaced DYW domain only. Highest expression of PpPPR78 with 288 

the E1E2DYW domain of PpPPR45 also did not lead to any editing of rps14eU137SL, revealing once more 289 

that this site is more difficult to be addressed than its counterpart in the cox1 transcript.  290 

The expression level of the PpPPR78-NgPPR45EDYW, however, influences the editing efficiency of 291 

cox1eU755SL. Five independent stable complementation lines show editing of 24% up to 82% and the 292 

editing investigated in each line correlates well with the PPR protein expression levels tested via 293 

quantitative RT-PCR (Figure 5).  294 
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Other studies also confirmed that once a PPR protein or PPR chimera can edit its assigned target, the 295 

expression of transcript and subsequently the amount of editing factors in the organelle affects the editing 296 

efficiencies at particular sites (Loiacono et al., 2022; Oldenkott et al., 2020). 297 

The DYW domain of NgPPR45 shares similarity with reverse editing enzymes, but still acts in C-to-U RNA 298 

editing  299 

DYW-type PPR proteins are mainly restricted to land plants and sporadic appearance of such proteins in 300 

species outside of the plant kingdom can most likely be explained by horizontal gene transfer (HGT, (Fu et 301 

al., 2014; Knoop and Rüdinger, 2010; Schallenberg-Rüdinger et al., 2013b). Given the divergent sequence 302 

conservation of the DYW-type PPR proteins of Naegleria gruberi and land plants, an HGT very early in plant 303 

evolution some 500 million years ago has most likely seeded the DYW-type PPR protein genes in a protist 304 

related to Naegleria (Knoop and Rüdinger, 2010). While the cytidine deaminase signature HxE(x)nCxxC is 305 

highly conserved in all DYW domains encoded in N. gruberi, other motifs which were also identified as key 306 

motifs for a fully functional DYW domain were found to be modified in NgPPR45 and NgPPR51 in 307 

comparison to the DYW-type PPR proteins of P. patens (Figure 2).  308 

Whereas the E1E2DYW domain of NgPPR51 indeed did not show cytidine deaminase activity when fused 309 

to the PPR array of PpPPR78, the E1E2DYW domain of NgPPR45 did.  310 

Interestingly, the C-terminal domain of NgPPR45 shows a relaxed conservation of certain motifs, which 311 

are also degenerated in C-terminal domains of the KPAxA PLS-type PPR proteins. This is a subtype of DYW-312 

type PPR proteins exclusively found in hornworts, ferns and lycophytes and suspected to catalyze the 313 

reverse RNA editing reaction from U-to-C, which only appears in the organelles of these land plant clades 314 

(Gerke et al., 2020; Gutmann et al., 2020).  315 

The SW of the PG box is degenerated, as well as the SHP motif, which is completely missing in many of the 316 

KPAxA PLS-type PPR proteins (Gerke et al., 2020; Gutmann et al., 2020; Takenaka et al., 2021). The C-317 

terminal DYW triplet is modified into a GYW and the HSExLA motif conserved in all so far characterized C-318 
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to-U editing factors in land plants (citation missing) is modified into a HAExLA, what is also dominantly 319 

found in the KPAxA PLS-type PPR proteins.  320 

That this C-terminal domain is now able to edit a cytidine into a uridine in planta is surprising, but might 321 

also point towards the hypothesis that in early land plant evolution, C-to-U and U-to-C RNA editing was 322 

present (Small et al., 2020), with initial RNA editing enzymes that operated in both directions (Knoop, 2022; 323 

Small et al., 2023).  324 

Recent phylogenetic concepts assume bryophytes (hornworts, mosses, liverworts) as one monophyletic 325 

group (Puttick et al., 2018; Su et al., 2021), what would consequently mean, that U-to-C RNA editing was 326 

gained together with C-to-U RNA editing in first land plants, possible linked to the conquest of land (Fujii 327 

et al., 2013).  328 

A recent study with synthetic KPAxA PLS-type PPR proteins successfully tested in the two heterologous 329 

systems of Escherichia coli and humans, also confirmed that these proteins can indeed act in both 330 

directions (Ichinose et al., 2022).  331 

Successful transfer of editing factors between different genetic systems 332 

With the proof of functionality of the E1E2DYW domain of NgPPR45 of Naegleria gruberi, we have shown 333 

that an evolutionary early transfer of a functional editing factor had been successful. This is a further 334 

example of the transferability of these editing factors, with huge families of up to several 1000 members 335 

in land plants (Banks et al., 2011; Gerke et al., 2020), but with only single exceptional cases in species of 336 

other kingdoms accompanied by only low numbers of editing sites identified in their mitochondrial 337 

transcriptomes (Bundschuh, 2015; Fu et al., 2014; Rüdinger et al., 2011b).  338 

In recent studies it was shown that DYW-type PPR proteins can be transferred into other genetic systems. 339 

Transferred moss editing factors PpPPR56 and PpPPR65 were shown to edit there delivered targets in the 340 

bacterium Escherichia coli, in human cell cytosol and in vitro (Oldenkott et al., 2019; Lesch et al., 2022; 341 

Hayes et al., 2020). Another moss editing factor PpPPR79 edits matching editing sites, when transferred 342 
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into flowering plant Arabidopsis thaliana (Oldenkott et al., 2020). Editing factors of Arabidopsis thaliana, 343 

however, were not functional in P. patens or E. coli yet (Maeda et al., 2022; Oldenkott et al., 2020). One 344 

reason for this could be the lack of additional helper proteins, which are needed for efficient RNA editing 345 

of many sites in flowering plants (Maeda et al., 2022). Indeed, a synthetic editing factor engineered on the 346 

basis of DYW-type PPR protein CLB19 of A. thaliana was shown to increase its activity in E. coli when co-347 

expressed with the seed plant specific RNA editing helper protein MORF9 (Gutmann et al., 2020; Royan et 348 

al., 2021). Other PPR protein chimeras with the PPR stretch of PpPPR56 combined with DYW domains of 349 

different Arabidopsis thaliana editing factors were also tested in bacteria and most of them were shown 350 

to be inactive (Maeda et al., 2022; Takenaka et al., 2021).  351 

We also tested PpPPR78 with the E1E2DYW domain of NgPPR45 in the E. coli system. Neither the co-352 

transcribed cox1eU755SL nor rps14eU137SL were edited by the chimera in the heterologous system. It 353 

remains to be seen, if bacterial factors hinder the editing activity of that protein in bacteria or if other 354 

unknown mediators are needed to support the editing in plant organelles.  355 

The reduced editing of cox1eU755SL and the lack of editing of rps14eU137SL by chimera PpPPR78-356 

NgPPR45EDYW could at the end also be a consequence of a reduced compatibility of the C-terminal 357 

domain of NgPPR45 with the upstream cis element of the rps14 site (Takenaka et al., 2022).  358 

NgPPR45 might be the best candidate to edit the two endogenous editing sites in Naegleria gruberi 359 

mitochondria 360 

As NgPPR45 shows a clear target signal for mitochondrial localization and fits best to cox1eU1120HY in the 361 

mitochondrial transcriptome of Naegleria gruberi in comparison to the other identified DYW-type PPR 362 

proteins in Naegleria, participation of this editing factor in editing of that site is likely. The PPR stretch of 363 

NgPPR45 also moderately fits to the second editing site cox3eU780RW with five matches and only one 364 

mismatch in the core region of recognition. Such mismatches were even found to be relevant for proper 365 

editing of targets like shown for P. patens PPR65. Upon removal of the mismatch by modifying the target 366 
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sequence, ccmFCeU103PS is edited less efficiently than the original target in the heterologous E. coli 367 

system (Oldenkott et al., 2019).  368 

Anyway, the final proof, that this protein edits one or even both editing sites in the mitochondrial 369 

transcriptome of Naegleria gruberi is still lacking. The high number of repetitive elements within the PPR 370 

stretch (Supplementary figure 1) hindered us to synthesize or amplify the complete protein gene for 371 

expression in an heterologous system (Lesch et al., 2022; Oldenkott et al., 2019) or at least to perform 372 

electromobility shift assays to test the binding to the appropriate targets (Kindgren et al., 2015; Matsuda 373 

et al., 2020; Schallenberg-Rüdinger et al., 2013a).  374 

Unknown functions of the other nine DYW-type PPR proteins in Naegleria gruberi 375 

The function of the other DYW-type PPR proteins encoded in the genome of the protist, however, remains 376 

puzzling. Protein models for genes Naegr76525, Naegr46207 and Naegr66503 consist of up to six PPR 377 

repeats and a degenerated C-terminal domain only. These genes might be pseudogenes or cryptic 378 

truncated PPR protein genes as also found sporadically in diverse species outside of land plants such as 379 

chlorophyte algae (Gutmann et al., 2020) or in the charophyte algae Nitella hyalina (Schallenberg-Rüdinger 380 

et al., 2013b). Naegr76708 shows a deletion of the E1 and E2 domain and an incomplete DYW domain and 381 

can be excluded as functional RNA editing factor as well. For NgPPR51, a function in mitochondria is likely 382 

due to the clear mitochondrial signal peptide of the protein, but no editing target matches the PPR array 383 

of that protein. If the protein has another function  in RNA processing via interaction with a particular 384 

intergenic RNA region like chloroplast DYW-type PPR protein CRR2 in A. thaliana (Hashimoto et al., 2003; 385 

Ruwe et al., 2018) or participating in splicing like PpPPR43 in P. patens (Ichinose et al., 2012) cannot be 386 

answered yet.  387 

For the other four DYW-type PPR proteins, a function in RNA editing cannot be ruled out to date. 388 

Naegr70351 has 14 PPR repeats which are likely not arranged in the PLS triplet manner, typically found in 389 

editing factors. DYW-type PPR proteins Naegr69406, Naegr76708 and Naegr32041, when the N-terminal 390 
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elongation is included, present long PPR binding regions with 25, 23 and 28 PPR repeats, respectively. 391 

These are PPR repeat regions longer than the stretch of most editing factors identified in land plants like 392 

Arabidopsis thaliana or Physcomitrium patens (editing factor overview available via the PREPACT search 393 

tool Edifacts (Lenz et al., 2018)). As only NgPPR51 and NgPPR45 possess a clear signal peptide for 394 

mitochondrial localization, one may speculate on a function in RNA editing of nuclear-cytosolic transcripts. 395 

In nature, no single case of a DYW-type PPR protein acting on a nuclear transcript is known so far, but it 396 

was shown recently that moss editing factor PpPPR56 upon expression in human cells not only edits its 397 

endogenous delivered target but also numerous off-targets in the cytosolic transcriptome (Lesch et al., 398 

2022). This proves the functionality of DYW-type editing factors in the cytosol in principle. 399 

Materials and Methods 400 

Amplification and sequence analysis of NgPPR45423 and NgPPR45424 401 

Nucleic acids were prepared from Naegleria gruberi strain NEG-M as described in Rüdinger et al. (2011a) and 402 

kindly provided by Dr. Lillian Fritz-Laylin (Fritz-Laylin et al., 2010). RNA was treated with DNase I (Thermofisher) 403 

to remove vestiges of DNA. First strand cDNA was synthesized using the NucleoSpin RNA kit (Macherey-Nagel) 404 

and oligodT18 primers. Different primers (Supplementary table 3) were used to amplify NgPPR45423 and 405 

NgPPR45424 on DNA and cDNA level with Phusion High-Fidelity DNA polymerase (Thermo Fisher Scientific). 406 

PCR products were gel-purified (BLIRT kit), sequenced (Macrogen Europe) and aligned with the Naegleria 407 

gruberi genome sequence (Fritz-Laylin et al., 2010), 2010, NCBI Genebank entry NW_003163326.1) using 408 

MEGA7 (Kumar et al., 2016) and manual adjustment (Supplementary data 1 and 3). 409 

Plant material and growth conditions 410 

Physcomitrium patens (Hedw.) Bruch & Schimp., Gransden (Rensing et al., 2020; Rensing et al., 2008) wild 411 

type and KO PpPPR78 Gransden (Rüdinger et al., 2011b) were cultivated following Oldenkott et al. (2020). 412 

Gametophores were cultivated on modified Knop medium plates (250 mg/L KH2PO4, 250 mg/L KCl, 250 413 

mg/L MgSO4x7H2O, 1000 mg/ Ca(NO3)2x4H2O, 12.5 mg/L FeSO4x7H2O, 0.22 mM CuSO4, 0.19 mM ZnSO4, 414 
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10 mM H3BO3, 0.1 mM Na2MoO4, 2 mM MnCl2, 0.23 mM CoCl2, and 0.17 mM KI, pH 5.8, 1% [w/v] agar; 415 

(Rüdinger et al., 2011b) at 21°C, with a 16-h-light (photosynthetic photon flux density of 65 mmol/m2/s, 416 

neon tubes, Osram HO 39W/865 Lumilux Cool Daylight)/8-h-dark cycle.  417 

Complementation of Physcomitrium patens ppr78 KO line 418 

Physcomitrium patens DNA was prepared using the CTAB preparation method (Doyle and Doyle, 1987). 419 

Respective primers were used to amplify parts of PpPPR78 and NgPPR45 or NgPPR51 coding sequences in 420 

initial PCRs to be fused subsequently in an overlap extension PCR (Higuchi et al., 1988), primers see 421 

supplementary table 2). Fusion PCR products were gel-purified and inserted into plasmid PIG_AN between 422 

the rice actin1 promoter and the nos terminator. The constructs are flanked by regions homologous to the 423 

P. patens intergenic (PIG) region (Okuda et al., 2009) to be inserted into the P. patens genome via424 

homologous recombination (Schallenberg-Rüdinger et al., 2017). Constructs were introduced into KO 425 

PpPPR78 ecotype Gransden protoplasts using polyethylene glycol–mediated transformation (Hohe et al., 426 

2004) as described in Oldenkott et al. (2020). For selection, mutant lines were cultivated on Knop agar (1% 427 

w/v) with 30 μg/ml hygromycin B.  428 

For detection of stable integration of the gene construct, DNA was prepared using the quick extraction 429 

method described in Edwards et al. 1991. Genotyping PCRs using TaqNova DNA Polymerase (Blirt) or Q5 430 

High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase (New England Biolabs) were performed following Schallenberg-Rüdinger et 431 

al. (2017). Primers Act1Pfor and NosTrev2 were used to confirm the presence of the transgene. The correct 432 

orientation of the construct and the insertion into the PIG region was tested with primer combination 433 

PpPIG1gen_for and Act1Pfor (for primers see Supplementary table 3). Transgenic lines, which showed 434 

expected PCR products with both primer combinations were considered as stable lines.  435 
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RNA editing detection and transgene expression 436 

Three to five single gametophores of each stable plant line and control lines (KO PpPPR78, OE PpPPR78 437 

DYW domain truncated, OE PpPPR78, OE PpPPR78 fused with PpPPR79 (E1E2 and) DYW domain, published 438 

in Schallenberg-Rüdinger et al. (2017)) were transferred to fresh Knop plates for standardized growth 439 

under conditions as described above. After 42 days, equal amounts of plants were harvested for RNA 440 

extraction by using the NucleoSpin RNA kit (Macherey-Nagel), followed by DNase I treatment (Thermo 441 

Fisher Scientific).  442 

To detect RNA editing, cDNA was synthesized from DNase treated RNA by using random hexamer primer 443 

(Roth) and RevertAid reverse transcriptase (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Primer pair 11altfor/16rev and 444 

PPrps14for/PPrps14rev was used to amplify the target sequence containing editing positions cox1eU755SL 445 

and rps14eU137SL, respectively. PCR assays included cDNA corresponding to 4 ng of RNA, 0.2 μM of each 446 

primer, 0.2 mM dNTPs, 1 unit of Taq polymerase with 1x supplied PCR buffer in double-distilled water in 447 

total volume of 25 μl. Amplification went through 5 min of initiation followed by 35 cycles, each including 448 

30 sec degeneration at 96 °C, 30 sec annealing at 45 °C, 1 min elongation at 72 °C, and a 5 min finishing 449 

step at 72 °C. Purified PCR products were sequenced and RNA editing was detected by using BioEdit 7.0.5.3 450 

(Hall, 1997). The editing efficiency was quantified by the ratio of the thymidine peak height to the sum of 451 

thymidine and cytidine peak heights in the chromatogram position,  corresponding to the editing site. 452 

Quantitative real time PCR 453 

To quantify the expression of the inserted PPR chimera in the different generated plant lines, 62 ng of 454 

DNase treated RNA were used for cDNA synthesis per 20 µl assay with oligodT18 primers. The real-time 455 

PCR was performed using the SYBR green master mix (Invitrogen) with cDNA corresponding to 3.1 ng initial 456 

total RNA per 20 μl assay. cDNA was analyzed on a Bio-Rad CFX96 Real-Time system with the following 457 

program: 95°C for 10 min, 50 cycles of 95°C for 15 sec, 58°C for 20 sec and 72°C for 20 sec, finishing with 458 

the melt stage: 95°C for 30 sec, 48°C to 95°C with 0.5°C increase each 5 sec. Primer qpcr78-for-all1 and 459 
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qpcr78-rev-all1 were used to amplify PpPPR78 and PpPPR78 chimeras. Reference gene Ade PRT 460 

(Phypa_443007) was used for normalization as recommended by Bail et al. (2013). Triplicate 461 

measurements were performed for each of three biological replicates. Measurements were analyzed using 462 

the delta-delta-Ct method. Melting curves were analyzed to ensure product specificity. 463 
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Figures 474 

Figure 1. The ten DYW-type PPR proteins of Naegleria gruberi 475 

Coding sequences of the ten DYW-type PPR proteins encoded in the genome of Naegleria gruberi were 476 

subscribed based on Fritz-Laylin et al. (2010) and motifs and amino acids at binding positions 5th and Last 477 

(L) of each PPR repeat were identified using the PPR finder (https://ppr.plantenergy.uwa.edu.au, Cheng et478 

al 2016). N-terminal sequences upstream of the PLS array, which were predicted as signal peptides for 479 

mitochondrial localization are colored in orange (Naegr51788), other sequences and spacer sequences 480 

within the PPR protein that were not recognized as PPR motifs or C-terminal E1/E2(green)/DYW(blue) 481 

domains are displayed in grey (size adjusted by sequence length). The DYW domain of Naegr76525 and 482 

Naegr76708 showing amino acid deletions are colored in light blue. 5th and L amino acids of each PLS 483 

repeat are shown and P and S motifs, which are important for binding, are shaded in grey. Binding fit of S 484 

and P motifs to the corresponding nucleotides upstream of the two mitochondrial editing sites (bold, 485 

underlined) of Naegleria gruberi, cox1eU1120HY and cox3eU780RW, are highlighted in green for a match, 486 

in yellow for the less favored match and in red for a mismatch, based on the PPR-RNA binding code: T/S + 487 

N/S: A>G, T/S + D:G>A, N + S: C>U, N + D: U>C, N + N: C/U (Barkan et al., 2012), respectively..  488 

489 
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Figure 2. Combination of predicted genes Naegr45423 and Naegr45424 to the gene encoding editing 490 

factor NgPPR45. 491 

A. Different primer pairs (arrows) binding to unique parts of predicted genes Nagegr45423 and492 

Naegr45424 were used to amplify the investigated genome region. Sanger sequencing could identify the 493 

predicted intron of Naegr45423 and the intergenic region to be part of the coding region. As a result, 494 

Naegr45423 and Naegr45424 belong to one reading frame (Supplementary data 1). Sequences within  495 

Naegr45423 and Naegr45424 are highly repetitive (shown in different shading), which might have caused 496 

difficulties within the initial assembly. The co-transcription of the two predicted genes was finally proven 497 

on transcript level. IGS=predicted intergenic region. B. Gel electrophoresis of PCR products confirming the 498 

proximity of predicted gene regions Naegr45423 and Naegr45424 on genomic DNA level (left) with primer 499 

pair 45423_1F and 45423_2R (D1) and 45423_2F and 45424_2R (D2), respectively and on cDNA level with 500 

primer pair 45423_1F and 45424_1R (C1). 501 

502 

503 
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Figure 3. Alignment of C-terminal E1, E2 and DYW domain of NgPPR45 and NgPPR51 of the protist 504 

Naegleria gruberi and the nine DYW-type PPR editing factors of the moss Physcomitrium patens. 505 

Light blue, blue and dark blue indicate amino acid conservation higher than 30%, 50% and 80%, 506 

respectively. Conserved motifs associated with the catalytic function of the DYW domain (PG box, zinc 507 

binding motifs, DYW motif) or the regulation of activity (gating domain consisting of α1 and ß3 and ß4, 508 

(Takenaka et al., 2021) are labeled. Start of the short DYW domain (DYW*) defined by Lurin et al. (2004) is 509 

indicated with an arrow, amino acids 37-42 of DYW* suggested to be important for domain compatibility 510 

(Ichinose and Sugita, 2018) are highlighted as well. The figure was prepared with Jarview 2.11.2.6.  511 

512 
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Figure 4. Functional complementation of P. patens KO PpPPR78 plants using PpPPR78 chimeras with C-513 

termini of NgPPR45 or NgPPR51 of Naegleria gruberi.  514 

Chimeric constructs of PpPPR78 and NgPPR45 with three different fusion points were introduced into the 515 

ppr78 ko line. In wild type P. patens, PpPPR78 edits mitochondrial sites cox1eU755SL and rps14eU137SL, 516 

with >99% and 60-80% editing efficiency, respectively (shown on top, and >99% presented as 100%, as no 517 

C peak is recognizable in the Sanger sequencing chromatogram). Chimeras of PpPPR78 and NgPPR51 did 518 

not complement the ppr78 ko line and editing was not regained in any generated line (see chromatograms 519 

of selected lines in the blue box and Supplementary table 2 for the complete data set). (green box) 520 

Complementation was successful when the complete C-terminal domain of PpPPR78 including the E1, E2 521 

and DYW domain was replaced by the one of NgPPR45. This resulted in editing of 24% - 82% of 522 

cox1eU755SL (shown is the chromatogram of a line with moderate editing of 59%). The rps14eU137SL site 523 

was not edited in these complementation lines either. 524 

525 
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Figure 5. Quantitative real time PCR analysis of complementation lines of P. patens KO PpPPR78. 526 

The expression of different PpPPR78 chimeras in each stable overexpression line was analyzed by 527 

quantitative RT-PCR in comparison to wildtypic PpPPR78 expression and other complementation lines of 528 

an earlier study (right side, (Schallenberg-Rüdinger et al., 2017). KO PpPPR78 was used as the negative 529 

control. The values are means of 3 biological replicates (error bars indicate SD). The regain of editing of 530 

site cox1eU755SL correlates with the expression levels of introduced PpPPR78-NgPPR45EDYW in the 531 

investigated complementation lines.  532 

533 
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Supplementary information 534 

Supplementary figure 1. Annotated genome region of Naegr45423 and Naegr45424 contains highly 535 

repetitive regions. 536 

Repetitive regions (“Rep”) are indicated below in different colored bars. From the end of Naegr45423 CDS-537 

1 until mid of the Naegr45424 CDS, seven different repetitive regions were identified, which are also 538 

appearing within the putative intron region of Naegr45423 and the putative intergenic region (IGS). Figure 539 

prepared with Snapgene viewer V6.2.1. For details see Supplementary data 1.  540 

541 

Supplementary table 1: Output of PPR Finder for the different PLS-type PPR proteins of Naegleria gruberi 542 

PPR models presented on the PPR plantenergy webpage subtool “PPR” 543 

(https://ppr.plantenergy.uwa.edu.au/ppr/) and predicted via search tool option “Search for PPR” 544 

(https://ppr.plantenergy.uwa.edu.au/fasta/) are displayed for each of the DYW-type PPR proteins from N. 545 

gruberi, if available. Detected PPR motifs and C-terminal extensions are listed with the region of the motif 546 

(start-end), length, score, type, amino acids associated with nucleotide recognition (2nd, 5th and last) and 547 

sequence of the motifs detected. End and start of motifs with gaps in between or with an overlap are 548 

highlighted in red (column “start-end”). Length number of motifs with unusual length are colored in red 549 

(column “length”).  550 

Supplementary table 2. Physcomitrium KO PPR78 complementation lines 551 

Constructs inserted into KO PPR78 are given with the transgenic line number (Line No) and editing 552 

efficiencies (Ed) for both editing sites cox1eU755SL and rps14eU137SL measured for three independent 553 

biological replicates (REP) for each line investigated. Average (Ave) and standard deviation (SD) is 554 

calculated. Expression levels in relation to WT expression of PPR78 are displayed as well.  555 

Supplementary table 3. Oligonucleotides 556 

Oligonucleotides used in this study. All oligonucleotides were synthesized by IDT (Integrated DNA 557 

technologies Europe, BVBA, Leuven, Belgium). 558 
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Supplementary table 4. Signal peptide prediction of assembled NgPPR45 and N-terminal extended 559 

Ng32041 560 

Results of the prediction of localization of NgPPR45 and N-terminal extended Ng32041 performed with 561 

TargetP 2.0 (https://services.healthtech.dtu.dk/service.php?TargetP-2.0) and WoLFPSORT 562 

(https://wolfpsort.hgc.jp/).  563 

Supplementary Data 564 

Supplementary data 1. Alignment of sequences to rearrange the annotation of the gene encoding for 565 

NgPPR45  566 

The genome region of Naegr45423 and Naegr45424 is aligned with Sanger sequenced PCR products 567 

based on DNA and cDNA amplification. 568 

Supplementary data 2. Alignment of the ten DYW-type PPR proteins of Naegleria gruberi 569 

Presented are the ten DYW-type PPR proteins of Naegleria gruberi aligned with the ten DYW-type PPR 570 

proteins of Physcomitrium patens for comparison. The rearranged NgPPR45 is presented as well as the 571 

N-terminally elongated Naegr32401.572 

Supplementary data 3. Sanger sequencing file for NgPPR45 assembly and editing analysis of plants 573 

Collection of Sanger sequencing results of PCR products used for NgPPR45 assembly and Sanger 574 

sequencing results of PCR products to evaluate the editing of cox1eU755SL and rps14eU137SL in the 575 

different transgenic lines generated within this study. 576 
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4. Discussion

4.1. The E. coli system to study plant-type RNA editing 

4.1.1. Advantages of the E. coli system in comparison to plant-based systems 

Physcomitrium patens, the model moss, has a relatively simple RNA editing 

mechanism involving only 13 RNA editing sites fully assigned to 9 DYW-type PPR 

proteins (Figure 6)(Schallenberg-Rüdinger and Knoop, 2016). Although PEG-

mediated protoplast transformation and particle bombardment are efficient 

methods widely used in moss research, it is mainly applied to the nuclear genome 

(Kamisugi et al., 2005; Sugita, 2022). Following transformation, the plant must be 

regenerated for several months before genotyping can occur (Rensing et al., 2020). 

Additionally, since plant-type RNA editing takes place in organelle transcripts, 

organelle transformation methods would be helpful for modifying targets. The 

plastid transformation method, which uses particle bombardment, has been 

available since 1999 (Cho et al., 1999) and was recently improved with using PEG-

mediated transformation (Sugita, 2021). However, the mitochondrial genome is not 

yet stably transformable in mosses. For three other mosses, in addition to P. patens, 

transformation methods have been established. Gene targeting efficiency with 

protoplast transformation in Ceratodon purpureus, another model moss, is 

comparable to that in P. patens (Thümmler et al., 1992; Trouiller et al., 2007). The 

well-known CRISPR/Cas9 system has been established in the non-model moss 

Scopelophila cataractae (Nomura et al., 2016), while PEG-mediated protoplast 

transformation was recently applied to Arctic Bryum sp. KMR5045 (Byun et al., 

2021). In contrast to mosses, in late-evolved angiosperms like A. thaliana, nuclear 

genome transformation has been well-developed since 1984 (Block et al., 1984; 

Horsch et al., 1984; Paszkowski et al., 1984) whereas organelle genome editing has 

only become available more recently, with the first reported methods in 2007 

(Verma and Daniell, 2007; Wang et al., 2009).  
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In a broad view of plant-type RNA editing, different kinds of PPR proteins, helper 

proteins, and editing mechanisms vary in different clades (see section 1.2.1). Target 

modifications are not possible or difficult to preform when studying organellar RNA 

editing mechanisms, and it takes much more time for plant growth and 

regeneration. The study of plant-type RNA editing is not only limited by plant 

transformation methods, but a strong phenotype of the plant can lead researchers 

to struggle due to a lack of plant materials. Among the 9 editing factors in P. patens, 

2 shows lethal phenotype (PPR45 and PPR98), 4 shows strong phenotype (PPR65, 

PPR71, PPR77 and PPR91) (see section 1.4.1). This makes the follow-up 

complementation studies difficult to continue.  

The heterologous E. coli system provides a well-developed and easy transformation 

method with short regeneration periods (see section 1.4.2). In 2013, the P-type PPR 

protein from maize, PPR10, was successfully expressed in E. coli BL21(DE3) and 

purified. The crystallization structure of PPR10 reveals on how PPR proteins interact 

with its target (Yin et al., 2013). However, expression of other PPR proteins in E. coli 

often results in high numbers of inclusion bodies, making the work and purification 

of PPR proteins difficult (Coquille et al., 2014; Okuda and Shikanai, 2012; Yin et al., 

2013). To overcome this problem, the N-terminal of the PPR proteins was fused 

with different tags (e.g. MBP, thioredoxin) to increase protein solubility (Kindgren 

et al., 2015; Okuda et al., 2014; Schallenberg-Rüdinger et al., 2013a). Later on, 

capped with Met-Gly-Asn-Ser (MGNS), making the synthetic PPR protein expression 

in E. coli easier (Coquille et al., 2014; Royan et al., 2021). In 2019, the maltose 

binding protein (MBP)-fused PPR proteins PPR65 and PPR56 were successfully 

expressed in the E. coli system (Figure 7) and edited their supplied targets at a level 

comparable to the in planta situation (Oldenkott et al., 2019). The protein solubility 

was largely ensured by the maltose binding protein tag (Figure 8). Most notably, the 

E. coli system allows modifications in both, the PPR protein and organellar target

transcripts (Oldenkott et al., 2019). 

4.1.2. Native RNA editing in E. coli 

Although it has been proven with the E. coli system that a DYW-type PPR protein 
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alone is sufficient for plant-type RNA editing (Oldenkott et al., 2019), it is important 

to note that RNA editing events also occur in E. coli. In 1996, A-to-I RNA editing of 

tRNA-Arg at position A34 was discovered in E. coli extract (Auxilien et al., 1996). The 

corresponding editing factor, tRNA adenosine deaminase A (tadA), was identified 

for this site via a tadA mutant strain (Wolf et al., 2002). TadA shares a conserved 

sequence with the human ADAR1, ADAT, and APOBEC1 deaminases, which are 

responsible for A-to-I editing in human cells (Bar-Yaacov et al., 2018; Gerber and 

Keller, 2001; Wolf et al., 2002). In deep sequencing of E. coli, additional 15 A-to-I 

editing events on mRNA were reported, with 12 of them occurring in coding 

sequences and resulting in a change from a tyrosine (TAC) to a cysteine (TGC) codon 

(Bar-Yaacov et al., 2017). TadA was shown to be responsible for editing these sites 

as well. 

In addition to A-to-I editing, E. coli is also capable of C-to-U editing on one site, 

which occurs at a low frequency of 1-10% and results in a silent change (GGC>GGT, 

glycine) on tatA (Bar-Yaacov et al., 2017; Oldenkott, 2020). However, the tadA 

mutant strain has shown that tadA is not responsible for this site (Bar-Yaacov et al., 

2017). While no PPR proteins are encoded in the E. coli genome, other cytidine 

deaminase proteins have been found, which are involved in nucleotide synthesis 

rather than RNA transcriptional processes (Betts et al., 1994; Danielsen et al., 1992; 

O'Donovan et al., 1971; Yang et al., 1992). To determine if the C-to-U conversion is 

due to these deamination factors from E. coli, mutant cytidine deaminase and/or 

tadA strains could be used. However, since only one single lowly edited site has 

been found in the nuclear transcriptome of E. coli, it is likely that the influence of 

the introduced editing factors is minor. Furthermore, no interaction between the 

native editing factors of E. coli and the introduced editing factors can be expected. 

4.1.3. Three of nine DYW-type PPR proteins of P. patens function in E. coli: 

Possible reasons and improvements 

Apart from PPR65 and PPR56, which show comparable editing efficiency on their 

targets in E. coli, PPR78 from P. patens is the third PPR protein successfully 

transferred into the E. coli system (Lesch, 2020). However, PPR78 shows different 
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editing efficiency than in its native situation. In plants, PPR78 edits its targets 

cox1eU755SL and rps14eU137SL up to >99% and 80%, respectively (Rüdinger et al., 

2011a; Schallenberg-Rüdinger et al., 2017; Uchida et al., 2011). In the E. coli system, 

the rps14 site was edited in 99% of the transcripts, while only 69% was edited in 

the cox1 site (Lesch, 2020). It is important to note that the cox1 site is only edited 

when the target is elongated to 200 bp; the standard 46 bp target shown in 

Oldenkott et al. (2019) did not gain editing (Lesch, 2020; Yang, 2019). The length of 

the target supplied in the E. coli system would influence the RNA secondary 

structure, which could make PPR proteins less accessible to bind RNA molecules 

properly and/or to the editing site (Lesch, 2020; Yang, 2019; Yang et al., 2023a). 

Introducing a longer sequence from the native target would largely keep the RNA 

structure similar to that in the native situation. 

It could be argued that PPR56 and PPR65, which have the shortest length and least 

number of PPR repeats among the 9 DYW-type PPR editing factor proteins (Figure 

6), are easier to transfer and function more efficiently in other systems. In contrast, 

all the other editing factors and their targets from P. patens has been tried with the 

same strategy as PPR56 and PPR65, but none of the others worked (Yang, 2019). 

However, the fact that native PPR78, which has a comparable length of N-terminal 

sequence before the first PLS repeats to PPR56 (183 aa vs. 200 aa for PPR78), edits 

the cox1 site more efficiently with an elongated N-terminal (up to 89 aa vs. 16 aa 

for PPR56 and 15 aa for PPR65), suggests that PPR proteins with longer PPR repeats 

may require a longer N-terminal sequence for proper folding (Lesch, 2020). To 

address this, the extension of the N-terminal sequence was applied to PPR79, which 

has the standard 46 bp nad5eU598RC target, but no editing was obtained 

(Oldenkott, 2020). It may be that the extension of the N-terminal sequence needs 

to cooperate with an elongated target, as PPR78 did, to achieve proper folding and 

efficient editing. However, the elongation of the nad5 target to even 300 bp did not 

result in any editing by PPR79 with the additional N-terminal sequence 

(Ramanathan, 2021). Similarly, PPR71 was unable to edit the 200 bp long 

ccmFCeU122SF target despite having an extended N-terminal sequence 

(Ramanathan, 2021), indicating that the N-terminal sequence alone may not be 
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sufficient to address all of the folding issues for the six other PPRs that did not 

function in the E. coli system (Oldenkott, 2020; Yang, 2019). The reason why only 

PPR56, PPR65, and PPR78 are able to perform editing in E. coli remains unclear. 

However, it is worth noting that expressing PPR proteins in a heterologous system 

is not an easy task, as they tend to form high inclusion bodies (Coquille et al., 2014; 

Okuda and Shikanai, 2012; Yan et al., 2017b; Yin et al., 2013). 

On the other hand, in the E. coli system, additional editing targets were identified 

for P. patens editing factors. One such target is cox3eU290SF, which was pre-edited 

not only in P. patens but also in all available mosses' mitochondrial genomes (Liu et 

al., 2019; Ritzenhofen, 2021). It has been identified as a true editing site in 

lycophytes Isoetes engelmannii (Grewe et al., 2009), Selaginella moellendorffii 

(Hecht et al., 2011), and the fern Haplopteris ensiformis (Zumkeller and Knoop, 

2023). When the nad4 target is cloned upstream of the cox3 site, PPR56 is able to 

edit the site up to 97% in the E. coli system (Yang et al., 2023a). Intriguingly, PPR56 

orthologs could not be found in the organisms mentioned above (Ritzenhofen, 

2021). Another target, cox3eU355RW, was edited by the ortholog of PPR65 in 

Dicranum scoparium and the site is also shown as an editing site in other mosses, 

while remaining pre-edited in P. patens (Liu et al., 2019; Ritzenhofen, 2021). After 

switching the T back to C, PPR65 of P. patens is able to edit up to 44% of the targets 

with the ccmFCeU103PS cloned downstream of it (Ritzenhofen, 2021). The editing 

site ccmFNeU1465RC predicted by PREPACT was found pre-edited in P. patens and 

is conserved in some of the mosses (Lesch, 2020; Liu et al., 2019). Intriguingly, 

PPR78 was able to fully edit this site in E. coli, even more efficiently than its native 

sites cox1eU755SL and rps14eU137SL (Lesch, 2020). 

In addition to the maltose binding protein, other tags have been shown to improve 

protein solubility in E. coli (Kimple et al., 2013). The MGNS cap was added to 

synthetic PPR proteins, and the proteins were successfully expressed in E. coli 

BL21(DE3) (Coquille et al., 2014; Royan et al., 2021). In human cells, fusion of the 

EYFP and HA tags with P. patens PPR56 and PPR65 resulted in different editing 

efficiencies (Lesch et al., 2022). Similarly, the EYFP, HA, and MGNS tags were fused 
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with both PPR56 and PPR65 in E. coli. Interestingly, PPR56 and PPR65 showed a 

preference for different tags. PPR56 with the MGNS cap showed full editing of the 

supplied nad4 target, while PPR65 favored the HA tag and achieved 67% editing on 

its ccmFC target (Willerscheidt, 2022). It is also important to note that PPR56 and 

PPR65 were able to edit their targets even without any tag, with 92% editing of 

nad4eU272SL and 18% editing of ccmFCeU103PS, respectively (Willerscheidt, 

2022).  

In addition to allowing modification of PPR proteins and their targets, the E. coli 

system also enables co-expression of PPR proteins. In a yeast-2-hybrid experiment, 

PPR65 was found to have the tendency to form weak homodimers and strong 

heterodimers with PPR71 and PPR79 (Schallenberg-Rüdinger et al., 2013a). Since 

the E domains in PPR proteins are TPR-like and serve for protein-protein interaction 

(Cheng et al., 2016; Schallenberg-Rüdinger and Knoop, 2016), angiosperm PPR 

proteins with different E domains alter specificity of interaction with MORF proteins 

(helper proteins, see section 1.3.3) (Bayer-Csaszar et al., 2017), it would be 

interesting to investigate whether DYW-type PPR proteins from the basal land plant 

P. patens can interact with each other. For example, could the un-functional DYW

domain of PPR56 be complemented by PPR65's DYW domain? Would such 

complementation transiently influence the editing of PPR65 itself? Previous 

experiments showed that cloning both PPR proteins containing MBP tags on one 

vector was difficult (unpublished data), but this could be further investigated using 

different tags fused in the future. In addition, editing factors and co-factors cloned 

on different vector function nicely in E. coli system already (Maeda et al., 2022; 

Royan et al., 2021). 

4.1.4. The E. coli system to investigate editing factors of other plant species 

Besides the editing factors from P. patens, attempts were made to transfer PPR 

proteins from A. thaliana into the E. coli system. The knockout study assigned the 

maize DYW-type PPR protein PPR2263 and its A. thaliana ortholog mitochondrial 

editing factor 29 (MEF29) to two mitochondrial sites, nad5eU1550TI and 

cobeU908PS, with >99% and 80% editing, respectively (Sosso et al., 2012). MEF29 
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was chosen as the first candidate PPR protein from A. thaliana to test in the E. coli 

system for several reasons. It has a comparable number of PPR repeats (17) to 

PPR56 (14) and PPR65 (15), a comparable number of matches and mismatches to 

PPR56 and PPR65, serves a comparable number of editing sites (2), and has a 

complete, conserved DYW domain ending with “DYW” (Figure 12A). However, no 

editing could be obtained in both the supplied standard 46 bp nad5 and cob targets 

(Yang, 2019). 

Another A. thaliana PPR protein, cell wall maintainer 1 (CWM1), also known as 

MEF41, has been shown in a knockout study to be responsible for editing four 

mitochondrial sites, including nad5eU598RC, which is the only target assigned to 

PPR79 in P. patens (Figure 12B) (Hu et al., 2016). Phylogenetic analysis has revealed 

that AtCWM1 is the functional analog of PpPPR79, and Macadamia integrifolia 

(Mi)CWM1, another functional analog, is a DYW-type PPR protein with a complete 

DYW domain (Oldenkott et al., 2020). When the N-terminal mitochondrial signal 

peptide was replaced with that of AtCWM1, MiCWM1 was found to be functionally 

expressed in both A. thaliana and P. patens, indicating that it does not require 

additional helper proteins for editing (Oldenkott et al., 2020). However, the same 

chimera was unable to edit the supplied 46 bp and 200 bp M. intergrifolia nad5 

target in E. coli system (Oldenkott, 2020). 

The quintuple editing 1 (QED1) factor, also known as Organelle Transcript 

Processing 81 (OTP81), was found to be involved in editing five chloroplast sites in 

A. thaliana with varying efficiencies (Figure 12C)(Wagoner et al., 2015). QED1 was

transferred to the E. coli system along with its two highest edited targets, 

ndhBeU872SL and rpoBeU2432SL, using both standard 46 bp and 200 bp targets. 

However, none of the constructs were able to perform editing successfully 

(Noureddine, 2022). Similarly, the plastid editing factor OTP86 was found to be 

responsible for editing at least rps14eU805SL (Figure 12D)(Hammani et al., 2009). 

Transferring the complete OTP86 did not result in editing of the supplied rps14 

target (Mizuki Takenaka pers. comm.). In an approach with an chimeric protein 

composed of PpPPR56 PLS motifs with E domains fused with AtOTP86, both nad3 
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and nad4 targets were edited to the same level as by the complete PpPPR56 

(Noureddine, 2022; Takenaka et al., 2021). Given that in A. thaliana, it was shown 

that mutations or knockouts of helper proteins, for example rip1, rip2, and rip9 can 

affect the editing of ndhB and ropB sites to varying degrees (Bentolila et al., 2013), 

it would be interesting to investigate whether co-expressing these helper proteins 

with the editing factor in E. coli could help to maintain editing on the supplied sites.  

In addition to native PPR proteins, synthetic PPR proteins have also been tested in 

the E. coli system. One such protein is the DYW-type PPR protein dsn3PLS-DYW, 

which was designed based on consensus sequences from 38 plant species. This 

protein was optimized for binding and editing one of the native AtCLB19 target sites, 

rpoAeU200SF (Royan et al., 2021). In the E. coli system, around 12% of transcripts 

with the rpoA site were edited by dsn3PLS-DYW. Interestingly, dsn3PLS-DYW was 

able to restore 40% editing in the A. thaliana clb19 knockout plant, while the second 

editing site of CLB19, clpPeU559HY, remained unedited in both A. thaliana clb19 KO 

and E. coli (Royan et al., 2021). When co-expressed with the helper proteins MORF2 

and MORF9 placed on a separate vector, the editing efficiency of the rpoA site was 

increased to 33% and 37%, respectively (Royan et al., 2021). Another synthetic PPR 

protein, TRX-9S-DYW, was recently expressed in the E. coli system (Bernath-Levin et 

al., 2022). This S-type PPR protein was designed based on consensus sequences 

from 37 plant species, plus the P2L2S2E1E2DYW domain from dsn3PLS-DYW, and 

again targeted the rpoA site of CLB19. Around 50% editing could be obtained with 

TRX-9S-DYW. However, co-expression of MORF2 did not significantly affect the 

editing efficiency (Bernath-Levin et al., 2022) since MORF proteins did not show 

interaction with S motifs (figure 5)(Yan et al., 2017b). 
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Figure 12. Attempts of editing factors from angiosperms A. thaliana and M. integrifolia 

investigated in the E. coli system and their targets edited in planta. Editing efficiency in bracket 

shows the editing in E. coli system. A. The DYW-type PPR protein MEF29 from A. thaliana was found 

to edit nad5eU1550TI and cobeU908PL sites with over 99% and 80% efficiency, respectively (Sosso 

et al., 2012). B. The M. intergrifolia DYW-type PPR protein CWM1 is the functional analogo of PPR79 

from P. patens and can edit the nad5eU598RC site. The editing site shared between MiCWM1 and 

PpPPR79 nad5eU598RC is underlined. Oldenkott et al. (2020) reported no editing on the 

nad5eU609AA site in Macadamia. However, when using a chimera of AtCWM1 signal peptide fused 

with MiCWM1, the silent nad5eU609AA site could be edited along with other sites in A. thaliana. C. 

A. thaliana plastid editing factor QED1 is assigned to five targets, including the rps12i114g2eU58

editing site in the group II intron of the rps12 gene (Longevialle et al., 2010), nomenclature follows 

Dombrovska and Qiu (2004). D. Plastid editing factor OTP86 from A. thaliana is known to be 

responsible for rps14eU805SL. Based on a phylogenetic study of OTP86 and the rps14 target, it is 

believed that OTP86 may edit additional sites (Noureddine, 2022). 
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4.1.5. Evolution aspect of C-to-U editing and U-to-C editing 

While C-to-U RNA editing is widely distributed in plants, the reverse U-to-C editing 

event has only been observed in hornworts, some lycophytes, and ferns (Figure 2, 

see section 1.2.1). In 2016, the genome of the hornwort Anthoceros agrestis was 

published (Szövényi et al., 2015), allowing for the identification of potential editing 

factors that convert U-to-C (Gerke et al., 2020). Through this analysis, a group of 

734 DYW-type PPR proteins with conserved sequences in the N-terminal of the 

DYW domain was identified and named as KAPAxA group (Figure 13A). Two 

subclades were specified, one with the last three amino acids as "GRP" and the 

other as "DRH", differing from the "DYW" subclade associated with forward editing 

factors (Gerke et al., 2020). Notably, the key motifs associated with zinc ion (HxE, 

CxDCH, and CSC) are conserved in the KAPAxA group as well (Figure 13A). 

Furthermore, KAPAxA group DYW domains were found in all other clades with U-

to-C editing events, but absent in those without reverse editing (Gerke et al., 2020; 

Gutmann et al., 2020). This strongly suggests that KAPAxA group DYW-type PPR 

proteins are the editing factors responsible for reverse U-to-C editing. However, 

none of the plant species with reverse editing has been well established as a model 

plant, and the amino donor for uridine amination remains puzzling. Therefore, 

studying reverse editing in plants is challenging. 

Despite the challenges in studying reverse U-to-C RNA editing in plants, efforts have 

been made to establish this process in the E. coli system. Using the bioinformatic 

tool PREPACT, reverse editing sites in A. agrestis were assigned to corresponding 

PPR proteins based on the PPR-RNA binding code. However, despite testing several 

putative reverse editing factors in the E. coli system, none of them were able to 

perform editing (Bruns, 2022; Oldenkott, 2020; Rüth, 2019). Chimeras of the 

reverse editing factors with the PLS stretch from forward editing factors P. patens 

PpPPR56 and PpPPR78 were also tested, but failed to achieve editing as well (Bruns, 

2022; Oldenkott, 2020) Interestingly, forward editing factor PpPPR56 with included 

"PAKA" modification, was still able to convert C to U in the nad4 target with 99% 

efficiency, but could not convert U to C in the nad4eU272SL|c0u target, even with 
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additional possible amino donors in the medium (Figure 13B)(Bruns, 2022) This 

finding suggests that the key motif responsible for uridine amination may reside 

within the DYW domain. 

In addition to native PPR proteins, researchers have also investigated reverse U-to-

C RNA editing using synthetic PPRs in the E. coli system (Ichinose et al., 2022). Based 

on dsn3PLS-DYW (see section 4.1.4), PLS motifs were modified to be fused to 

different KAPAxA DYW domains and adapted them to bind to the modified editing 

site rpoA for A. thaliana CLB19. In the E. coli system, they were able to achieve 

approximately 50% reverse editing on the modified rpoA site. Interestingly, one of 

the KAPAxA constructs was able to perform both forward and reverse editing in 

human cells without any additional amino donor added to the medium (Ichinose et 

al., 2022). The occurrence of both C-to-U and U-to-C editing by a single construct 

suggests that the difference between the DYW domain of forward editing factors 

and reverse editing factors could be easily adapted possibly with an extra amino 

donor in the catalytic pocket created by the gating domain, thus allowing for RNA 

editing in both directions (Ichinose et al., 2022; Takenaka et al., 2021). 

Figure 13. Conserved key motifs found in the forward C-to-U editing DYW domain and the reverse 

U-to-C editing KAPAxA DYW domain. A. Features of forward editing (blue) is compared with the

reverse editing (red). Most conserved (uppercase letter) and conserved (lowercase letter) is labeled. 

Key catalytic motifs and related amino acids are underlined. B. N-terminal and C-terminal amino 

acids in forward editing P. patens factor PPR56 is mutated as KPAxA DYW domain and tested for both 

directions of editing on the nad4 target (Bruns, 2022). Figure modified from Knoop (2022).  

When we consider the evolution of forward and reverse editing, it is not surprising 

that C-to-U editing is more widely distributed than U-to-C editing, since the water 

molecules are generally present in all living environments and act as a co-factor for 
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zinc ions to catalyze the cytidine deaminase process (Knoop, 2022; Takenaka et al., 

2021). Although U-to-C editing would have been advantageous for plant UV 

defense during the transition from water to land, there is currently no evidence to 

support the idea that reverse editing was gained prior to forward editing.  

4.1.6. Other heterologous systems 

Plant knockout studies often result in a strong phenotype, making downstream 

analysis difficult (see section 4.1.1). The use of a heterologous system can gives the 

possibility to work with this proteins and targets and assign them. In addition, using 

a system outside the native environment, which may have the "side-effect" of 

rescuing knocked out proteins with unknown interactions, provides a transparent 

picture of the RNA editing mechanism. Although redundant editing factors with the 

same targets are rare, other proteins like MORFs supporting the editing may make 

the clear analysis of modified PPR protein difficult. For example, nad5eU609VV still 

has up to 27% editing in the cwm1 knockout plant (Oldenkott et al., 2020). The 

established heterologous E. coli system has demonstrated that a single DYW-type 

PPR protein is sufficient for efficient C-to-U editing and that the DYW domain acts 

as a cytidine deaminase on RNA transcripts (Oldenkott et al., 2019). Successful 

expression of PPR65 and observed editing in vitro further support this statement 

(Hayes and Santibanez, 2020). 

However, E. coli, being a prokaryotic organism, has its obvious drawbacks when 

expressing eukaryotic PPR proteins. Although plant-type RNA editing was found 

only in the two prokaryote-like organelles, expressing PPR proteins from a variety 

of plant backgrounds is not easily achieved (see section 4.1.4). Recently, plant-type 

RNA editing was also established in human cells (Lesch et al., 2022). Both PPR56 

and PPR65 from P. patens were found to perform editing on the supplied targets 

(56% on nad4 target for PPR56, 52% on ccmFC target for PPR65) in a human cell 

cytosol. That might be surprising, as to date, no single case of C-to-U RNA editing 

has been reported on plant nuclear transcripts in the cytosol. However, there is one 

case of a PPR protein that serves its targets in both mitochondria and chloroplasts 

(Hein et al., 2020; Yap et al., 2015). Since the editing factors in plants are always 
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organellar-located, it is possible that the protein needs to have a correct folding 

after cleavage the signal peptide only after passing through the organellar 

membrane. The achievement of plant-type RNA editing in human cells clearly 

against this hypothesis (Lesch et al., 2022). In addition, same mutation results in 

different editing efficiencies, as PPR56 S7 mutant did not gain editing in E. coli 

system with both native and complemented nad4 target (Yang et al., 2023a), but 

could edit around 30% of complemented nad4 target in human cells (Lesch et al., 

2022). Moreover, recent experiment shows that PPR56 and PPR65 could edit 

delivered targeted in plant cytosol (Per. Comm. Mirjam Thielen). 

Another successful heterologous system established for plant-type RNA editing is 

the unicellular eukaryote, Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Hanraths, 2022). As S. 

cerevisiae has a smaller genome and is already established in our lab, the yeast 

system provides a good alternative as an easy and widely used model organism 

(Hoffman et al., 2015). PPR56 and PPR78 of P. patens have been successfully 

expressed in S. cerevisiae and efficiently edited their targets (PPR56 >99% on nad4 

target (Hanraths, 2022), PPR78 44% on rps14 target (Per. Comm. Shyam 

Ramanathan)). Although PPR65 did not work in the yeast system yet, optimization 

of the just recently established system and testing other factors might bring an 

improvement in the future. As an advantage of this heterologous system, the yeast 

nuclear genome can be easily manipulated, providing the opportunity to redirect 

editing factor PPR proteins to yeast targets. Given the successful establishment of 

the CRISPR-Cas gene modification tool for yeast mitochondrial targeting (Yoo et al., 

2020), natively organellar-located PPR proteins could be even investigated for yeast 

mitochondrial transcripts in the future. 

4.2. Redirecting PPR proteins to novel targets 

It has been proposed that the PPR-RNA binding code applies mainly to the P- and 

S- motifs (Barkan et al., 2012; Cheng et al., 2016), but recent computational studies 

suggest that the amino acid combination of L-motifs have a slightly preference on 

RNA recognition as well (Gutmann et al., 2020; Yan et al., 2019). In addition to the 

fifth and last amino acid, the second amino acid has been proposed to be important 
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for RNA recognition as well (Kobayashi et al., 2012; Kobayashi et al., 2019; Yagi et 

al., 2013). This could be a hint for further investigations on the PPR-RNA interaction 

for a 3-letter code (2nd, 5th and last). However, modifying the L motif to match the 

suggested combination did not confirm the code significantly (Figure 9), leading to 

the hypothesis that the positions of PLS repeats may contribute differently to RNA 

recognition and binding (Yang et al., 2023a). 

4.2.1. L motifs might act as spacer and help P and S motif for proper binding to 

RNA 

One of the first questions to address is whether the L motifs in PPR proteins act as 

RNA recognition elements or spacers. Although most of the target modifications 

shows that most of the L motifs do not alter the RNA recognition function (Yang et 

al., 2023a), however, on the protein side, one of the L motifs, L-2, a L2-type repeat 

in the terminal triplet of PLS repeat, was modified by changing the "VD" 

combination to "ND", which follows the PPR-RNA binding code for P and S motifs 

(Yang et al., 2023a). This led to a reduction of editing, although an additional match 

to the target was generated. This could also be reasoned by the position of the L-

motif, as L2 and even S2 motifs usually do not conform to the binding code. In 

contrast, modifying the L-2 motif from "TM" to "TN" in PPR65, which corresponds 

to the adenine on ccmFC target, did not show a significant difference (69% vs. 70%) 

(Oldenkott, 2020). However, changing the N-terminal L motif L-14 from "RN" to 

"NN" to match the uridine on the corresponding position in ccmFC target decreased 

editing efficiency to 36%. Similarly, destroying the "VE" preference for uridine in L-

11 motif of PPR65 by changing it to "VA" also reduced editing to 37% (Oldenkott, 

2020). One exception is the L-5 TD motif in PPR65, which has a strong influence on 

RNA editing efficiency (Oldenkott et al., 2019). 

On the other hand, mutations in the nucleotides of the nad4 and nad3 targets 

corresponding to the L motif did not completely eliminate RNA editing, except for 

mutations in nucleotides opposite to L-8 and L-2 from adenine to guanine. 

Interestingly, the triple mutation on targets corresponding to L-5, L-8, and L-11 on 

the nad3 target even restored editing to 76% (Yang et al., 2023a). Influences of 
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these mutations in the L motif's amino acid combination and on the corresponding 

nucleotides suggest that the L motifs act more as spacers, maintaining the protein 

structure for proper interaction of the P and S motifs. 

REMSA experiments using mutations on all L-motifs in PPR56 that fit the PPR-RNA 

binding code for at least one target did not result in significant binding to the nad3 

target and even less binding to the nad4 target. Furthermore, this mutated PPR56 

failed to restore RNA editing in the knockout ppr56 moss (Matsuda et al., 2020). 

Similarly, an REMSA experiment on A. thaliana CLB19 showed that the L motif did 

not participate in RNA target interaction (Kindgren et al., 2015). Yan and colleagues 

generated a synthetic PLS-type PPR protein based on duplicated the consensus 

sequences of A. thaliana PLS-type PPR proteins and co-expressed it with MORF9. 

The crystallization structure showed that MORF9 interacts with the PLS-type PPR 

protein by binding to the L motifs, resulting in a significant conformational change 

in the L motif that might make the PPR protein more accessible for RNA interaction 

(Yan et al., 2017b). 

Since PLS-type PPR proteins often need to serve more than one target, a "kiss and 

run" mechanism has been hypothesized for RNA editing factors (Knoop, 2020). This 

mechanism suggests that PPR proteins would need to interact with RNA molecules 

less tightly than P-type PPR proteins. In addition, L-motifs are most often opposite 

to the third codon position, which are not as conserved as other positions. The L 

motif would provide a more flexible structure, with most L motifs involved in 

structure maintenance to interact with different targets and quickly switch from 

one transcript to another. 

4.2.2. PPR repeats could be distinct in different positions 

Among the mutations of the PPR56 PPR repeats on the P and S motifs in the E. coli 

system, most strong editing reductions on the N-terminal and C-terminal repeats 

could not be restored by complementing the corresponding target. In contrast, 

most of the motifs in the center of PPR repeats with one amino acid modification 

could be redirected to a new target (Yang et al., 2023a). Studies on the P-type PPR 

protein PPR10 from maize pointed out that PPR repeats in the center of the PPR 
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stretch have decreased nucleotide selectivity (Barkan et al., 2012; Miranda et al., 

2017). However, since P-type PPR proteins are not related to RNA editing function, 

instead, PPR10 is mainly for RNA stabilization, and differences between P-type and 

PLS-type PPR proteins exist in sequence, structure and RNA binding activities 

(Barkan and Small, 2014), it is not surprising to see that a PLS-type PPR protein 

shows more selectivity on its central stretch. A study on the PLS-type PPR protein 

CLB19 from A. thaliana confirmed this statement. With REMSA experiments, it was 

shown that the P and S motifs corresponding to target positions -10, -9, -7 and -6 

have specific interactions with their RNA targets (Kindgren et al., 2015). N-terminal 

truncation experiment on PPR56 shows that even without the first three L-, S-, P- 

motif, still 19% of nad4 target could be edited in E. coli system (Yang et al., 2023a). 

Furthermore, PpPPR79 could edit the targets of CWM1 sites in the 

complementation study, although the N-terminal of the PPR repeats did not match 

to the additional targets (Oldenkott et al., 2020). 

Within the central stretch of PPR motifs, there are also differences between them. 

A motif switch experiment on PPR65 shows that duplicating L-8 to replace L-5 could 

not edit the ccmFC target (Figure 10A). Switching complete P-6, L-5 and S-4 with P-

9, L-8 and S-7 also abolished editing (Figure 10B). Thinking about the protein’s 3D 

structure, PPR repeats that are distinct in different positions would mainly be 

because they need to form a proper structure for catching RNA molecules. The 

central part of the PPR stretch, which is important for RNA recognition, would 

influence editing more than the N- and C-terminal repeats. This is especially true 

when C-terminal motifs are linked with TPR-like E domains likely for protein-protein 

interaction and DYW domain for cytidine deaminase function. Modifications on the 

P2L2S2 motifs are limited under a certain degree, and often do not resulting in full 

editing of the targets (Yang et al., 2023a). 

Intriguingly, in P. patens PPR56, L-8 and S-7 store seven repetitive regions with L-5 

and S-4 (Figure 14). This “duplicated” PLS triplet is not found in other editing factors 

of P. patens which makes it the best candidate for testing motif switch. It is 

important to note that the 5th and last amino acid in these repetitive PLS triples 
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are different (Figure 4). Mutations in the last amino acid of S-7 and S-4, which 

switched the amino acid combination, could not restore editing in the S-7 motif but 

could do so in the S-4 motif in the E. coli system. However, double mutations on 

both S-4 and S-7 motifs switching their amino acid combination could redirect to a 

new target (Yang et al., 2023a). Another example is replacing the P-9 motif of PPR65 

with that of PPR56; in that case up to 42% of ccmFC transcript was edited (Figure 

11). Given that PPR65 is more strict for target selection and more sensitive to 

mutations (Oldenkott et al., 2019; Yang, 2019), this switch motif construct 

surprisingly succeeded. These experiments highlighted that even though complete 

PPR repeats are conserved with only minor differences, they could be not switched 

in their positions. Others like P-9 motif from the same position could be switched, 

which leads to the hypothesis that this might depends on the protein and the 

position of the motif.  

 

Figure 14. P. patens PPR56 stores “duplicated” PPR repeats. A. Alignment of L-5 and S-4 with L-8 

and S-7 motif of PPR56. Conserved amino acids are shaded in blue. Figure prepared by Jarview. B. 

PPR56 L-8, S-7 and P-6 motifs are likely duplicated as L-5, S-4 and P-3, as 7 repetitive regions found. 

Figure prepared by Snapgene (https://www.snapgene.com/).  

4.2.3. A wilder target context is influenced by PPR proteins 

Aside from the nucleotides opposite to the PLS motif for PPR-RNA recognition, it 

seems like the sequence further upstream in the RNA transcript also contributes to 

efficient RNA editing. When up to 16 native nucleotides upstream of the PPR 

binding region were replaced with a foreign sequence, editing on both targets of 

PPR56 and PPR65 was reduced in E. coli system (Yang, 2019; Yang et al., 2023a). 

Elongating the sequence from the native target also helps to improve editing (see 

section 4.1.3). Although one argument could be that the upstream sequence 

https://www.snapgene.com/
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influences RNA secondary structure, there is no secondary structure prediction tool 

developed yet that represents biologically meaningful structures for complete 

transcripts with editing sites. At least general predictions show that there are no 

obvious strong secondary structures formed in case of upstream binding regions 

leading to the reduced or even impaired editing (Yang, 2019), and strong secondary 

structures indeed have influence on the RNA editing (Yang et al., 2023a). This 

brought about the hypothesis that PPR proteins might need some extra sequences 

further upstream of the PPR binding site for landing before they bind to the proper 

site and are ready for editing. 

The influence of the upstream sequence could go further. With another editing site 

cloned next to the target, the editing efficiency could be enhanced (section 3.4) 

(Ritzenhofen, 2021; Yang et al., 2023a). Notably, the additional target does not even 

need to have a cytidine on the editing site, although unperfect binding of the 

additional target does not enhance as much as the perfect binding one (Yang et al., 

2023a), suggesting that the bound PPR has an easier accessibility to the next target. 

An early in vitro experiment showed that a tandem atp4eU248PL site from 

cauliflower with 20-23 nt upstream and 3-5 nt downstream of the editing site could 

enhance editing efficiency from 2-3% to 50-80%. In addition, increasing the 

distance between targets would decrease the enhancement of editing (Verbitskiy 

et al., 2008). With the crystallization structure suggesting active and inactive forms 

of gating domains in the DYW domain (Takenaka et al., 2021), this could be 

explained by activated PPR proteins checking surrounding transcripts for other 

editing sites. 

Aside from the sequence upstream of the PPR binding part, the nucleotides 

between the editing site and the binding part (positions -3, -2 and -1) also 

contribute to editing efficiency (Oldenkott et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2023a). In 

general, guanosine is avoided in position -1, as this has been widely observed across 

different editing sites (Lenz et al., 2018). Switching the DYW domain of PPR56 with 

another DYW domain in E. coli can change the nucleotide preference at the -1 and 

+1 positions of the editing site (Maeda et al., 2022). The DYW domain most likely
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interacts with these positions (Okuda et al., 2014; Takenaka et al., 2021). Although 

the RNA footprint of CRR2 from A. thaliana, a DYW-type PPR protein that does not 

participate in RNA editing, points to a nucleotide preference at positions -3 and -2 

(Ruwe et al., 2018), switching the position -3, -2 and -1 of the editing site to as 

native target increase the chimera PPR56 with C-terminals of PPR45 editing on nad4 

target in E. coli system (Yang et al., 2023b). The crystallization structure of the DYW 

domain suggests that it is rather that the nucleotide might influence 

conformational changes in the gating domain (Takenaka et al., 2021). This would 

make it easier for the editing site to be caught by the catalytic center.  

4.3. Off-targets in the E. coli transcriptome 

4.3.1. Dramatic difference in number of off-targets obtained 

One advantage of using the E. coli system is that its background transcriptome 

provides an opportunity to study off-target effects. While the native dual-targeted 

PPR56 obtained 133 off-targets in the E. coli transcriptome (Yang et al., 2023a), 

single-targeted PPR65 only edited 6 off-targets (Oldenkott et al., 2019). This 

difference in off-target effects may be explained by the flexibility of single and 

multi-targeted PPR proteins. However, the other dual-targeted PPR78 had only 4 

off-targets in the E. coli system (Lesch et al unpublished). In the synthetic DYW-type 

PPR protein tested in E. coli system, no off-target could be obtained (Royan et al., 

2021). Given that PPR56 also edits 906 off-targets in human cells (Lesch et al., 2022), 

it makes PPR56 a fascinating candidate for off-target studies. 

Despite the large number of off-targets obtained by PPR56, recent studies have 

shown that the sequences it recognizes still follow a certain pattern. The key motifs 

for target selection include S-10TD:g, P-9TN:a, S-7TD:g, S-4TN:a, P2-3ND:u, and S2-

1ND>u (Yang et al., 2023a). However, the P-6ND motif does not show a significant 

nucleotide preference, and the native target nad4eU272SL contains a guanine at 

position -9, which does not follow the PPR-RNA binding code (Figure 4). Although 

the L motif does not contribute to RNA recognition (as discussed in section 4.2.1), 

L-11MD and L-8VD are opposite to cytidine and guanine, respectively, while L-5LD
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and L2-VD show a preference for pyrimidines. Additionally, a "ucu" preference has 

been observed at positions -3, -2, and -1. When PPR56 is mutated, the number and 

identity of off-targets change dramatically. For example, the PPR56|S4TN>TD 

mutant has about four times more off-targets (449) than the native version (133), 

while the PPR56|S10TD>TN mutant has only 16 off-targets (Yang et al., 2023a). 

These changes have also been observed in human cells (Lesch et al., 2022). The 

S4TN>TD mutation leads to 2265 off-targets, while the S7TD>TN mutation leads to 

only 323 off-targets. Amino acid changes in the P and S repeats lead to significant 

changes in nucleotide preference, with S4TN>TD favoring a over g and S10TD>TN 

favoring g over a (Yang et al., 2023a). These nucleotide preferences have also been 

confirmed in human cells (Lesch et al., 2022). This change could be due to the 

structural difference of the PLS stretch which leads to lose or tight binding of RNA 

molecules.  

In the analysis of native PPR56 off-targets, five biological replicates were used with 

different targets supplied to PPR56, including no target, nad4, nad3, and nad4 + 

nad3. Interestingly, out of the 133 off-targets obtained, 117 were found in PPR56 

with no target supplied, while 104 were found in PPR56 with nad4 target, 83 for 

PPR56 with nad3 target, and only 52 for PPR56 with tandem nad4 + nad3 target. 

Since the targets were cloned on the same transcript of PPR proteins and 

overexpressed, it is hypothesized that the correlation between off-targets and 

supplied target suggests that PPR56 without a high amount of target scans deeper 

in the E. coli transcriptome to perform its job. In the E. coli system, the ratio 

between the protein and the supplied target is 1:1. However, in plants, PPR proteins 

are typically lowly expressed and multiple targets need to be edited. The high 

number of off-targets obtained in the E. coli system suggests that overexpression of 

the protein may cause the protein to scan for more targets than intended. This may 

explain why PPR proteins are expressed at low levels in plants (Fuchs et al., 2020; 

Lurin et al., 2004).  

Additionally, it was found that fusion with different DYW domains surprisingly 

changes the target selection of PPR56. The chimeric protein PPR56 fused with 
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PPR65 DYW domain only had 6 off-targets, while no off-targets could be obtained 

in the one with PPR45 DYW domain. In contrast, PPR56 fused with A. thaliana 

OTP86 DYW domain showed 472 off-targets in the E. coli transcriptome (Yang et al., 

2023b). Examining the nucleotide selection, the OTP86 DYW domain did not 

significantly change the target preference, while the PPR65 DYW domain fished out 

completely different targets. While target positions from -1 to -10 remained similar 

to native PPR56, positions -11 to -16 switched to PPR65 preference, particularly in 

positions -15 and -16, where PPR56 had no clear preference on P-12NN and S-13NS, 

but PPR65 showed P-12TD:g and S-13NN:u favor. Additionally, the position 

corresponding to the L motif in positions -11 and -14 switched to PPR65 preference 

as well. Although only the cytidine deaminase function domain was changed, and 

no mutations were made on the PLS motifs, which serve for target selection and 

binding, the results suggest that the DYW domain might influence target selection, 

particularly on the faraway N-terminal side, and this might due to the structural 

change of the complete PPR protein. Nevertheless, it should be kept in mind that 

statistically, only low numbers of off-targets were obtained in both native PPR65 

and PPR56-PPR65 chimera proteins.  

4.3.2. Off-targets shared between PPR56 native and mutants 

It is interesting to observe that some of the off-targets obtained by the native PPR56 

and mutants in the E. coli system are shared between them (Figure 15). Only 25% 

(33) of the off-targets edited by the native PPR56 could not be edited by other 

mutants, while 85% (381) of the off-targets of the more flexible S4 mutant are 

unique (Figure 15A). Interestingly, 73% of the targets from the native PPR56 are 

shared with the OTP86 chimera. When comparing with the editing factors from P. 

patens, it is observed that the DYW domain of PPR56 and OTP86 has less 

conservation to the consensus DYW domain of the P. patens editing factors (see 

section 4.5.1, Figure 18). This indicates that the DYW of the mitochondrial factor 

PPR56 from early evolved moss is highly compatible with the later evolved 

angiosperm DYW domain of plastid factor OTP86. As for the PPR56 chimera with 

PPR65, although a nucleotide preference shift is observed in the N-terminal side, 
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none of these six targets can be edited by the native PPR65 (Oldenkott et al., 2019). 

Figure 15. Off-targets could be shared between native PPR56 and mutants in E. coli system. A. 

Venn graph of 5 sets of off-targets obtained in E. coli transcripts. Figure generated by 

http://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/cgi-bin/liste/Venn/calculate_venn.htpl. B. Off-targets shared 

between native PPR56 and S4 TN>TD mutant. Amino acid mutation indicated in red and bold. Off-

targets listed with name, location in BL21(DE3) genome, and editing in S4 mutant (Ed_S4) and in 

native PPR56 (Ed_native). Off-targets with a guanine in position 7 shade in dark green under “Ed_S4”. 

Editing increased shade in green under “Change”. C. Off-targets shared between native PPR56 and 

S10 TD>TN mutant.  

http://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/cgi-bin/liste/Venn/calculate_venn.htpl
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Off-targets shared between different proteins are edited with varying efficiencies. 

Among the 27 off-targets shared between native PPR56 and the S4 mutant, 18 of 

them show increased editing in the S4 mutant. Interestingly, only half of these 

targets have a guanine in position -7 that fits the TN>TD switch in the binding code 

(Figure 15B). However, this is not observed in the S10 mutant (Figure 15C). All 5 off-

targets shared between native PPR56 and the S10 mutant show increased editing 

with the S10 mutant, and all of them have an adenine in position -13 that fits the 

TD>TN switch. It is important to note that the change in editing efficiency is not 

solely due to the binding code switch, but also due to the switch in DYW domain 

(Yang et al., 2023b). A similar editing efficiency shift could be obtained in the off-

targets in PPR56 native and the S4, S7 mutants human cells as well (Lesch et al., 

2022). 

4.3.3. Editing site positions can be shifted in off-targets 

Generally, PPR proteins bind to the 4th nucleotide upstream of the cytidine to be 

edited. However, there are cases where the editing site can be shifted. PPR77 from 

P. patens, for example, most likely binds to both cox2eU370RW and cox3eU733RW 

sites from the 5th nucleotide upstream of the editing site (Schallenberg-Rüdinger 

et al., 2013a). This phenomenon can also be observed in some of the off-targets 

obtained in PPR56 and its mutants in the E. coli transcriptome (Figure 16A) and in 

human cell off-targets (Lesch et al., 2022). These editing shifts occur within the 

range of +2 and -2 of the usual editing position (see Appendix Supplementary Table 

3). 

In addition to the shift of the editing site, some cytidines located adjacent to the 

target cytidine are co-edited as well. However, the editing efficiency of the co-

edited targets is usually lower than that of the main candidate sites. This 

phenomenon is especially observed in off-targets obtained with native PPR56, in 

the S4 mutant, and for the OTP86 chimera (Figure 16A). Although the obtained off-

target set could be influenced statistically by the number of off-targets, it can be 

seen that the OTP86 chimera holds more co-edited sites than the one with a native 

PPR56 DYW domain. Interestingly, there is one example in the OTP86 chimera 
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where two editing sites are located 9 nucleotides away, which is outside the usual 

range of ±2 nucleotides for an editing shift (Figure 16B). The downstream target 

binding sequence poorly matches with the PPR56 PLS stretch. This downstream site 

could be a result of PPR56 scanning the transcript for alternative editing candidates. 

 

Figure 16. Editing sites in off-targets could be shifted or co-edited by native PPR56 and its mutants 

in E. coli transcriptome. A. Number of editing sites shifted in the range of  2 and co-edited was 

counted in different off-target sites of native PPR56 and its mutants. B. An extreme example of two 

targets located 9 nucleotides away in PPR56-OTP86 chimera. Nucleotides shaded based on binding 

code in Figure 3.  

4.4. Plant-type RNA editing outside of land plants 

4.4.1. Pyrimidine editing sites are found outside of land plants 

In addition to C-to-U changes in the organellar transcripts of land plants, nucleotide 

substitutions at the RNA level have rarely been observed in mitochondrial 

transcripts of non-embryophyte organisms. Although several DYW-type PPR 

proteins have been discovered in these organisms (see section 1.3.4), editing sites 

could not be identified due to the lack of organellar transcriptome data (Gutmann 

et al., 2020; Schallenberg-Rüdinger et al., 2013b). However, editing sites have been 

detected in protists such as Acrasis kona and Naegleria gruber (see section 1.3.4). 

Physarum polycephalum is an acellular slime mold that belongs to the Amoebozoa 
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protist group (Oettmeier et al., 2020). Through deep RNA sequencing, four C-to-U 

conversions in cox1 transcripts were identified, along with one U-to-G and one C-

to-G substitution in its mitochondrial transcriptome (Bundschuh et al., 2011). These, 

along with the DYW domain PPR proteins found in P. polycephalum, may represent 

plant-type RNA editing events outside of land plants (Schallenberg-Rüdinger et al., 

2013b). Using the powerful bioinformatic tool PREPACT, seven weak C-to-U editing 

candidates were identified in Acanthamoeba castellanii mitochondrial DNA, while 

17 strong candidates were found in the Malawimonas jakobiformis mitogenome to 

restore conserved codons (Schallenberg-Rüdinger et al., 2013b). Since DYW-type 

proteins are found in the genomes of A. castellanii and M. jakobiformis, plant-type 

RNA editing may occur in these protists as well. 

4.4.2. Candidate RNA editing factors in N. gruberi 

In the heterolobosean protist Naegleria gruberi, a total of 10 DYW-type PPR 

proteins have been identified in its nuclear genome (Knoop and Rüdinger, 2010). 

NgPPR45 and NgPPR51, show a clear mitochondrial signal peptide and are 

therefore the best candidates for serving two mitochondrial editing sites, 

cox1eU1120HY and cox3eU780RW (Yang et al., 2023c). The functions of other DYW-

type PPR proteins, which have either a short PLS stretch or some degenerated 

motifs within the binding domain, are still unknown. Unlike angiosperms, which 

have numerous helper proteins to aid in editing function (Sun et al., 2016), protists 

may not have homologs of co-factors. P-type PPRs, which are involved in RNA 

stability, RNA splicing, and other post-transcriptional processes, could be an 

alternative function for these DYW-type PPR proteins, as the example of PpPPR43 

for intron splicing. On the other hand, these proteins may be by-products when 

transferring the true editing factors from plants and remain unspecified and 

undergo degeneration in protists nuclear genome, similar to other horizontal gene 

transfer events in mitochondrial genome, as seen in the extreme example of 

Amborella (Rice et al., 2013). 

Upon closer examination of the DYW domains of NgPPR45 and NgPPR51, it was 

found that the central cytidine catalytic domain HSE was altered to HAE, which is 
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commonly seen in reverse U-to-C editing factors (see section 4.1.5 and Figure 13). 

Furthermore, NgPPR45 features a "GYW" motif at the end of its DYW domain, which 

is a modification towards a reverse editing factor. Conversely, NgPPR51 has a well-

conserved HSE and DNW, making it a potential functional forward editing factor. 

However, the WGAL motif at the beginning of its E1 domain is not conserved. When 

considering the binding code, NgPPR45 appears more promising than NgPPR51, as 

it has 7 fitting PPR nucleotide pairs in cox1eU1120HY and 5 for cox3eU787RW (Yang 

et al., 2023c). Nevertheless, additional research is required to confirm this finding. 

4.4.3. Transferring plant-type RNA editing factor of a protist back to plant 

Although transient transformation protocols, such as electroporation, have been 

applied to some protists (Faktorová et al., 2020), stable transformation for knockout 

or knockdown study has not been easily achieved to date. Genome assembly of the 

protist N. gruberi presents another challenge, as the highly repetitive sequence may 

have led to the incorrect assembly of the DYW-type PPR protein NgPPR45 (Yang et 

al., 2023c). To overcome these challenges, a heterologous E. coli system was used 

to express PPR proteins from N. gruberi. However, the highly repetitive sequences 

of NgPPR45 makes the molecular cloning difficult to perform. The chimera of C-

terminal domains of NgPPR45 with PpPPR78 was able to perform editing on the 

supplied targets (Ramanathan, 2021). Further investigation is needed to 

understand the reasons for the unsuccessful editing and to develop new strategies 

for stable transformation in protists.  

Nonetheless, obtaining DYW-type PPR proteins in N. gruberi is likely a result of 

horizontal gene transfer from an early plant ancestor (Knoop and Rüdinger, 2010; 

Rüdinger et al., 2011b), and transferring them back to plants could be an alternative 

for studying their functionality. Since neither cox1eU1120HY nor cox3eU787RW 

from N. gruberi are present in P. patens, chimeric proteins with the PLS stretch of P. 

patens editing factors are used for target binding. A chimera of PpPPR78 with 

complete C-terminal extensions (E domains plus DYW domain) of NgPPR45 was 

able to edit the cox1eU755SL site up to 82% in a ppr78 knockout plant, providing 

the first evidence that the C-terminal extensions carried by a protist can perform 
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cytidine deamination function (Yang et al., 2023c). It is also noteworthy that PPR 

proteins from moss are compatible with the C-terminal domains of a protist PPR 

protein, as changing the DYW domain with a PPR protein from the same original 

plant often results in no or low editing restoration in P. patens (Ichinose and Sugita, 

2018). This chimera, with complete C-terminal domains, is the only one restoring 

editing in a P. patens knockout plant, leading to the hypothesis that the TPR-like E 

domains may need to be compatible with the DYW domain for a functional catalytic 

reaction.  

Real-time quantitative PCR analysis revealed that the cox1 target editing efficiency 

of PpPPR78 with NgPPR45 C-terminal extensions was correlated with the 

expression level of the chimera protein in all five transformed lines (Yang et al., 

2023c). Other studies on PpPPR78-PpPPR79 chimera, PpPPR79 and QED1 with have 

likewise shown that there is a correlation of editing efficiencies and expression of 

the editing factor (Loiacono et al., 2022; Oldenkott et al., 2020; Schallenberg-

Rüdinger et al., 2017). 

4.5. Using PPR protein as a molecular tool 

4.5.1. Expressing chimera PPR proteins in the E. coli system 

Expressing the complete native PPR protein is not easy due to the difficulties in 

proper expression and solubility. Creating chimeras of different motifs or building 

blocks of PPR proteins could provide an alternative way to understand the function 

of motifs and the combination and compatibility of different domains. This is 

especially easy to achieve with a heterologous system. 

Switching motifs in the PLS stretch 

The P-9 motif of PPR65 was successfully switched, resulting in an 18% increase in 

editing on a single ccmFC target. When the tandem ccmFC target was used, up to 

42% of transcripts were converted from cytidine to uridine (see section 3.4.2, 

Figure 11). Although gaining editing with mutated PPR65 is not easy due to the 

strict target selection for only one target, it appears that the P-9 motif from PPR65 
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and PPR56 does not have a significant influence on the overall RNA mechanism. 

Among the 9 DYW-type PPR proteins that act as RNA editing factors in P. patens, 9 

P-type PPR repeats with a "TN" combination were found and aligned (Figure 17). It 

can be observed that the main conserved amino acids are found in the start and 

end parts of the repeat. The second position in the P-9 motif of PPR56 contains an 

isoleucine, while most others have a valine. Since the second amino acid is also 

proposed to be part of the 3-letter PPR-RNA binding code (Kobayashi et al., 2012; 

Kobayashi et al., 2019; Yagi et al., 2013), switching a “VTN” motif such as PPR91 P-

14 with the P-9 could be further investigated in the future. 

 

Figure 17. Alignment of P motifs with “TN” combination from editing factors of P. patens. 

Conserved amino acids are shaded in blue. Bottom line shows the conserved amino acid from all P 

motifs as in Cheng et al. (2016). Capital letters indicate most conserved amino acid among P motifs. 

Alpha helix regions are shaded. Amino acid with same conservation in P “TN” motif of P. patens 

colored in red. The figure was prepared with Jarview 2.11.2.6. 

However, switching the motifs of native PPR proteins is not always successful. 

Technically, the usual method for linking multiple pieces together is through overlap 

extension PCR (Ho et al., 1989). When the sequences are highly similar, as in the 

case of PPR56 (Figure 14), achieving this can be difficult. The modern technique of 

golden gate cloning allows for efficient DNA assembly using type IIs restriction 

enzymes, which cut outside of the recognized site (Engler et al., 2009). With only a 

four-nucleotide sticky end in each fragment, this could be an alternative way to 

construct chimeras in PPR stretches.  
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Switching PPR motifs between orthologs with the same fifth and last amino acid 

like QED1 from A. thaliana and cacao was tested in an A. thaliana qed1 knockout 

plant. Different chimeras with variable combination of PPR stretch was tested with 

QED1 from the two plants. However, these combinations could only partially 

restore editing in some QED1 targets (Loiacono et al., 2022). Moreover, work with 

synthetic PPR repeats derived from consensus sequences of native PPR repeats also 

seem to face this problem. For instance, a synthetic PLS-type PPR protein targeting 

the rpoA site of A. thaliana CLB19 was only able to restore 40% of the editing in a 

clb19 knockout plant, compared to around 80% editing in a wildtype plant. However, 

when co-expressed with MORF2 in E. coli, full editing was achieved at the rpoA site 

(Royan et al., 2021). This suggests that PPR repeats may not always be compatible 

with each other for building a fully functional editing factor.  

Chimeras PPR proteins to investigate C-terminal extensions 

The C-terminal extensions include the E domains and the DYW domains, which play 

a crucial role in the cytidine deamination catalytic function. Through improved 

understanding of different motifs and the use of powerful bioinformatic tools, the 

definition of C-terminal extensions has been revised (Figure 18A) (Cheng et al., 2016; 

Lurin et al., 2004). Interestingly, based on the crystal structure (Takenaka et al., 

2021), the previous definition of the DYW domain (DYW*) starts in the middle of 

the gating domain, which requires a conformational change before the catalytic 

center can bind to the editing site. 

PPR56 and PPR65 have been reconstructed on the C-terminal extensions based on 

two different definitions. However, PPR65 PLS motifs fused with different versions 

of PPR56 C-terminal extensions could not achieve any editing in the E. coli system 

(Yang et al., 2023b). Nonetheless, PPR56 with PPR65 DYW domain was able to edit 

78% of the nad4 target. Interestingly, replacing the α1 motif (Figure 18A) of PPR56 

with PPR65 could edit tandem targets of nad4 and nad3 up to 53%. When fused 

with the plastid DYW* domain of PPR45, PPR56 edited only 9% of the nad4 target, 

but 28% when the target position was changed from -3 to +5, as in the rps14 target, 
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the native target assigned to PPR45. Replacing the DYW domain with the A. thaliana 

plastid editing factor OTP86 did not affect the editing of PPR56 on both of its targets 

(Noureddine, 2022; Takenaka et al., 2021; Yang et al., 2023b). Furthermore, 

replacing the gating domain of PPR56 with OTP86 edited both nad4 and nad3 to 

approximately 65% in tandem enhancement (Yang et al., 2023b). Note that OTP86 

stores an extra glutamate within the α1 motif (Figure 18B). When fused with DYW 

domains of other DYW-type PPR proteins from A. thaliana, PPR56 was able to edit 

only the nad4 target in rare cases (Maeda et al., 2022). Co-factors that are recruited 

to complete DYW domains for editing events in A. thaliana were tested with PPR56 

chimera as well. Only DYW1, which serves specifically for CRR4 PPR protein, could 

perform editing up to 90%, when fused from the beginning of the α1 motif of the 

gating domain. Interestingly, breaking the α1 motif as DYW* reduced editing to only 

20% (Maeda et al., 2022). The importance of the complete α1 motif in forming a 

functional DYW domain in chimera proteins is highlighted. In general, it appears 

that PPR56 is more tolerant of different types of DYW domains, not only from the 

same origin P. patens, but also from angiosperm, where the editing mechanism is 

more complex. 

In contrast, attempts to engineer chimeric proteins by fusing the PLS stretch of 

PPR78 with C-terminal extensions of PPR79, with or without E domains, did not 

result in successful editing of the rps14 and cox1 targets in E. coli system. When the 

DYW* domain of PPR79 was fused with PPR78, only the rps14 target could be 

edited to a limited extent of approximately 12% (Ramanathan, 2021). However, 

when PPR78 was fused with the E1E2DYW domain of PPR79, full restoration of 

editing was observed on the cox1eU755SL site, with partial restoration on the 

rps14eU137SL site in a ppr78 knockout P. patens plant. Notably, fusion of PPR78 

with the DYW* domain of PPR79 fully restored editing on both the rps14 and cox1 

sites (Schallenberg-Rüdinger et al., 2017). Most of the chimeras seems to work in 

plant system better than in the heterologous system. 
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Figure 18. The C-terminal extensions of DYW-type PPR proteins. A. Different definition of C-

terminal extensions. C-terminal extensions were differently defined in (Lurin et al., 2004) and in 

(Cheng et al., 2016). The orange block shows the position of the gating domain and the α1 motif. B. 

Alignment of C-terminal domains from P. patens editing factors and A. thaliana OTP86. C-terminal 

domains are labeled as in Cheng et al. (2016). Conserved amino acids are highlighted as in Figure 17. 

Key motifs are labeled as in Figure 3. Gating domain contains one α helix (α1) and two β sheets (β3 

and β4). 

Upon examination of the alignment in Figure 18B, it becomes apparent that the α1 

motif in PpPPR56 is less conserved compared to other motifs, and it seems like it is 

the PpPPR56 has the unique sequence from others (Gutmann et al., 2020). 
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Surprisingly, experimental results have demonstrated that this unique sequence 

can be substituted with others, as seen in the cases of PpPPR65 and AtOTP86 (Yang 

et al., 2023b). In 2018, Ichinose and his colleagues identified a crucial region within 

the DYW* domain, spanning amino acids 37 to 42, that plays a vital role in C-

terminal compatibility (Ichinose and Sugita, 2018). However, this finding fails to 

explain the contrasting results obtained with the chimera of PPR56 and PPR65, as 

they share similar amino acid sequences with only one difference in position 167 

(Figure 18B). Notably, the substitution of this different histidine with lysine 

(PPR56|DYW:H80K) did not significantly affect the editing of both nad4 and nad3 

targets (Yang et al., 2023a).  

4.5.2. PPR56 as an outstanding editing factor 

Among the three complete editing factors successfully transferred into the E. coli 

system (see section 4.1.3), PPR56 stands out due to its high flexibility in mutations, 

off-targets and chimera experiments. As one of the two PPR proteins that show 

comparable editing efficiencies in both plants and E. coli, PPR56 has two native 

targets with different editing efficiencies. The nad4 target is almost fully edited and 

shows high tolerance to different point mutations, whereas the moderately edited 

nad3 target is more sensitive to changes. However, these two targets are not 

conserved in most of the available moss mitogenomes (except Pottiaceae) and 

already exist as pre-edited sites with thymidine on the DNA level (Ritzenhofen, 

2021). In most moss species, with available genome or transcriptome data, PPR56 

ortholog could not be identified, what fits to the lack of the two assigned sites, but 

the PLS stretch with a partial DYW domain could be amplified from Pottia truncata 

total DNA. PPR56 exhibits a similar behavior in both heterologous systems, E. coli 

and human cells, tolerating most of the mutations, flexibly fusing with different tags, 

and actively editing its nad4 target with different C-terminal chimeras from at least 

some proteins. It also shows a high amount of off-targets in the E. coli transcriptome 

(133) (Yang et al., 2023a) and in human cells (more than 900)(Lesch et al., 2022). 

Compared to the off-targets of single-targeted PPR65 (6)(Oldenkott et al., 2019) and 

another dual-targeted PPR78 (4) (Lesch et al. unpublished) in the E. coli 
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transcriptome, PPR56 displays extremely high flexibility in target selection. In 

addition to its flexibility, mutations on nad4 target position -3 to -1 region could be 

edited by PPR56, which results in the option to create start or stop codons via 

editing (Yang et al., 2023a). PPR56 has been shown to be able to efficiently edit 

point mutations that create a start codon (AUG) or stop codons (UAA, UAG, UGA) 

on its targets in the E. coli system. This suggests that PPR56 could potentially be 

used as a molecular tool to switch on and off a transcript (Yang et al., 2023a).  

As PPR56 is found in a sister clade of PPR45 (Ritzenhofen, 2021; Rüdinger et al., 

2011a), a plastid editing factor, and has duplicated PLS motifs (Figure 14), it is 

possible that PPR56 was duplicated from PPR45, specifically to serve the editing of 

nad4eU272SL and nad3eU230SL in Physcomitrium patens and Pottiaceae. Note 

that the nad4eU272SL and nad3eU230SL sites stores a cytidine on DNA level only 

in 6 of 9 species investigated within the Physcomitrium-Physcomitrella species 

complex (Beike et al., 2014). Furthermore, since the potential target cox3eU290SF 

from P. patens obtained for PPR56 in the E. coli system (see section 4.1.3) has been 

shown to be a true editing site in lycophytes Isoetes engelmannii (Grewe et al., 

2009), Selaginella moellendorffii (Hecht et al., 2011), and the fern Haplopteris 

ensiformis (Zumkeller and Knoop, 2023), it is possible that functional analogs of 

PPR56 could be found in those species. 

4.5.3. PPR protein as a promising molecular tool 

Genetic modification has rapidly advanced in recent years with the development of 

DNA-targeting systems such as Zinc-finger nucleases (ZFN), transcription activator-

like effector nucleases (TALEN), and CRISPR-Cas endonucleases, enabling the 

manipulation of genomes and control of gene expression (Miller et al., 2010; 

Porteus and Carroll, 2005; Wang et al., 2016). Programmable DNA construction has 

become particularly popular in the biomedical field, especially among living cells 

(Pei and Lu, 2019). However, these molecular tools often mediate DNA repair 

mechanisms, either homology-directed recombination (HDR) or non-homologous 

end joining (NHEJ), which can increase the risk of inducing unexpected mutations. 

Additionally, manipulating the DNA level, which stores heritable information, 
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increases the possibility of transferring incorrect information to the next generation.  

RNA manipulations, especially during post-transcriptional processes, have the 

advantage of not affecting heritable information, while providing more possibilities 

by keeping the original information intact. There are successful approaches with 

PUF proteins as RNA manipulation tools. The PUF protein is derived from the 

truncated RNA-binding domain of human Pumilio homology 1 (PUM1) (Cheong and 

Hall, 2006; Wang et al., 2002). After engineering, the PUF protein can recognize 

RNA targets based on a recognition code and target cytosine (Zhao et al., 2018). By 

fusing with proteins such as endonucleases, splicing factors, and splicing enhancers, 

the PUF protein can achieve various modifications (Pei and Lu, 2019). Up to date, 

most of these modifications are based on biomedical studies conducted in human 

cells. 

In addition to nuclear genome manipulation, editing in organelles can help to 

address organellar control events. Two new methods for plant organelle genome 

editing have recently been developed: the DddA-derived cytosine base editor 

(DdCBE) (Kang et al., 2021) and the mitochondria-targeting transcription activator-

like effector cytidine deaminase (mitoTALECD) (Nakazato et al., 2022). The 

mitoTALECD method has been tested on two sites assigned to the editing factor 

OTP87, specifically atp1eU1178SL and nad7eU24LL. Using mitoTALECD, otp87 

mutant plants could be rescued from a strong phenotype, with full editing of 

atp1eU1178SL achieved (Nakazato et al., 2022). However, these TALEN-based tools 

are targeting organellar DNA rather than transcripts. 

PPR proteins, especially PLS-type PPR proteins, are among the best molecular tools 

for targeting the organellar transcriptome. They have a target-selecting PLS stretch 

that efficiently recognizes and binds to sequences upstream of the editing site in a 

one motif-one nucleotide manner, and a DYW domain that serves as a cytidine 

deaminase (see section 1.3). Compared to the recently established RNA-based 

CRISPR-Cas system (Huang et al., 2020; Komor et al., 2016; Nishida et al., 2016), 

only one protein is required to complete the catalytic event, making it easier to 

transport the protein through organellar membranes. Synthetic PLS-type PPR 
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protein dsn3PLS-DYW was able to successfully target only the rpoAeU200SF editing 

site assigned to A. thaliana CLB19 and not the other site clpPeU559HY in the clb19 

knockout plant (Royan et al., 2021). Notably, no off-targets were detected by this 

PLS-type PPR protein in the E. coli system, and 10 off-targets obtained in A. thaliana , 

with one being edited in 44% of transcripts, while the rest of the nine off-targets 

were edited below 1.5%. 

Although PPR proteins were originally thought to exclusively target organelles, 

recent study has shown that they are also capable of editing supplied targets in the 

cytosol of human cells (Lesch et al., 2022) and even in P. patens cytosol (Per. Comm. 

Mirjam Thielen). This expands the potential applications of PPR proteins beyond 

organellar RNA editing, to also include nucleo-cytosolic editing. The numerous off-

targets observed with PPR56 could be greatly reduced by a single amino acid 

change (Yang et al., 2023a), which suggests the possibility of targeting the transcript 

of interest more specifically. The promising potential of PPR proteins as molecular 

tools has been under development for commercial application with the company 

"Editforce" since 2015 (https://www.editforce.co.jp/en/). 
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5. Summary 

Plant-type C-to-U RNA editing is a post-transcriptional process that converts 

cytidines to uridines in mitochondrial and chloroplast transcripts. This process is 

mediated by pentatricopeptide repeat (PPR) proteins, which recognize specific 

targets via their PLS repeats and perform cytidine deamination via their C-terminal 

extension, the DYW domain. In the model moss Physcomitrium patens, all 13 

editing sites are fully assigned to 9 DYW-type PPR proteins, making it an ideal model 

for studying RNA editing mechanisms. Additionally, plant-type RNA editing has 

been successfully established in other heterologous systems, such as Escherichia 

coli. The faithful editing efficiency in comparison to plants makes it a powerful 

system for further investigating RNA editing mechanisms. 

The mitochondrial editing factor PPR56 from P. patens efficiently edits its two 

targets, nad3eU230SL and nad4eU272SL, in both plant and E. coli systems. However, 

when compared to other PPR proteins such as PPR65 and PPR78, PPR56 exhibits 

over 100 off-targets in the E. coli transcriptome. Detailed mechanistic studies in the 

bacterial system have shown that: (i) single amino acid modifications on the PLS 

motif can redirect PPR proteins to new targets, (ii) the RNA editing activity of PPR 

proteins is influenced by the target context, and (iii) the editing efficiency is 

enhanced by tandem targets. A new candidate site, cox3eU290SF, was found to be 

influenced by PPR56, which suggests a scanning mechanism of PPR proteins along 

transcripts. 

Although C-to-U RNA editing is mainly restricted to land plants, one of the 

exceptions is the heterolobosean protist Naegleria gruberi, which stores 10 DYW-

type PPR proteins in its nuclear genome and has two editing sites in its 

mitochondrial transcriptome. In this study, NgPPR45 was rearranged, resulting in a 

DYW-type PPR protein with a mitochondrial signal peptide that nicely fits the two 

editing sites according to the PPR-RNA binding code, making it an ideal candidate. 

Since knockout studies could not be performed in N. gruberi, different chimeras of 
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PpPPR78 with NgPPR45 were tested in the ppr78 knockout P. patens. The chimera 

with the PLS stretch of PpPPR78 and the complete C-terminal extensions of 

NgPPR45 could edit one of the targets for PpPPR78, cox1eU755SL, up to 82%. This 

proves that the C-terminal extensions of NgPPR45 have a functional cytidine 

deaminase and can act in fusion with the independently evolved moss PPR stretch. 

The failure of other chimeras points out that complete C-terminal extensions might 

be important for fusion proteins from different systems.  

PPR proteins, with their target-specific cytidine deamination process, make them 

an ideal molecular tool for transcriptomic engineering. However, chimeras of PPR 

proteins do not always work. The PLS stretch of PPR65 is not competitive with the 

C-terminal extensions of PPR56, while the opposite is true. Changing the DYW 

domains of PPR56 from different heterologous sources results in restricted or 

widened off-target numbers in the E. coli transcriptome. The experiments show 

that the preference of the DYW domains does not influence the immediate 

sequence of the editing site environment, but rather has a long-range impact on 

the upstream PPR stretch.  

To further investigate the mechanism of RNA editing, PPR proteins can be 

overexpressed in the cytosol of plants along with a supplied target in knockout 

plants. Additionally, off-targets in the nuclear transcriptome can be examined to 

provide a wider range of options for transcriptomic engineering. Due to its high 

activity and flexibility, PPR56 is an excellent editing factor and could serve as a solid 

foundation for a molecular tool. 
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8. Abbreviation 

%   percent 
°C   degree Celsius 
m   micro 
A   adenosine / alanine 
Aa   amino acid 
Amp  ampicillin 
BLAST Basic Local Alignment Search Tool 
bp   base pair 
C   cytidine / cysteine 
cDNA  complementary DNA 
D   aspartate 
DNA  deoxyribonucleic acid 
dNTP  deoxynucleotide triphosphate 
E   glutamic acid 
F   phenylalanine 
G   guanine / glycine 
h   hour 
H   histidine 
I   isoleucine 
IPTG  isopropyl b-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside 
IUPAC  International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry 
K   lysine 
kb   kilobase pairs 
L   leucine 
LB   Luria-Bertani 
m   milli 
M   molarity / methionine 
mRNA  messenger RNA 
n   nano 
N   normality / asparagine 
NCBI  National Center for Biotechnology Information 
no.  number 
nt   nucleotide 
P   proline 
PCR  polymerase chain reaction 
pos.  position 
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PPR  pentatricopeptide repeat 
Q   glutamine 
R   arginine 
RNA  ribonucleic acid 
rRNA  ribosomal RNA 
S   serine 
SDS  sodium dodecyl sulfate 
T   thymidine / threonine 
tRNA  transfer RNA 
U   unit / uridine 
UV   ultraviolet 
W   tryptophan 
Y   tyrosine 
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